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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS 
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
January 26 1 1962 
101 
The Board of Regents of Murray State College 1 Murray 1 Kentucky, met in the 
Office of the President at 10:00 a,m, 1 C,S,T,, Friday, January 26, 1962, in regular 
session, Dr, Thomas B, Hogancamp, Professor and Head of the Department of Business, 
opened the meeting with prayer, The follCMing members were present: R, H, White, 
Vice Chairman, presiding; Mr. 0, B. Springer, Mr, Glenn Doran, Mr, C, H, Hall, 
Mr, Bob T, Long, and Mr, Max J, Blythe, Mr. Wendell P, Butler was absent, 
Agenda 
President Woods presented the foll<=Ming Agenda, 
AGENDA 
for 
MEETING OF BOARD OF REGENTS 
MURRAY STATE COlLEGE 
January 26, 1962 
I, Minutes of the Board Meeting held on October 16, 1961, 
II, Report of the Committee on Entrance, Credits 1 Certification 1 and Graduation, 
-III, Resignations 
Narre 
Anne Armstrong 
Jo H. Lovett 
Rozelle Nance 
Jane Vaughn 
Wanda Dick 
Saundra Charlton 
Youlene Rae Hill 
Stella Ragsdale 
Jarres F, Huie 
Joyce Cannon 
Assig,rurent 
Sec 1 , Health and P, E, 
Sec, 1 College High 
Jani tress 1 Ordway Hall 
Sec, 1 Public Relations Office 
Clerk 1 Registrar's Office 
Part-time Clerk, Business Office 
Part-time Nurse 
Dining Room Supervisor 
Dishwasher 
Cashier 
IV, Sabbatical leave Requests 
v. 
va. 
Dr, E, J, Steytler1 Social Sciences 
Mrs, Laurie W, Ikerd 1 Library 
Mr, Robert E, Johnson, Fine Arts--Dramatics 
Mrs, Anne Parrish Markham, Languages and Literature 
Mr, V, W, Parker, Business 
Mrs, Christine Parker, Mathematics 
Mr. Jarres Harris 1 Languages and Literature 
Adjustments in Salary 
Name Assignrrent From 
Robert Waldrop Bus.Driver $175,00 
Vernon Roberts Head, Watchman 275,00 
Dorothy N, Nanny Part-time Bookkeeper 125,00 
Dean of Students' Office 
Lottye Suiter Asst,Jj'rof, 1 Ed, ilept, 505,00 
leave of Absence 
Narre Assig,rurent 
-
Bobbye McCarter Asst. Prof,, Social Sciences 
To 
$185,00 
300,00 
150.00 
550,00 
Effective 
8- 4-61 
8-31-61 
8-31-61 
8-20-61 
ll-30-61 
10-28-61 
l-31-62 
12-31-61 
12-31-61 
12-31-61 
Effective 
ll-l-61--6-30-62 
l-l-64.--6-30-62 
l-l-62--6-30-62 
2-l-62--6-30-62 
Effective 
7-l-62--8-31-63 
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VI, Employm:nt 
Narre 
-
Arthur H, Rolfe 
Helen Shroat 
Jarres L, Carson 
Genevieve M, Houston 
Phyllis R, Clary 
George Steele 
Leo Alexander 
Joshua H. Tabers 
Bobbye McDowell 
TOlTII\Y Lee 
Sally Na!l'Ciu 
Sally Na!l'Ciu 
Merry Kay Hill 
Jack Wilson 
Bertie Hc:wton 
Assignrrr:nt 
Dishwasher 
Dining Roam Supervisor 
Janitor 1 Cafeteria 
Cashier 
Cashier 
Head 1 Meat Cook 
Night Watchman 
Carpenter and Maintenance 
Bookstore 
Bus Driver 
Part-tirre Cler~ 1 Bus, Off, 
Clerk, Business Office 
Part-time Nurse 
plus 
Asst, Prof, 1 Mathematics 
Supv, Tch, 1 College High 
Monthly 
Salary Effective 
$150,00 1- 3-62--6-30-62 
145,00 1- 3-62--6-30-62 
155,00 11- 1-61--6-30-62 
130,00 1- 3-62--1-27-62 
130,00 1-29-62--6-30-62 
300,00 9-25-61--6-30-62 
240,00 1- 8-62--6-30-62 
325,00 1- 3-62--6030-62 
346,66 1- 1-62--6-30-62 
175,00 11-:1-61--6-30-62 
105,00 11- 1-61--1-31-62 
200,00 2- 1-62--6-30-62 
100,00 2- 1-62--6- 7-62 
roam and board in Ordway Hall 
590,00 7- 1-62--8-31-62 
480,00 2- 1-62--6-30-62 
VII, Saturday and Evening Classes -- lst Serrester, 1961-62, 
Dr, Robert F, Alsup--increase from $350,00 to $375,00, 
VIII. Summer Science Institute Budget--1962, 
(See attached sheet) 
IX, Scholarships 
Of the 50 scholarships which are lffide available 1 49 were awarded during the 
first semester 1961-62 to the following people: 
Nl 
'-
---N 
"""' ~'-1 
I 
Alderdice 1 Donna Dale Hurt 1 Larry Grady 
Anderson 1 Mary Eunice Johnston 1 Carol June 
Bolton 1 Joyce Kindred 1 Barbara Laverne 
Poore 1 Sharon J o I 
Robertson, Olarles S,, Jr, 
Shaffer, Linda Lou 
Brindl§!Y 1 Darlene King 1 Carol Lee 
Brown 1 Betty Lou Knight 1 Joyce Nell 
Burns 1 Judith Gayle Kraus 1 Elizabeth Anne 
Clark 1 William Morgan Like, Janet Eileen 
Cunningham, Donald Elbert Mattingly, Bonita Elaine 
Daniel, Linda Kay McDowell 1 Martha Lou 
Daniel, Peggy Gayle McGaughey:;, Robert H, 1 Jr, 
Davis 1 Kay Susan Moreland 1 Ramon Edward 
Ford 1 Brenda Louise Moreland 1 Reba Carol 
Gough 1 Victoria Elaine Murphy 1 William Denzil 
Gregory, Nina Kay Paris 1 Elinor Jane 
Hargis 1 Henrietta Joyce Pierce 1 Martha Jlll'le 
Hendon 1 Jerry Edd Patterson 1 Royce Gene 
Housley 1 Linda Jean 
Simpson 1 Mary Ann 
Sims 1 Maxine 
Stamper 1 Margaret Nell 
Sutton, Brenda Carel 
Trice 1 Lana Lou 
Tucker, Sally 
Utley 1 Judy Ann 
Vaught 1 Linda Fay 
Weitlauf 1 Betty Jo 
Wells, Lina Margaret 
Wi lliarrs , Aloll'd Dale 
Wolfe 1 Carol Warren 
Wood 1 Larry David 
The final grades are not in for this serrester 1 but the mid-serrester report 
on people receiving the scholarship indicated that their achievement was 
above average, Fifty people have been info:nred that they will have a 
scholarship for the second serrester, 
X, Building Construction and Renovation Account 
WHEREAS 1 some few years ago, provision was ll'dde to put $10,00 of the I 
registration fee in a Building Construction and Renovation Account 1 and 
WHEREAS 1 in April 1961 1 the Board approved a Consolidated Educational 
Buildings Revenue Bonds Program, and pledged fees not otherwise specifically 
committed for other buildings, 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that no further deposits be ll'dde in the 
Building Construction and Renovation Account and that the fees previously 
paid into this Account be deposited in the Consolidated Educational Buildings 
Revenue Bonds Account, 
I 
I 
I 
Xi. Report from Civil Defense on Distribution of Packaged Surplus Foods to 
Schools and Colleges 
108 
As per your directions, I WI'Ote a letter to Virgil Couch making the suggestion 
that packaged surplus foods be made available to schools and colleges to be 
used in fallout shelters, and I had a most cordial reply from Mr, Couch saying 
that the Federal Government would give careful consideration to this pl"'posal 
and indicating that they thought the pl"'posal was an excellent one, 
XII, PI'Operty being puri:hased by Comnonweal th for Use and Benefit of Mul"''ay State 
Colle e, 
As per your suggestion, we are endeavoring to buy three traCts of land east of 
the Baptist Picnic Gbound, The Mol"''is pl"'perty adjacent to the Baptist Picnic 
GI'Ound exclusive of the I'Oad is 146 ft, x 635 ft, for which we are to pay 
$15 9500, There is a lot on Chestnut Street 155 ft, x 435 ft. which we did 
not buy from the Mol"''is heirs, but we are buying the Pitman pl"'perty 73 ft, x 
635 ft. for $8,000, On Payne Street, we are purchasing a lot from Ellis 
146 ft, x 220 ft. for $5,000, It is hoped that we may be able to buy the 
Querte:mous pl"'perty, which···is".l55 ft. x 200 ft, If we are fortunate enough 
to buy the Querte:mous pl"'perty, this will give us pl"'perty for a distance 
of 420 ft. on Payne Street and a total footage on Chestnut Street of 219 ft, 
XIII, Budget 
We made a request to the Division of the Budget of the Department of Finance 
for an appl"'priation for the 1962-64 biennium in the amount of $2,839,485 
for 1962-63 and $3 9226 9620 for 1963-64, According to the Budget bill, we 
will receive $2 9235,445 for the first year and $2,475,530 for the second year 
of the biennium, I was told that our requests were not unreasonable, but 
the many other demands on the state finances were such that it was impossible 
to fully comply with our budget request, 
Fees 
There is considerable insistence that the colleges should increase their 
registration fees arid in an informal discussion with the college presidents, 
it has been tentatively agreed that each college president would recommend 
to the Board of Regents that fees be increased as follows: 
Effective September 1, 1962 Registration Fee 
Undergraduate: 
Full time students 
Summer 
Part-tirre ( thi'Ough ll hours) 
Graduate: 
Per credit hour ( thi'Ough 11 hours) 
not to exceed 
Effective September 1, 1963 
Undergraduate: 
Full tirre student 
Surrrner 
Part-tirre (thi'OUgh ll hours) 
Graduate: 
Resident 
$65,00 
32,50 
6. 00 per credit hr. 
7,00 
77,00 
75,00 
37,50 
7,00 per credit hr, 
Per credit hour (thi'OUgh ll Hrs,) 8,00 
not to exceed 88,00 
Non Res~dent 
$130,00 
65,00 
12,00 per credit hr, 
1~.00 
15'1¥ ,00 
150,00 
75,00 
14,00 per credit hr. 
16,00 
176,00 
Fees are increased at the rate of $10,00 for resident students and $20,00 
for non-resident students per serrester per year, Part-tirre fees are increased 
pl"'portionately, 
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XIV, Report on Married Student Housing 
One of the four buildings in the Married Student Housing complex was inspected 
and accepted on January 3, The other buildings will be available for occupancy 
on February 1. 
X:V, Report on Clark Hall 
M 
~ 
~ 
"""" e.,
Clark Hall was finally completed, and it was occupied by students on December 14, I 
We have had some difficulty in getting the heating system to work as it should, 
but otherwise 1 it is a very attractive and useable donni tory, Wells Hall is 
nc:M occupied by women 1 and the men who could not move into Clark Hall moved 
into Swann, 
XVI, Donnitory No, Three and Cafeteria--Project No, Ky,-01-58 (DS) 
A, Resolution Authorizing the Issuance of Bonds, 
B, Trust Indenture 
C, Official Notice of Sale of Bonds and Statement of Essential Facts 
D, Notice of Sale 
E, Parietal and Rate Resolution 
XVII. Report of the Thomas P, Norris Student Loan Fund 
XVIII. Report of the National Defense Student Loan Fund 
XIX, Report of the Business Manager 
XX, Other Matters to come before the Board. 
A. Resolution authorizing the Investment of Surplus Moneys in the 
Consolidated Educational Buildings Revenue Bonds Account, 
B. Murrey State College Building Revenue Bonds of 1935--Bonds and 
Coupons Destroyed January 23 1 1962, 
c, Report on Loan Application for Men's Donnitory No, 4 and A New 
Girls' Donnitory, 
RHW:pr 
Respectfully submitted, 
/s/ R, H, Woods 
President 
Minutes of the Board Meeting held on October 16 1 1961 1 Approved 
Mr, Springer moved that the Board dispense with the reading of the Minutes and 
approve the Minutes of the Board Meeting of October 16, 1961 1 as received. This 
motion was seconded by Mr, Long and carried unanimously, 
Report of the Committee on Entrance 1 Credits 1 Certification 1 and Graduation, Approved 
To the Board of Regents 
Murray State College 
Murray 1 Kentucky 
January 26 1 1962 
I 
As per the duties assigned to the Convni ttee on Credits 1 Certification and Graduation 1 I 
we report as follc:Ms: 
For those applying for degrees for January, 1962 1 we recommend that said degrees be 
granted as of January 31 1 1962 1 contingent upon the completion of all the requirements, 
/s/ Donald B, Hunter, Olairman 
Committee on Credits 1 Certification 
and Graduation 
I 
I 
I. 
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Mr. Doran:.moved that the Board accept the repcrt of the Corrmi ttee on Entrance 1 
Credits 1 Certification 1 and Graduation 1 and authorize the granting of degrees for all 
those who complete their requirements by January 31 1 1962, Mr, Hall seconded and 
the motion carried unanimously, 
Resignations, Accepted 
Mr. Springer moved that the Board approve the action of the President in accepting 
the resignations as stated in Item III of the Agenda, Mr, Long seconded and the motion 
carried unanimously, 
Summer Sabbatical Leaves for 1962, Granted 
Mr. Long moved that the Board grant sabbatical leaves for the summer of 1962 
to those listed in Item IV of the Agenda, in keeping with the pclicy regarding the 
summer sabbatical leave, Mr, Hall seconded and the roll was called on the adoption 
of the motion with the follc:wing results: Mr. Doran, aye; Mr, Hall 1 aye; Mr. Long, 
aye; Mr. Springer, aye; Mr. White, aye; and Mr, Blythe, aye, 
Adjustrrents in Salary 1 Approved 
Motion was made by Mr, Hall that the Board approve the adjustrrents in salary 
as stated in Item V of the Agenda, Mr, Blythe seconded and the roll was called on 
the adoption of the motion with the follc:wing results: Mr, Blythe 1 aye; Mr, Doran, 
aye; Mr. Hall 1 ay~; Mr, Long1 aye; Mr, Springer, aye; and Mr, White, aye, 
Leave of Absence 1 Granted 
Mr. Doran moved that a leave of absence from July 1 1 1962 1 through August 31, 
1963, be granted to Miss Bobbye McCarter, Assistant Professor of Social Sciences, 
Mr, Springer seconded and the motion carried unanimously, 
Employment 1 Approved 
Mr. Doran moved that the Board approve the employment of persons listed in 
Item VI of the Agenda upon the recomnendation of the President, Mr, Springer seconded 
and the roll was called on the adoption of the motion with the following results : 
Mr, Blythe, aye; Mr. Doran, aye; Mr, Hall, aye; Mr, Springer, aye; Mr, Long, aye; 
and Mr, White, aye, 
Adjustment in Saturday and Evening Classes, Approved 
Motion was made by Mr, Doran that the Board approve the adjustrrent in salary 
for Dr, Robert Alsup for the extra class he is teaching, as stated in Item VII of 
the Agenda, Mr, Springer seconded and the roll was called on the adoption of 
the motion with the follcwing results: Mr, Blythe, aye; Mr. Doran, aye; Mr, Hall, 
aye; V~. Long, aye; Mr. Springer, aye; and Mr. White, aye, 
Summer Science Institute Budget for 1962, Approved 
Mr. Springer moved that the Board approve the action of the President in securing 
the Summer Science Institute and approve the Budget as herein stated: 
BUDGET FOR PROPOSED 8-WEEK SUMMER INSTITUTE AT MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
Instmtut1.on 
A, Sup~rt of Particints 
C 5o stl.pends at606 each $30,000 
2, 125 dependents at $120 each 15,000 
3, 50 travel allowances at $50,00 each 21soo 4, Total for Support of Participants $47*500 
t ) 
B, ~rational Costs 
taff ( 1.nclud1.ng salaries 1 honoraria 1 travel, etc, ) 
5, Director (total amount for institute) $ 1,200 
6, Associate Director, if any (as !Wove) 400 
7, Staff (How many? 3 full tirre ) 5,800 
Staff (Hew many? 3 full tirre) 2,400 
8, Lecturers (How many? 3 full tirre) 600 
9, Secretarial and clerical 600 
10, Assistants or other staff 1,200 
ll, Retirerrent 
12, Subtotal for Staff $12 12oo 
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Other Direct Costs 
13, Office Supplies, cOIJVJ1Uilications, publicity $ 600 
14, Costs of laboratory materials 400 
15, Field trips (if any) 600 
16, If required: Health service or insurance 
and similar costs incurred by the institution 
on behalf of participants 
17, Miscellaneous direct costs 400 
18, Subtotal for Direct Costs other than Staff $ 2 1000 
19, Total Direct Operational Costs: Add lines 12 and 18 
20, Allowance for Indirect Costs (up to 15 percent of line 19) 
21, Total Operational Costs: Add lines 19 and 20 
C, Tuition and Fees (registration, credit fees, etc,) 
22, None 
23, None 
24, Total for tuition and fees 
25, Total Operational Costs in excess of Tuition and Fees: 
Subtract Line 24 from Line 21, Record renainder 
26, Total Cost of Institute: Add lines 4 ,2!!,25, Record sum 
D, Contributions from Sources other than NSF 
2 7, Contribution fran host institution $ none 
28, Contribution from: none 
29, Total Contributions from Sources other than NSF 
30, Total amount requested from National Science Foundation: 
Subtract line 29 from line 26, Record remainder 
$14,200 
2,130 
s16 ,33o <B> 
$None 
$16,330 
$63,830 
$ none 
$63,830 
I 
Mr, Doran seconded and the roll was called on the adoption of the motion with 
the following results: Mr, Blythe, aye; Mr, Doran, aye; Mr, Hall 1 aye; Mr, Long, I 
aye; Mr, Springer, aye; and Mr. White, aye, 
Report on Scholarships 
Dr, Woods reviewed the report on the Board of Regents' Scholarships, 
Building Construction and Renovation Account 
Mr. Long presented the resolution regarding the Building Construction and 
Renovation Account as stated in the Agenda and moved for its adoption, Mr, Blythe 
seconded and the roll was called on the adoption of the motion with the following 
results: Mr, Blythe, aye; Mr. Doran, aye; Mr. Hall, aye; Mr. Long, aye; Mr. Springer, 
aye; and Mr, White 1 ·aye, 
Civil Defense 
Dr, Woods stated that he had Wayne Williams to work with sorre people on campus 
regarding possible fallout shelters, Since John Pasco is Chairman of the Local 
Civil Defense Committee, he was invited to make suggestions, (See suggestions 
reported at last Board Meeting.) Our study is not yet complete, but it seems that 
the Fine Arts Building with fiberglass insulation en the doors could be used, 
Dr, Woods further stated that he had received a bill from John Pasco for $300, and 
read the letter he had received from Mr, Pasco, The Board approve the letter written 
by President Woods to Mr. Pasco and recomrrended no further action at this tirre, 
Property being purchased by Commonwealth of Kentucky for Use and Benefit of 
Murray State College 
Dr, Woods reviewed the staterrent in the Agenda and the plot plan of the land 
being purchased by the Commonwealth of Kentucky for the use and benefit of Murray 
State College, 
Mr. Springer moved that the Board approve the action of the President and 
Business Manager in purchasing the property as stated in Item XII of the Agenda, 
Mr. Long seconded and the roll was called on the adoption of the motion with the 
following results: Mr. Blythe, aye; Mr, Doran, aye; Mr, Hall, aye; Mr. Long, aye; 
Mr. Springer, aye; and Mr. White, aye, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Budget 
Dr, Woods reported on our budget request for the 1962-64 biennium and the 
actual aJOOunt provided in the budget bill, 
Following a discussion of same of the urgent needs of the College, including 
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a maintenance shop, Mr. Blythe moved that the Board express its hope that the 
Governor and the Departrrent of Finance will be able to make available funds for 
needed construction, including a maintenance shop and furniture and movable · 
equipmant 1 etc, for dormitories, Mr, Long seconded and the roll was called on the 
adoption of the motion with the following results: Mr, Blythe 1 aye; !W. Doran 1 aye; 
Mr. Hall, aye; ~~. Long, aye; Mr. Springer, aye; and Mr, White, aye, 
Fees 
Dr, Woods reported that in conference with the State College Presidents and the 
Council on Higher Education the increase in fees as stated in Item XIII of the Agenda 
had been tentatively recommended, 
Mr. Hall moved that the Board accept the recommandation regarding the increase 
in fees of the Council on Higher Education. Mr, Blythe seconded and rhe roll was 
called on the adoption of the motion with the following results: Mr. Blythe 1 aye; 
Mr. Doran, aye; Mr. Hall, aye; Mr, Long, aye; Mr, Springer, aye; and Mr. White, aye, 
Report on Married Student Housing . 
Dr, Woods reported that we plan to deliver the bonds on the married student 
housing project (Project No, Ky-CH-56 (DO] on February 20 1 and that the State has 
been carrying the financing during the construction of the project, 
Report on Clark Hall 
Dr. Woods reviewed the statemant in the Agenda concerning Clark Hall, 
Housing and Dining Hall Revenue Bonds of 1961, [Project No, Ky-CH-58 (DS)] 
(Attachmant Nos, 1, 21 3 1 4) 
Thereupon 1 Member Long introduced and caused to be read a proposed resolution 
entitled, "A Resolution providing for the issuance, sale and delivery of $1 1469 1000 
of Housing and Dining Hall Revenue Bonds of 1961 1 for the account of Murray State 
College 1" said resolution being attached to the minutes of this maeting, 
Thereupon 1 Member Hall seconded the motion for adoption of said resolution, 
and the Vice Chaiman having put the question 1 the roll was called and the following 
mambers voted: Ayes for the Motion: R, H, White, Vice Chaiman; H, Glenn Doran, 
C, H. Hall, Bob Treas Long 1 Max J, Blythe, O, B, Springer, Nays Against the Motion: 
None, 
Whereupon the Vice Chairman declared that said Resolution had been duly adopted, 
(Attachment No, 5) 
Thereupon 1 Member Springer introduced and caused to be read a proposed 
Resolution entitled "Parietal and ~e Resolution Regarding the Occupancy and Use 
of Project No, Ky"'CH-58 (05)" said Resolution being attached to the minutes of 
this maeting, 
Thereupon, Member Blythe seconded the motion for adoption of said resolution, 
and the Vice Chairman having put the question , the roll was called and the following 
mambers voted: Ayes for the Motion: R, H, White, Vice Chairman; H, Glenn Doran, 
C, H, Hall, Bob Treas Long, Max J, Blythe, O, B, Springer, Nays against the Motion: 
N~. , 
Whereupon 1 the Vice Chairman declared that said Resolution had been duly 
adopted, 
Report of the Thomas P, Norris Student Loan Fund 1 Accepted 
Motion was made by Mr. Springer that the Board accept the Report of the Thomas 
P, Norris Student Loan Fund, Mr. Doran seconded and the roll was called on the 
adoption of the motion with the following results: Mr, Blythe, aye; Mr. Doran, aye; 
Mr. Hall,aye; Mr. Long, aye; Mr, Springer, aye; and Mr, White, aye; 
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Report of the National Defense Student Loan Program, Accepted 
Mr. Long moved that the Board accept the Report of the National Defense 
Student Loan Program, Mr, Blythe seconded, the roll was called, and the following 
members voted: Mr, Blythe, aye; Mr, Doran, aye; Mr, Hall, aye; Mr, Long, aye; 
Mr, Springer, aye; and Mr. White, aye, 
Report of the Business Manager, Accepted 
REPORT OF P, W, ORIJtJAY 1 BUSINESS MANAGER 
TO THE PRESIDENT .AND BOARD OF REGENTS OF 
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
January 26 1 1962 
The following repcrt is submitted for the information and consideration of the 
President and Board of Regents of Murray State College: 
I. SUMMARY OF FUND OPERATICNS - July 11 1961 - December 31 1 1961 
Aiiotrrents 
Account Number or 
Receipts 
State Appropriation - Ordinary Recurring Expenses 
Encumbrances 
Unencumbered 
Balance 
36-2-01-001 State Appropriation $1,899,350,00 $ 883,896,75 $1,015,453,25 
State Allotrrents - Special Funds 
36-7-3'/-10'7 242-beCFMen's 80nro.tory 
36-7-37-110 282-Bed Men's Dormitory 
36-7-37-111 Classroom Building 
36-7-37-117 Married Student Housing 
36-7-37-120 Miscellaneous Repairs 
36-7-37-122 Development of Nursery 
36-7-37-123 326-Bed Men's Dorm, & Cafe, 
36-7-37-124 Fine Arts Air Conditioning~ 
Renovation 
36-7-37-129 Sewer Line for Married Hsg. 
36-7-37-130 Swirraning Pool Filter 
36-7-37-131 Library Shelving 
36-7-37-132 Addition to Gymnasium 
36-7-37-133 300-Bed Women's Dormitory 
Revolvin~ Fund 
36-2-13-~1 Revolving Fund 
36-2-13-101 Building Construction & Renov, 
718,972.69 
894,554,31 
1,378,813,00 
504,402,53 
28,287,79 
1 15oo.oo 
1,609,000,00 
135,800,00 
8,500,00 
7,516,48 
40,000,00 
186,683,00 
1,000,00 
396,496,22 
8,827,04 
II, CPNNERY STATEMENT - July 1, 1961 - December 31, 1961 
Receipts: 
Canned Products and Fees 
Expenditures : 
Salaries and Wages 
Repairs to Equipment 
Commercial Supplies 
Rental of Equipment 
Miscellaneous 
Receipts Exceeding Expenditures 
$ 1,192,48 
43,83 
878,87 
105,00 
16,66 
714,907.83 
880 ,212. 82 
1,296,901,16 
478,270,60 
23,247,60 
934,81 
1,582,251,91 
132,988,00 
7,626,00 
7,397,55 
37,684,43 
178,612,40 
384,022,03 
3,260,04 
$ 4 ,001, 76 
2,236,84 
$ 
III. CAFETERIA STATEMENT- June 1 1 1961- November 30, 1961 
Receipts: 
Cash Received at Door 
Meal Tickets 
Sales to Snack Bar 
$ 20,369,55 
175,551,03 
1,775,81 $ 197,696,39 
4,064,86 
14,341.49 
8l,9ll,84 
26,131,93 
5,040,19 
565,19 
26,748,09 
2,812,00 
874,00 
ll8,93 
2~315,57 
8,070,60 
1,000,00 
12,474,19 
5,567,00 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Expenditures: 
Salaries and Wages 
Student Wages 
Food Products 
Utilities 
Laundry 
Office Supplies 
China and Utensils 
Other Supplies 
Repairs to Equipment 
Other Expenses 
Sales Tax 
New Equipment 
FICA Taxes 
KERS 
Profit for Period 
Comparative Statements 
June 3 -November 30 1 1960 
June 15 - November 30 1 1959 
June 1 - October 31 1 1958 
Profit 
Profit 
Profit 
$ 42,219,87 
6,103,31 
102,021,66 
2,400,00 
620,82 
27,80 
1,880,30 
4,617,56 
483,03 
94,05 
182,01 
11,226,50 
1,267,52 
1,596,42 $174,740,85 
$24,110,66 
18,969,85 
6,377,21 
$ 22,955,54 
IV, SNACK BAR STATEMENT - June 1 1 1961 - November 30 1 1961 
Sales: 
Snack Bar $ 27,591.31 
Cigarette Machine 3,858,20 
Candy Machine 357,60 
Juke Box 295,50 
Total Sales $ 32,102.61 
Cost of Goods Sold 15,857,93 
Gross Profit on Sales $ 16,244,68 
Operating Expenses: 
Salaries and Wages $ 7,872,04 
Student Wages 787.49 
Repairs to Equipment 226,15 
Laundry 100,55 
Janitorial Supplies 13,52 
Household and Kitchen Supplies 25,60 
Sales Tax 937,20 
New Equipment 343,00 
Depreciation of Equipment 674,15 
Total Operating Expenses $ 101979. 70 
Net Profit for period 5,264,98 
V, RECREATION ROOM STATEMENT - June 1 1 1961 - December 31 1 1961 
Receipts: 
Pool $ 4 1;~25. 66 
Ping Pong Balls 43,40 
Coca-Cola & Pepsi-Cola Machines 1,000,95 
Tom's Machine 306.80 
Garre Machines 46,50 
Total Receipts $ 6,323,31 
Expenditures : 
Student Wages $ 860,85 
Merchandise for Resale 955,55 
Repairs to Equipment 433,50 
Supplies & Materials 360,19 
Sales Tax 19,70 
New Equipment 82.35 
Total Expenditures $ 21112,11.1 
Profit for period $ 3,611,17 
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VI, FARM STATEMENT - July 1 1 1961 - December 31 1 1961 
Receipts: 
Farm and Garden Produce $ 134,57 
Tobacco 341,62 
Eggs 5,002,06 
Poultry 327,20 
Dairy Products ll,299,00 
Livestock 3,932,34 
Show Premiurrs 146,00 
Miscellaneous: 
Filling Silo $262,50 
ACP Program 1961 164,62 
:::cinterest on Stock c. c. Soil 
Imp, Ass 'n 52,40 479,52 
Total Receipts $21,662,31 
Expenditures : 
Salaries and Wages $ 9,914,69 
Veterinary & Testing Service 719.70 
Utilities 529.79 
Repairs to Vehicles & Equipment 1,976,90 
Maintenance of Buildings 1,432,30 
Feeds 5,068,86 
Motor Fuels 519,72 
Heating Fuels 173,09 
Medical Supplies ll5,59 
Commercial Supplies 126,64 
Agricultural Supplies 1,418,82 
Seed and Fertilizer 1,105, 70 
Insurance 1,596,94 
Miscellaneous 63,00 
Machinery & Implements 2,912,10 
Buildings & Fixed Equipment 318,29 
FICA Taxes 297,44 
KERS 495.73 
Total Expenditures $28,985,30 
Expenditures Exceeding Receipts $ 7,322,99 
VII. Bank Accounts 
The following shows the various bank accounts of Murray State College which are 
deposited in the Peoples Bank and the Bank of Murray, This statement shows the 
balances on January 1 1 1961 1 the 1961 deposits and disbursements and the balances 
on December 31 1 1961, 
Murray State College Accounts deposited at the Bank of Murray, Murray, Kentucky 
.• Balance 
1-1-61 
Fine Arts Bldg, Rev, Acct,$ 6 1165,42 
Fine Arts Bond and Int. Acct. 40,87 
Fine Arts Oper. & Maint, 31542,66 
Health Bldg,-Bldg, Revenue 14 1095,75 
Health Bldg,-Oper, & Maint,l4 1 870,63 
Basketball Fieldhouse 35 1944,32 
Dormitory Roam Deposits 1 1025,00 
Riclunond Hall Bldg, Rev. 
Clark Hall Bldg, Revenue 
Consolidated Ed, Bldg, 
Project Revenue Fund 
1961 
Deposits 
$ 7,416,00 
15,328,59 
17,098,34 
42,276,05 
34,025,00 
40,825,00 
47,075,34 
8,160,00 
1311500,00 
$343 1704,32 
1961 Balance 
Disbursements 12-31-61 
$13,581.42 $ 
40.87 
17,108,55 1,762,70 
31,194,09 
48,420,51 8,726,17 
63,334,15 6,635,17 
39,375,00 2,475,00 
15,727,28 31,348,06 
2,88 8,157,12 
26.669,03 104 1830.97 
$255.453,78 $163.935,19 
I 
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MurTay State College Accounts deposited at the Peoples Bank 1 MurTay 1 Kentucky 
Balance 1961 1961 Balance 
1-1-61 re~sits Disburserrents 12-31-61 
Revolving Fund Account $ 3,919,09 $1,327,592,41 $1,323,203,72 $ 8,307,78 
Health Bldg.-Bond & Int. 6,039,95 260,05 6,300,00 
Woods Hall - Bldg, Revenue 63,103,45 73,530,00 103,450,45 33,183,00 
Petty Cash 10,038,57 179,222,62 174,937,50 14,323,89 
Athletic Petty Cash 4,476,80 14,495,49 14,172,29 4,800,00 
Student Union Rev, Acct. 151,577,97 570,776,45 675,486,20 46,868,22 
R,Q,T,C, Uniform Deposits 8,820,00 ll,420,00 9,172,60 ll,067,40 
R, 0, T, C, Equi prrent Accts, 32,97 676,28 6ll,64 97,61 
$248,008,80 $2,177,973,50 $2,307,334,40 $ll8,647,90 
VIII. i.JIND PURCHASES 
Contracts have been negotiated to purchase the following land: 
No, 1 Morris and Reaves Tract 
This tract is 140 feet East and West and 618 feet North and South running from the 
south side of Chestnut Street to the north side of Payne Street, It is east of the 
tract owned by MurTay State College known as the Baptist Picnic Ground, 
The purchase price for this tract is $15 1500,00 
No, 2 W, J, Pitman Tract 
This tract is 73 feet East and West and 618 feet North and South running from the 
south side of Chestnut Street to the north side of Payne Street, It is east of the 
Quertermous and Newton tract, 
The purchase price of this tract is $8 1000,00 
No, 3 Ellis Tract 
This tract is 146 feet East and West and 215 feet North and South, and is east of 
the Pitman property and faces Payne Street, 
The purchase price is $5 1000,00 
1he total purchase price for the three tracts listed above is $28 1500,00 and we 
obtained a special allotrrent from the Division of the Budget, Departrrent of Finance 
of $25 1500,00 for the purchase of this land leaving a balance of $3 1000,00 to be 
paid from Murray State College Operating Funds, 
No, 4 Quertermous and Newton Tract 
This tract is 165 feet East and West~and~200 feet North and South and faces Payne 
Street and is east of the Morris and Reaves tract and west of the Pitman tract, 
" The purchase price is $7 1000,00, 
The Division of the Budget, I:epartrrent of Finance, has allocated $3 1500,00 for use 
in purchasing this land and we will have to pay $3,500,00 from the MurTay State 
College Operating Funds, 
No, 5 
As soon as the transaction for the Morris-Reaves property is closed we plan to 
request the closing oLthe 20 foot road which is located between the Baptist 
Picnic Ground and the Morris-Reaves property, 
This road is not used and we do not anticipate any difficulty in having it legally 
closed,' 
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REPORT OF JAMES A, ROGERS, TREASURER 
TO THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF REGENTS OF 
MURRAY STA'IE COLLEGE 
January 26 1 1962 
BONDED ACCOUNTS - Staterrents of December 31, 1961 
I, 
$ 8,726,17 
II, Fine Arts Building 
Balance 1n operatlon and Maintenance Acct. $ 1,762,70 
III, 1954 Revenue Bond & Interest Account (Basketball Fieldhouse) 
IV, 
Balance m BOrid & Interest Account $ 6 ,635,17 
Original amount of bond issue dated July 1 1 1954 
Bonds outstanding on this account 
Arrount to be paid during period January 1 1 1962 -
January 1 1 1963 - Bonds 56 - 64 1 inclusive $ 9 1000,00 
Semi-annual interest 585,00 
1955 Dormitba* Revenue Bonds - Woods Hall 
Balance 1n rm1tory Revenue Account 
Balance in Sinking Fund Account 
Ballance in Sinking Fund - Incorre Account 
$33,183,00 
9,700,91 
3,083,24 
$45,967.15 
U, S, Treasury notes and bonds purchased from surplus 
in Sinking Fund Account: 
u. s. 
u. s. 
u. s. 
u. s. 
u. s. 
Treasury 4-3/4% note 
Treasury 4-3/4% note 
Treasury Bond 3% 
Treasury 3-1/4% note 
Treasury 3-l/4% note 
$ 4,000,00 
24,000,00 
14,000,00 
15,000,00 
54,000,00 
Sill ,Odd. 00 1'' 
*Of this amount $40 1000,00 of U, S, Treasury 
Notes have been transfered to the Depreciation Fund, 
Original amount of bond issue dated Dec, 1 1 1955 
Bonds outstanding on this account 
Arrount to be paid during period January 1 1 1961 -
January 1 1 1963 for bonds $13 1000,00 1 interest $211065.00 
Interest rate 2-3/4%, final maturity date December 11 1995, 
V, Student Union Bonds of 195 7 
Balance 1n Student Orilon Revenue Account 
Balance in Bond & Interest Sinking Fund ilcct, 
U, S, Treasury notes and bonds purchased 
from surplus in Sinking Fund Account: 
U, S, Treas, Notes 3-1/4% Due Nov, 15 1 1962 
U, S, Treas, Notes 4-7/8% Due Nov, 15, 1963 
U, S, Treas·,· ·Notes 4-7/8% Due Nov, 15 1 196[1 
U, S, Treas, Bonds 2-5/8% Due Feb, 15, 1965 
U, S, Treas, Bonds 3-3/4% Due May 15 1 1966 
Balance in Student Union Revenue Bonds 
Maintenance Fund 
$46,868,22 
12,368,61 
$59,236,83 
$15,000,00 
20,000,00 
40,000,00 
40,000,00 
391000,00 $154,000.00 
21424,01 
~sited 
of Murray 
DeGited 
Bot Murray 
De~sited 
B of Murray 
$200,000,00 
18,000,00 
9,585,00 
Deposited 
Pe6Pies Bank 
The Ky 1 Trust Co, 
The Ky. Trust Co, 
Louisville 1 Ky, 
Date of Purchase 
July 28, 1959 
Nov, 91 1959 
Dec, 13 1 1960 
Oct, 13 1 1961 
Oct. 23. 1961 
$818,000,00 
766,000,00 
34,065,00 
De~ited Pe~es Bank 
First National 
Lincoln Bank 
Louisville 1 Ky, 
Date of Purchase 
October 24, 1961 
October 24 1 1961 
October 24 1 1961 
October 24 1 1961 
October 24 1 1961 
First National 
Lincoln Bank 
Louisville 1 Ky, 
I 
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VI, 
VII. 
VIII, 
U, S, Treasury notes and bonds purchased from 
Maintenance Fund: 
u. s. Treas, Notes 3-1/4% Due Nov, 15, 1962 
u. s. Treas, Notes 4-7/8% Due Nov, 15, 1963 
u. s. Treas, Notes 4-7/8% Due Nov. 15. 1964 
u. s. Treas, Bonds 2-5/8% Due Feb, 15 1 1965 
u. s. Treas, Bonds 3-3/4% Due May 15 1 1966 
Original amount of bond issue dated Nov, 1 1 1957 
Bonds outstanding on this account 
Amount to be paid during period January 1 1 1962 -
December 31 1 1962 for bonds $10 1000,00 1 interest 
$18,687.50 
Interest rate 2-7/8% and final maturity date Nov, 
DormitoE¥ Revenue Bonds - Richmond Hall 
Balance ~n DOrnu. tory Revenue ACcount 
Balance in Bond & Int, Sinking Fund Acct. 
Original amount of bond issue dated Feb, 1 1 1960 
Bonds outstanding on this account 
Amount to be paid during period Jan, 1 1 1962 -
$ 5,000,00 
15,000,00 
15,000,00 
15,000,00 
12 1ooo.oo $62,000.00 
1, 1997 
$31,348,06 
91324,71 $40,672.7'7 
December 31 1 1962 for bonds, none 1 interest 21 1343,75 
Interest rate 3-1/8% and final maturity date Feb, 1 1 2000 
DormitoE¥ Revenue Bonds of June 1 1 1960 - Clark Hall Balance m DOrnu. tory Revenue Account S 8 1156 ,12 
Balance in Bond & Int. Sinking Fund Account 
Original amount of bond issue dated June 1 1 1960 
Bonds outstanding on this account 
Amount to be paid during period January 1 1 1962 -
December 31 1 1962 for bonds, none, for interest 
$ 8,156.12 
Interest rate 3-1/8% and final maturity date June 1 1 2000, 
Revenue Bonds 
Original amount of bond issue dated May 1 1 1961 
Bonds outstanding on this account 
Amount to be paid during period January 1 1 1962 -
December 31 1 1962 1 bonds $30 1000,00 1 interest $52,737,50 
04,830,97 
Interest rate 3% - 4-1/8% 1 final maturity date May 1 1 1986, 
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Date of Purchase 
October 24 1 1961 
October 24 1 1961 
October 24 1 1961 
October 24 1 1961 
October 24 1 1961 
$670,000,00 
650,000,00 
28,687,50 
~sited 
of Murray 
Citizens Fidelity 
Bank & Trust Co; 
Louisville, Ky, 
$683,000,00 
683,000,00 
21,343,75 
~ited 
of Murray 
$800,000,00 
80o,ooo.oo 
25,000,00 
J:iaBksi ted 
of Murray 
Citizens Fidelity 
Bank & Trust Cc, 
Louisville, Ky, 
$1,400,000,00 
1,400,000,00 
82,737,50 
Mr. P, W, Ordway was present for this portion of the meeting and reviewed the 
Report of the Business Manager and the Report of the Treasurer, James A, Rogers, 
Mr. Springer moved that the Board accept the Report of the Business Manager and the 
Report of the Treasurer, Mr. Long seconded and the roll was called and the following 
members voted: Mr. Blythe, aye; Mr. Doran, aye; Mr, Hall 1 aye; Mr, Long, aye; 
Mr, Springer 1 aye; and Mr. White 1 aye, 
Resolution authorizing the Investment of Surplus Moneys in the Consolidated Educational 
Buildings Revenue Bonds Account 
WHEREAS 1 the Citizens Fidelity Bank and Trust Ccmpany 1 Louisville 1 Kentucky 1 is 
Trustee and Paying Agent for the Consolidated Educational Buildings Revenue Bonds 1 
Series A, of Murray State Ccllege 1 Murray 1 Kentucky 1 and 
WHEREAS 1 the current cash balance in the Bond and Interest Sinking Fund Account 
exceeds the principal and interest to be paid on May 1 1 1962 1 and 
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WHEREAS 1 in Section 4 ,10 of the Basic Resolution 1 prov~s~on is made for the 
investrrent of surplus funds in this account with the approval of the Board of 
Regents 1 ___ . 
NOW 1 TIJEREFORE 1 BE IT RESOLVED that the Citizens Fidelity Bank and Trust 
Company be authorized to invest and re-invest from time to time any surplus 
in the Bond and Interest Sinking Fund Account in the hands of the Trustee in 
keeping with provisions of the Basic Resolution, 
The foregoing resolution was presented by Mr, Long, Mr, Hall seconded and 
upon the roll being called the foll~ing rrembers voted: Mr, Blythe, aye; 
Mr, Doran, aye; Mr. Hall, aye; Mr, Long, aye; Mr. Springer, aye; Mr. White, aye, 
The Vice Chairman, R, H, White, declared that said resolution had been duly 
adopted, 
Murray State College Building Revenue Bonds of 1935--Bonds and Coupons destroyed 
on January 23 1 1962, 
Bonds 1 - 51 . Inclusive $1,000,00 each Due Nov, 1, 1937 
Bonds 6 - 101 II II II Due Nov, 1, 1938 
Bonds ll- 15, II II II Due Nov, 1, 1939 
Bonds 16 - 20 I II II II Due Nov, 1, 1940 
Bonds 21- 25, II II II Due Nov, 1, 1941 
Bonds 26 - 30 II II II Due Nov. 1, 1942 
Bends 31 - 35 II II II Due Nov, 1, 1943 
Bonds 36 - 40 II II II Due Nov, 1, 1944 
Bonds 41 - 45 II II II Due Nov, 1, 1945 
Bonds 46 - 50 II II II Due Nov, 1, 1946 
Bonds 51 - 55 II II II Due Nov, 1, 1947 
Bonds 56 - 60 II II II Due Nov, 1, 1948 
Bonds :'61 - 65 II II II Due Nov. 1, 1949 
Bonds 66 - 70 II II II Due Nov, 1, 1950 
Bonds 71- 76 II II II Due Nov, 1, 1951 
Bonds 77 - 82 II II II Due Nov, 1, 1952 
Bonds 83 - 88 II " II Due Nov, 1, 1953 
Bonds 89 - 94 II II II Due Nov, 1, 1954 
Bends 95 
- 100 II II II Due Nov, 1, 1955 
Bonds 101 - 106 II II II Due Nov, 1, 1956 
Bonds 107 - 112 II II II Due Nov, 1, 1957 
Bbnds 113- 118 II II II Due Nov, 1, 1958 
Bonds 119- 124 II II II Due Nov, 1, 1959 
Bonds 125 - 130 II II II Due Nov, 1, 1960 
Bonds 131 - 135 II II II Due Nov, 1, 1961 
Bonds 136 
- 140 II II II Due Nov, 1, 1962 
Bonds 141 - 145 II II II Due Nov, 1, 1963 
Coupon No, 1 (Bonds No, 1-145) $20,00 each Dated May 1936 
Coupon No, 2 ( II II l-145) $20,00 II Dated November 1936 
Coupon No, 3 ( II II 1-145) $20,00 II Dated May 1937 
Coupon No, 4 ( II II 1-145) $20,00 II Dated November 1937 
' Coupon No. 5 ( II II 6-145) $20,00 II Dated May 1938 
Coupon No, 66 ( II II 6-145) $20,00 II Dated November 1938 
Coupon No, 7 ( II II ll-145) $20.00 II Dated May 1939 
Coupon No, a ( II II 11-145) $20,00 II Dated November 1939 
Coupon No, 9 ( II II 16-145) $20,00 II Dated May 1940 
Coupon No, 10 ( II II 16-145) $20,00 II Dated November 1940 
Coupon No, 11 ( II II 21-145) $20,00 II Dated May 1941 
Coupon No. 12 ( II II 21-145) $20,00 II Dated November 1941 
Coupon No, 13 ( II II 26-145) $20,00 II Dated May 1942 
Coupon No, 14 ( II II 26-145) $20,00 II Dated November 1942 
Coupon No, 15 ( II II 31-145) $20,00 II Dated May 1943 
Coupon No, 16 ( II II 31-145) $20,00 II Dated November 1943 
Coupon No, 17 ( II II 85-145) $20,00 II Dated May 1944 
Coupon No, 18 ( II II 36-145) $20,00 II Dated November 1944 
Coupon No, 19 ( II II 41-145) $20,00 II Dated May 1945 
Coupon No, 20 ( II II 41-145 $20,00 II Dated November 1945 
Coupon No, 21 ( II II 46-145) $20,00 II Dated May 1946 
Coupon No, 22 ( II II 46-145) $20,00 II Dated November 1946 
I 
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Coupon No, 23 (Bonds Nos, 51-145) $20,00 each Dated May 1947 
Coupon No, 24 ( " " 51-145) $20,00 " 5lated November 1947 Coupon No, 25 ( " " 56-145) $20,00 " Dated May 1948 
Coupon No, 26 ( " " 56-H5) $20,00 " Dated November 1948 
Coupon No, 27 ( " " 61-145) $20,00 " Dated May 1949 
Coupon No, 28 ( " " 61-145) $20,00 " Dated November 1949 
Coupon No, 29 ( " " 66-145) $20.00 " Dated May 1950 
Coupon No, 30 ( " " 66-145) $20,00 " Dated November 1950 
Coupon No, 31 ( " " 71-145) $20.00 " Dated May 1951 
Coupon No, 32 ( " " 71-145) $20,00 " Dated November 1951 
Coupon No. 33 ( " " 77-145) $20,00 " Dated May 1952 
Coupon No, 34 ( " " 77-145) $20,00 " Dated November 1952 
Coupon No, 35 ( " " 83-145) $20,00 " Dated May 1953 
Coupon No, 36 ( " " 83-145) $20,00 " Dated November 1953 
Coupon No, 37 ( " " 89-145) $20,00 " Dated May 1954 
Coupon No, 38 ( " " 89-145) $20,00 " Dated November 1954 
Coupon No, 39 ( " " 95-145) $20,00 " Dated May 1955 
Coupon No, 40 ( " " 95-145) $20,00 u Dated November 1955 Coupon No, 41 ( " " 101-145) $20,00 " Dated May 1956 Coupon No, 42 ( " " 101-145) $20,00 " Dated November 1956 Coupon No, l,q3 ( " " 107-145) $20,00 " Dated May 1957 
Coupon No, 44 ( " " 107-145) $20,00 " Dated November 1957 Coupon No, 45 ( " " ll3-145) $20,00 " Dated May 1958 Coupon No, 46 ( " " ll3-l45) $20,00 " Dated November 1958 
Coupon No, 47 ( " " ll9-145) $20,00 " Dated May 1959 
Coupon No, 48 ( " " ll9-145) $20,00 " Dated November 1959 Coupon No, 49 ( " " 125-145) $20,00 " Dated May 1960 Coupon No, 50 ( " " 125-145) $20,00 " Dated November 1960 
I hereby certify that the above listed bonds and coupons were destroyed by fire 
this the 23rd day of January 1962, 
/s/ R, H, Woods 
President, Murrey State College 
/s/ Patsy Rowland 
Secretary, Board of Regents 
/s/ James A, Rogers 
Treasurer, Board of Regents 
Mr. Long roved that the Board approve the action of the President of the College, 
the Secretary and Treasurer IDf the Board of Regents in destroying by fire the Bonds 
and Coupons of the Murray State College Building Revenue Bonds of 1935 9 which have 
been paid, Mr, Hall seconded, the roll was called, and the following members voted: 
Mr, Blythe, aye; Mr. Doran, aye; Mr. Hall, aye; Mr. Long, aye; Mr. Springer, aye; 
and Mr. White, aye, 
Report on Loan Application for Men's Donni tory and a new Girls' Donni tory 
Dr, Woods stated that he had received a letter from the Housing and Horre Finance 
Agency saying that they had set up a fund reservation in the amount of $1,750 ,000 
for a new girls' dormitory and rren's dormitory No, 4 9 and that we have ninety days 
in which to submit our final application, 
Chemistry Reference Shelf 
Mr, Doran stated that Mr. R, A, (Fess) Johnson had talked with him regarding the 
establishrrent of The R, A, (Fess) Johnson Chemistry Reference Shelf and that Mr, Johnson 
would donate $50,00 to the project, 
Mr. Blythe moved that the Board direct Dr, Woods to express appreciation for 
Professor Johnson's interest in establishing a chemistry reference shelf and authorize 
the President to look into this matter and determine the feasibility of establishing 
the chemistry reference shelf, Mr, Hall seconded and the ootion carried unanioously, 
116' 
Adjourriment 
Motion was then made by Member Springer that the rreeting be adjourned, which 
motion was seconded and unanioously carried, Whereupon the rreeting was adjourned, 
Vice O!airman 
Secretary 
I 
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9~ o7C., !'Jt;;_.-.-
A RESOLUTION PROVIDllfiCCJ;;f'"(IR THE ISSUAJo!CE 1 SAL.E AND OEL.lVERY 'OF 
!1>1,469,000 OF HousiNG AND DINING HAL.L. REvENUE BoNos OF' 1961, FOR Accou•rr 
OF MuRRAY 57ATE Cot..LEGE 
V\IHE:REAS0 THE EXISTlNG BUILDINGS USED FOR EDUCAT!ONAL.. PURPOSES 
AT l'vluRRAY STATE COLLEGE, AT MuRRAY, KENTUCKYc ARE WHOl.L.Y JNADEQUATEg AND 
!T HAS BEEN HERETOFORE OETERMlNED TO BE NECESSARY THAT A NEW DORMITORY 
TO HOUSE APPROXIMATEL.Y 326 MEN STUDENTS AND A NEW CAFETERIA WITH A DESIGNED 
CAPACITY OF APPROXIMA"':"EL.Y 1,6QQ PERSONS, EACH WITH NECESSARY APPURTENANT 
FACIL.lTl£5 11 BE CONSTRUCTED ON THE CAMPUS OF THE COL.L.EG£ 1 THE TOTAl- COS"!" 
OF WHlCH IS ESTlMATED TO BE HOT !_ESS THAN ~J,469,QQ0j .AND 
WHEKEAS; tT Is NECEssARY THAT FuNes (NoT OTHERWISE PROVJoe:o) 
TO DEFRAY SUCH COSiS~ BE PROVIDED 'T'HROUGH IHE ISSUANCE OF f!EVEI'!UE f:.ONDS 
1\.ENTUCKY ~EVISEO 5-:·ATUTES; 
NOW, THEREFORE, THE I::.OARD OF REGENTS OF MURKAY STATE 
COLLEGE",; AT MURRAY, KENTUCKY, uOES HEREeV RESOLVE AS FOLLOvvS: 
Se:cTiou L THAT THE ERECTION OF A NEW oORMJ>ORY To HOUSE 
APPROX!MATELY 326 ME:.C STUDENTS AND A NEW CAFETERIA WlTH A DESIGNED CAPACITY 
OF APPROXlMA•o·EL.V 111 600 PERSONSll Ei\CH WITH NECESSARY APPURTENANT FAC!L.l"riES, 
ACCORDJ:iG TO THE PL.ANS AND SPECIFICATIONS HERETOFORE PREPARED AND APPROVEDe 
lS HEREBY RATIFIED AND CONP'l RMEO., 
5ECTJON 2. b! OROE R TO DEFRAY TME COST OF ERECt!NG SAID 
euJL.oJH.Gs11 HousiNG AND UIHlNei HALL Rc:vENUE 6ottos OF 1~6\' SHALL. BE ANo 
ARE HEREBY ORDERED ISSUE 0 BY THE I::>OARU OF REGIZMTS OF SAID fviuRRAY STATE 
CoLL.EGE IN THE AGGREGATE PRlNC!PAL. AMOu,_rr oF ONE Mn .. L.lON0 FouR HuNDRED 
ANO SlXTY""NlN" THOUSAXD UOL.LARS (!1>1,46~.000), DATED SEPTEMBER I, 1!!61, 
OF THE DE!(OMlHATI0:-4 OF .';J!~Q0Q 0 TO BE NUMBERED CONSECUTIVEl-Y FROM 1 TO 
1,469, INCl.U~IVE, BEARING INTEREST 10 BE EVIDENCED BY COUPONS ATTACHED 
":"0 EACH E.oMo~ PAYABL.E SEMt-AMNUAL.L.Y ON THE FIRST OA'VS OF MARCH AND 5F.:PTEMBt;.R. 
IN EACH YEAR, 5AJD 80HDS SHALL BEAR lNTERESl AT SUCH RATE OR RATES NOT 
EXCEEDlHG AN AGGREGATE INTEREST COST OF THREE AND OHE-HAL.F PERCENT (3- 1-2 
PERCENT) PER AHHUMv AS MAY BE HERE .... FTE~ FIXED AS A RESUL.T OF COMF'ETJTJVE 
B!ODlNG FOR THE PURCHASB: OF SAID bo~o~. AS HEREINAFTER PROVJDEO. AND 
SHALL BE IN SUBSTAHTlAL.LY THE FORM AND IN ALL RESPECTS CONFORM 70 THE 
SPECJFlCATlOHS AND oETAlLS SET FORTH !N THE TRUST INoEH7URE R~~t::RRED TO 
!t! AMD SE,- OUT UMOER 5ECTlOH 3 OF THIS RESOL.UTIONo 
Sr::cxJo•.-.! 3. SAID BoNos SHALL BE ! ssuEo PURSUANT TO AN::~ SECURED 
sv A TRusT h!os::-tTURE BETWEEn THE BoARD oF REGEr>!TS oF MuRRAY STATE CoL.l .. EGi::z. 
PARTY OF THE FIRST PARTg AND Tas: KEI!'TUCKY TRusT CoMPANY, A COMBINED BAMK 
AND TRUST COMPANY HAVlf"!G CORPORAT!! POWERS0 ORGANIZED ANO EX!STJI"!G UMDER 
AND BY VIRTUE OF THE :-AWS OF THE CoMMONWEALTH OF KEHTUCX.Y0 Al'lD HAVJ;..fG ITS 
PRINCiPAL. OFF3CE AtlD PLACE oF susJNEss IN THE Crrv oF LouJsvlL.LE;l KEH"!'UCK'It 
PARTY OF THE SECOND PART-;, THE C:-tAIRMAN AND -:-:iE SEcAE"iARY oF TilE boARD 
OF REGENTS ARE HEREBY AU7HOR1ZEO AND DIRECTED TO MAKE 0 EXECUT£ AMO DEUVER 
SUCH TRUST (:-.~:DENTURE IN GUBSTANTJALL.Y THE FORM 11 7EX":'0 TERMS AND PROVJSJOt!S 
HEREINAFTER SET OUTr. A!>!D THJS BoARD OF REGENTS HEREBY APPROVES0 RATIFIES 
AND CONFIRMS ALL.. OF THE COVENANTS0 PROVISIONS.; .1:\ND STlr-IULATlO>~S .~& SE'i 
OUT !H SUCH TRUST lNDEl\!TURE!.~ TO W!T! 
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SECTION 4. THE ENTIRE ONE IViJLLION~ FouR HuNDRED AND SlxTv-NlNE 
THousAND DoLLARS (~1,469,000) OF BoNos AUTHORIZED BY THE AFOREMENTIOED 
TRUST INDENTURE SHALL. BE OFFERED FOR SALE~ WHICH SHALL BE PUBLICLY AOVER-
TIZED AS REQUIRED BY LAW~ UPON THE BASIS OF SI!ALED, COMPETITIVE BIDS, 
WHICH SHALL BE PUBLICLY OPEr!E.O AND ACTED UPON BY THE BoARD OF REGEUTSe 
To THAT END0 THE 5ECRE1"ARV OF THIS 5oARD IS HEREBY AUTHORIZED AND DiRECTED 
TO CAUSE A 11NOTICE OF 5ALE11 10 BE PUBLISHED ONE TIME IN I.!i§. CcuRiE::=t-JOURNAL,, 
DAILY NEWSPAPER PUBLISHED IN LOUISVILLE• f{ENTUCKY1 AMD OF GEHERAL C:RCU-
LATION THROUGHOUT THE CoMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, WHJCti NEWSPAPER HAS BEEN 
DESIGNATED BY THE DEPARTMEHT OF FINANCE OF THE STATE oF KEI'!TUCKY0 MEETING 
'"HE REQUiREMENTS OF KRS 424. 180 AND KRS 424.360, AND OME Tl ME IN ..I!i!; bOI<D 
BuvE~ A FINANCIAL JOURNAL PUBLISHED IN NEw YoRK ClTY, NEw YoRK, OF GEN-
ERAL. CIRCULATlOH THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, SOL.tCITJNG SEALED 
COMPE'rlTJVE PROPCSAO...S FOR THE PURCHASE OF SAID floND30 THE SAME TO BE 
RECEIVED 11-! THE OFFICE OF SAID SECRETARY lH MuRRAY0 Ke:J!TUCI<Y0 UNTIL SOME 
DAY AND HOUR WHEI-t 'O"HI::: EsoARD OF REGr:tt~TS WIL.L BE IN s:::ss!ot:., PuB!..lCAT!O!'.! 
:N THE COURIER-JOURNAl,. SHALL. BE MADE Ot·!CE NOT 1..ESS THAN TEN DAYG AND NOT 
MORE THAN TWE!...JTy-OKE DAYS PRECE::)Ji'!G THE DAY Oi'! WHJCH THE SALE )5 HELD0 
AS REQUIRED BY KRS 424c ~30,. AND PUBL!CATIO>i It-! THE ~ BuvER SHALL ar:. MADE 
ONCE NOT LESS -;-!iA:-~ Ytr:'TEEN DAYS PRIOR TO THE TtMii: STATED IH SAiD NoTICE OF 
SALE FOR 7HE OPEN!NG AND CONSIDERATION OF SUCH PURCJ-!.6-SE PROPOSALS" lt1 
SAID N.OT)CE 1 PURCHASERS SHA~L. BE INSTRUCTED THAT PROPOSALS MAY BE FOR 
THE! PURCHASING OF (A) TKE E1-tTIRE $1g469,QQQ OF AUTHOR!ZEC BONOS; OR (s) 
i::.OHOS MATURING It! THE YEARS 1964 TO 1Y711t lt-.:CLUSlVE; OR (c) BoHDS MATUR-
ING IN THE: YEARS )972 TO 1981, IHCLUSJVEj OR (o) BONDS MATURU-!G IN THE 
YEARS 1~82 TO J991a IHCLUSIVEj OR (s) E:soNOS MATURING H'! "!"HE YEARS 1~92 
THROUGH 2001, INCLUS)VEi THAT BIDDERS MAY STIPULATE ONE OR MORE INT~REST 
COUPON RATES WITH RESPECT TO SAID 6oNOS 11 PROVID!HG THE AGGREGATE INTEREST 
COST DOES f'!OT EXCEED THREE A~~D OME"""'HALF PERCENT (3- 1-z. PERCENT) PER ANNUM::> 
AND ONLY ONE COUPO!-f: RATE MAY BE ST!PULATED FOR 8oXOS MATURHiG Or.! Tt-!E flAME 
OATEc A M]H)MUM B]D OR PAR PLUS ACCRUED i:NTEREST SHAL.L. BE REQU)REOg THE 
RIGHT TO REJEC'!" B!DS SHAL-l.. BE EXPRESSLY RESERVED~ lH COHNECTlOJ-; W!TH 
SUCH SALEQ THE SECRETARY OF THE BoARD l S AODlTlON:AL.L.Y AUTHORJZED TO SIGf.l0 
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I 
CAUSE TO BE REPRODUCED !1'1 M!MEOGRAPHED11 PRINTED OR OTHER MULTIPLE COPY 
FO~M. ANo TO suPPLY ANY INTERESTED PARTY uPoN REQull:sT, , .. oFFICIAL NOTICE 
OF SALE AND-STATEIVIEN"r OF ESSENTIAL FACTS,n GIVING A MORE cETAILED 
OESCRlPTJOH OF THE 80!-!05 11 AND SETTJNG FORTH TERMS A!'tiO CONDITIONS CALCULATED TO 
BRING ABOUT UHJFORtJIITY U·~ BlDD!HG. SuGGESTED FORMS OF A :tNOTJCE OF SALEsll 
AND THE uOFFICIAL NOTICE OF SALE AND STATEMENT OF ESSENTIAL FACTS,~• 
HAVING BEEN PREPARED AND SUBMITTED By THE APPROVING BOND ATTORNEY, AND THIZ SAME 
HAViNG BEEN EXAMJHEO BY THE boARD OF REGE:NTS AND FOUND TO BE :NORDER, 
THE SAME AR£ HEREBY APPROVED AND MAY BE USI!D FOR THE PURPOSE OF TH!S 
Se:cTioN 5. THIS REsOLUT!OH sHALL BE IN FULL. FORCE AMo EFFECT 
FROM AND AFTER ITS ADOPTJONc, 
AooPTEo ev THI!. boARD oF REGENTS OF tv'luRRAY STATE Co:...L.E5E AT A 
MEETING HELD 0" THE d(,-1£ CAY OF ~c 0 19~.;2' o 
~-, ~'~~-4----
SEJETAR, 
COMMONvVEAL TH OF KENTUCKY) 
COUNTY OF CALLQ,~AY ) 
,-:? ~AT 
ss 
1., PATSY RowL.AND0 SECRETARY OF THE BoARD OF REGENTS OF fV)uRRAY 
STATE CoLLEGE, A1." IVIuRRAYe t(::.:!'lo:.:c:<Y11 oo I<IEREBY CERTI!='Y THAT YHE FOREGOING 
COHS';JTUTES A -:-RUE 0 CORRECT AND COMPL..ETE COPY OF A ~ESOL.UT!ON OUL.Y ADOPTED 
ev SAID BoARD OF REGEt<TS (oN~,. 'O c,;/ t. , 196,.,? j ) RELAT!NG TO 
AND PROVIDING ?'OR THE assuAtt.CI! OF $1 0 469~000 OF HousiNG AMD DINING HALL. 
REVENUE SoNes OF 19610 :o BE DATED SEPTEMBER 1, 1961. 
WITNESS MY OFFICIAL SIGNATURE Ai'ID THE OFFICIAL. SEAL. OF SAID 
bOAno OF R""'"'"Ts O>< THlS .;2t -f'{_ nAy OF 9-.., "'7< , 196,;2.----
~-~ 5 RETARY 
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TRUST INUENTURE 
THJS JNL.JENTURE DATED AS OF THE FIRST DAY OF ...)EPTEMSEH0 1~61, MADE i;tY AND 
~ETWEEN EsOA~u OF REGENTS OF MURRAY 6TATE COLLEGE,"' aoDY coRPoR .. TE, 
As AN EE?UCATIONAL INSTITUIJOH AND AGEt:cv oF THE CoMMONWEAL. TH oF t\ENTUCKY 1 AT 
fvtURRAY1 KENTUCKY (HEREINAFTER CALLED THE nbOARD1!) 1 PARTY OF THE FIRST PART1 AND 
I THE KENTUCKY TKUST COMPANY, A COMBINED BANK AND TRUST COMPANY ORGANJ~ED 
.... :-:o EXISTING UNDER AND BY V!RTUE OF THE LAWS OF THE COMMOMWEA!..TH 0:= i\ENTUCKYe 
H~VtNG FULL POWERS TO ACT AS A CORPORATE TRUSTEE, AND HAVING ITS PRINCIPAL OFFICE. 
AHD PLACE OF austr.tEss IN THE CITY OF Lou1SVILL.E 0 KENTUCKY, AS TRUSTEE {.!iEREil4AFTER 
CAL.L.ED THE nTRUSTEEU). PARTY OF THE SECOND PART~ 
WITNESSETH: 
THAT WHEP.EA3, PURSUANT TO SECT!O>! 164,350 OF THE KENTUCKY REVISED 
5TATUTES HOW IN FULL. FORCE At"IO EFFI!CT0 THE EsOARO IS A BODY CORPORATE, WITH ALL 
POWERS GENERALLY !~VESTED lN CORPORATIO!!S• AH'D AS SUCH IS THE ..:l:lVERNIHG BODY OF 
IYiuRRAY STATE CoLLEGEtt At! EouCA7lDHAL INSTITUT10f'l AND AGENCY oF THE CoMMONWEALTH 
I OF KENTUCKY• HAVING FULL CONTROL OF THE MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION OF SAID CoLLEGE, TOGETHER WITH THE PROPERTY AND FUNDS THEREOFi AND 
VVHERE.AS, PURSUANT TO ·rHE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 162.J40 ET SEOc OF SAID 
KENTUCKY REVISED .5TATUTES1 SAID boARD, AS THE GOVERNING BODY OF SAJO 5"!"ATE 
EoucATIONAL INSTi"!"UTION AND AGENCY0 IS AUTHORIZED TO ERECT BUILD!HGS AND APPURTE!'-IANC£5 
TO BE USED IN CONNECTION WITH SAtD CoLLEGE FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES AND ISSUE ITS 
HEVENUE BONOS1 PAYABLE SOLELY FROM THE tNCOME AND REVENUES OF SAID PROJEC7i AND 
vVHEREAS, i"HE BoARD HAS cETEA:vli:-t.ED THAT sA&o CoLL..EGE AND iTS STUDENTS ARE 
NOT AT THJS TIME PROVIDED WITH ADEQUATE BUIL.O!NGS AND ACCOMMODATIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL 
PURPOSe:s; AND HAS DETERMINED ~.-HAT IT JS NECESSARY TO CONSTRUCT A XEW DORMITORY TO 
HOUSE APPRO XI MATEL.Y 326 MEN STUDE!'4TS AND A NEW CAFETERIA W!"!'H A DESIGNED CAPACITY 
OF APPROXIMATELY 1.,6QC PERSOHSu EACH WITH NECESSARY APPURTENANT FACILJT!ES (REFERRED 
TO HEREIN AS THE tt PROJECTtt), TO BE SITUATED UPON TWO SITES WHICH ARE A PART OF THE 
CAMPUS OF SAJD COLLEGEe AND WHlCH ARE HEREINAFTER DESCRIBED FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
IDF-NT1FYIHG THE PROJECTi AND 
WHEREAS, TEMPORARY FUt!os FoR THE cosT oF SAID PRo..rECT HAVE BEEN ARRANGED 
BY SAID E:OARO OF REGEHTSfl AND IT ~S Nli:CI::SSARY THAT THE TOTAL. COST OF SAID PROJECT BE 
PROVlCE.O ,..HROUGH TKE tSSUANCK OF ~EVE~n.m. BONDS TO THE AMOUNT or ONE tv')Jt .. LJO,..: FouR 
I 
I 
HuwoAED AND SixTv-NtNE THousAND DoLLARS (..,1,469,000), AND THE BoARD HAS A OOPTEO AN 
A,,ROPRII\.Tu RF:~OJ.liTION All.r'HC>RJZING THE ISSUANCE Of" SUCH 80NOS1 TO BE DESIGNATED AS 
uMuRRAY STATE Cot.LEGE HouSING AND DINING HALL. REVENUE BoNos OF 1961,u AS HEREIN-
AFTER DESCRIBED, AND HAS DULY AUTHORIZED THE EXECUTION OF THIS TRUST INDENTURE IN THE 
FORM HEREOF FOR THE PURPOSE OF SECURING THE PAYMENT OF SAID 50NDS AND THE INTEREST 
THEREON AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE PROPER ANO ORDERLY ADMINISTRATION OF THE REVENUE OF 
SAID PROJECT AND OF THE 0oNO PROCEEDs; AND 
Vv'HEKEAS~ THE BoNOS OF SAID SERIES, AtiD THE COUPONS APPERTAINING THERETO, 
AND A TRUSTE£15 CERTIFICATE WITH RESPECT TO ALL. SUCH E:loNOS AND PROVISIONS FOR THE 
REGISTRATION OF SAID bONDS AS TO PRINCIPAl- ONLY, ARE TO BE SUBSTANTIALLY IN THE FOLLOW-
lNG FORM WlTH APPhOPRIATE iHSERTJONS0 OMISSIONS AND VARIATIONS AS IN TH!S iNDENTURE PRO-
VIDEO OR PERMITTED: 
(FoRM OF Bo~<o) 
UNITED STATES OF AIVIERICA 
CO!IiMONWE.AL TH OF KENTUCKY 
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
HOUSING AND DINING HALL REVENUE BONDS OF 1961 
NuMBER. ___________ _ 
'I> 1,000.00 
THE BoARD OF REGENTS OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE, A BOD"! CORPORATE, AS 1'\N 
EouCATJONAL INSTITUTION AND AGENCY OF THE CoMMONWEALTH OF l(ENTUCKY, AT MuRRAY. 
KENTUCKY, FOR VALUE RECEIVED, HEREBY PROM~SES TO PAY, SOLELY FROM THE SPECIAL FUND 
PROVIDED THEREFOR AS HEREINAFTER SET FORTH, TO THE BEARER, OR1 IF THIS BoNO BE REGISTERED, 
TO THE REGISTERED OWNER HEREOF, AS HEREINAFTER PROVIDED, THE SUM OF 0NE THOUSAND 
lJOL.LARS ($1,QQQ) ON THE FIRST DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 19 ___ 1 AND TO PAYe SOLELY FROM SAID 
SPECIAL FUND1 INTEREST THEREON FROM THE DATE HEREOF, UNTIL PAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL., AT 
THE RATE OF ----------------------------------------PER CENTUM 
I_ ______________ P,ER CENT) PER ANNUM 1 SUCH INTEREST BEING PAYABLE SEMI-ANNUALLY 
ON THE FIRST DAYS OF MARCH AND SEPTEMBER IN EACH YEAR 1 EXCEPT AS THE PROVISIONS 
1iEREINAFTER SET FORTH WITH RESPECT TO PR!OR REDEMPTION MAY BE AND BECOME APPLICABLE 
HERETO, SUCH INTEREST AS MAY ACCRUE ON ANO PRIOR TO THE MATURITY DATE OF THIS 80ND TO 
BE PAID ONLY UPON PRESENTATION AND SURRENDER OF THE ANNEXED COUPONS AS THEY SEVERALLY 
MATURE, BOTH PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST BEING PAYABLE IH ANy COIN OR CURRENCY WHICH, ON "!"HE 
RESPECTIVE OATES OF PAYMENT OF SUCH PRINCIPAL AND lNTERitST, IS LE:GAl. TJ;.NOF'.R F'OR TIIF. 
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PAYMENT OF DEBTS DUE THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA1 AT THE PRJNCI PAL OFFICE OF THE 
TRUSTEE (THE KENTUCKY TRUST CoMPANY, !H THE CITY OF LouisVILLE., KENTUCKY) oR,, AT 
THE OPTIOtJ OF THE HO.l..DER HER[!OF1 OR OF THE INTEREST COUPONS HEREU,.lTO APPERTAINJNGc AT 
THE PRINCIPAi.. OFFICE OF CHEMICAL. 8AUK NEw YoRK TRUST CoMPAHYo IN THE BoROUGI-! OF 
MANHATTAH, CITY OF NEw YoRK11 5TA7!: OF Ns:w YoRKo 
THIS EoNo 15 ONE OF A OUL.Y AL'7HORlZED SIUUES OF E.iONOS lt>l ,..HE AGGREGATE 
PRI;-.!ClPAL.. AMOUNT OF ~J 11 469,0QQ1 Al.L. OF SAID 80HOS BEING OFT}·;;! SAME FORMQ TEtlOR1 AND 
EFFECT (EXCEPT FOR NUMBERS'" MATURITY DATES• PRt1VJS100 .. S WITH RS:SPECT TO R~OEMPTJON 
PRIOR TO MATURITY11 AHO POSSIBLE VAR!ATlDN Jtl ~NTERS:5T RATES), )SGUEO FOR F'HlANCINC THE 
COSTS OF COHS":"P.UCTING A t-!EW DORMJ·;oRy TO HOUSE APPROXIMATELY 326 MEl'! ST'UDENTS AND A 
NEW CAFETERIA WITH A DES:GNED CA?ACITY OF APPRO::IMAIELY 1~6QQ PERsQ;.jS9 EACH WITH 
NECESSARY APPURTENANT FAC1!-l";'IES0 iN CONNECT)Oii Wl1'H THE MuRRAY STATE COLLEGE AT' 
MuRRAY; KEN.TUCKY (HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO AS THE u PRo.JECTn) 0 UJ•mER AHO IN FULL 
coMPLIANCE WITH THE CoHsT3"r"UTtor: AND STATUTES oF THE Cor.uJ.!ot-!WG:A!-TH oF KEt-!TUCKY, 
INCLUDING AMONG OTHERS0 5ECTIOI'!S 162.350 TO 152.3800 IHCLUSJV£0 OF T~E KENTUCKY REVISED 
5TATUTES0 !·:OW !N FULL FORCE AND EFFECT0 
ALL OF SAID EsoNos ARE assuo:D uNo~R AND PURDfJA~lT 10 A TRUST li-loEN'ruRE (sAXD 
INDENTURE 1 TOGETHER Wt~;H AL • ._ :MDEiii'URES SUPPLEMENTAL. THERETO AS ·-rHI!REIOi PERMJTTE09 
BEING HEREIN CALLED THE nlNDZ:-.ITUREH) OF EVEN DATE'II HEREWITH EXECUTED BY AMO BETWEE:f'l: 
SAID boARD OF REGENTS AND T:-tE KE!'!TUCK'I .. TRuST CoMPAHYo As TRusTEE (sAID TRUSTEE AND 
ANY SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE UNDER SAID l:.jOEMTURE BEI~G HEREIU CALLED THE 'l:"i"RUSTEE_,)Q AN 
EXECUTED COUNTERPART OF WH!C~! lS ON FILE AT THE OFFICE OF SAID TRUSTEE IH THE CITY OF 
LOUJSVIL..L.Et KENTUCKY~:o REFERENCE IS HEREBY MADE TO THE J!.-4D:E:NTURE FOR A MORE SPECIFIC 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE B~oJECT AHO FOR THE PROVISIONS, AI"10!'!G 0THERS1 WITH RESPECT TO THE 
CUSTODY AHO THE APPL.ICATIOI'! OF THE. PROCEI!DS OF THE 80NDS0 THE COLLECTION. AND DtSPOSI.!'IOH 
OF THE REVENUES, THE FUND CHARGED WITH AUO PLEDGED TO THE PAYMEf!T OF THE INTEREST ON 
AND THE PRINCIPAL. OF SAID 80tJDS0 THE NATURE AND EXTEf'!T OF T!iE SECURITY, THE RIGHTS11 DLITlC.S 
AND oBL.JGATioHs oF sAte BoARD OF Ru:.G:rNTs AND OF THE TRusTEE AND THE RIGH·:-s oF -:-H~ tto:..c-
ERS OF THE BOHDS1 ANOn BY THE ACCEPTANCE OF THIS 801-!Dt THG: t!OLDE':R HEREOF ASSF-N'f'S 70 ALL 
OF THE PROVISIONS OF SAID iNDENTURE• Ui·lDF.R AUTI-!OF!:!'!''f OF 7HE STA~UTE PURSUAMT TO WHIC:-1 
THIS BoNo IS ISSUEDo- THIS BoND SHALL. HAVE ALL OF THE QUALITIES AND !NCIDENTS OF A 
H'!GOTIABL..E lHSTRUM&:.HT~ AND0 SUBJEC7' TO THE PROVlS}OHS FOR REGISTRATION EHDORSZO HEREON 
AHO CONTAIN£[' l:-4 THE h-!DEHTURE.r HOTHlH.G CONTAINED : ..... TH!S Bot!O OR IN SAJO ftiDENTURE SHALL 
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AFFECT OR I MPAJR THE NEGOTIABILITY OF THIS EoHDe 
THE HOLDER OF THIS E:OHD SHALL HAVE NO RIGHT TO ENFORCU: THE PROVISIONS OF THE 
INDENTURE OR TO I!<!ST)TUTE AC"i"IO:..: TO E:o-!FORCE THE COVENANTS THERE!N11 OR TO TAKE ANY 
ACT!Ohl WITH RESPECT TO ANY DEFAULT UNDER 7HE lND~NTURE• OR TO J;<(STITU"':"E 1 APPEAR IN OR 
DEFEND ANY SUIT OR OTiiER PROCEEOU!Gt> YIJ'!'H RESPECT THERIZTOt EXCEP'r AS PROVIDED IN THE 
I iHOEHTUREco THE h!oENTURE PROVIDES ?'OR Fl>i:li':G~ CHARGJU.G AND COLLECTING REI'1TALS AND OTHER CHARGES FOR "'rHE USE OF SAID PRO.JECT0 WHJC}~ RENTS AND CHARGES WILL. BE SUFFICIEHT 
TO PAY THE PRIMCIPAL- OF A'i.D "f!-11!. !H"!'t!REST OU SAID BoNDS AG TH£ SAME BECOME DUE AND TO 
PROV!OE RESU:RVES FOR OUCH PURPOSES AHO AL50 TO PAY THE COG"r OF MAito!iTEHANC£ 1 OPF.:RATION 
AND REPAIR OF THE PROJECT. THE IN.c.C:NTURE PROVIDES FOR THE CREAT!ON OF A SPECiAL FUND 
oe:stGHAT~o nHousiNG ANc DU..!ZNG HAL.!.. Re:vEMUE Bot-loS OF 1961 BoNo AND !tf'!"EREST 53NKING 
FuND AccouHTH (HEREIN CALt...Eo Trt:E nSlNKIHG Fuwo:•), AND FOR ·rHE bEPOSlT -:-o THE CREOIT 
OF SAID 5tNKJMG FuND OF A FIXED AMOUNT OF THE GROSS REVEt~LiES OF SAID PROJECT TO PAY THE 
PRINCIPAL OF AJ-.:0 'i"HE lHTEREST ON THE 8oHOS AS THE SAME BECOME OUI! 0 AND ':,'0 PROVIDE A 
RESERVE FOR SUCH PURPOSE. 0 WHICH 5!NKIMG FuHO IS Pt...EOGI!O "!"0 A:'ID C~iARGED WITH THE PAYMEt'IT 
I 
OF SAID PRINCIPAL AHD INTI!RESio 
~~HS 8o:o1o Al-tO THE s;::R1ES OF WHICH IT IS ONE ARC PAYABLE Ot!L...Y FROM A FIXf::D 
AMOUNT OF THE GROSS INCOME AHO REVEHUES TO BE DERIVED FROM THE OPERATION OF SAID 
PRO.'ECT WHIC .. : WlL.L. BE SET ASIDE IN sAID S!NK!:>~~G Fut.:o0 A;to TUIS boNo ooE.s NOT CONs::rtTUTE 
ANY INDEBTEDNESS OF MuRRAY STATE Co! .. L..EGI: oR OF ITS BoARD OF REGEt~TS OR OF IHE 
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY WlTHII'! THE MEANUIG OF AMY PROVISJOH3 OR L..lMITATIOHS OF THE 
CousTITUTlON OF THE CoMMOMWE".AL..TH OF 1\.ENTUCKY" 
THE RJGHT IS HEREBY RESERVED TO CAL.L AHD RE~EEM THE BoNDS NUMBERED 177 TO 
1469, MATURING SEP""!"EMBER 111 19720 THROUGH SEPTEMBER 1, 2001, IHCL..USJV£ 0 OF THE SERIES 
OF WHICH THIS 80HD IS A PART, PRIOR !0 MATURITY, AS A WHOL..E OR FROM TIME TO TIME IN PART1 
IN THE INVERSE ORDER OF THEIA NUMBERH!G1 SAID BONDS NUMBERED 1150 TO 1469 MATURING 
SEPTEMBER 1, 1997~ THROUGH SEPTEMBER 1, 200111 lHCL.USJVEt; BEI:ooiG so REOEEMABL..E OtJ ANY 
INTEREST PAYMENT DATE UPON TERMS OF PAR AKU ACCRUED tHTEREST TO THE REDEMPTION DATE!'. 
AHo BoNos NUMB£R:=:o 177 TO 114911 MATUR1MG SEPTEMBER 1, 19720 THROUGH 5EPTEi:MBER 1, 1996, 
1NCLUSIVE 11 BEING SO REDEEMABL..E ON ANY lNTERES,- PAYMENT DATE FAL..L.ING AF"rER SEPTEMBER 1o 
1971, UPON TERMS OF PAR AND ACCRUED IH'i"E!lEST 10 7HE REDEMPTION DATE PL..US A REDEMPTION 
PREMIUM OF THREE PI!R CENT OF '!"HE PRINCIPAL. AMOUNT TH::i:RECF IF CAL..L.ED FOR REDEMPTION ON 
OR PAlOR TO SEPTEMBER 11 1SJ6; TWO AND OKE-HAL.F PER CENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT 
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THEREOF IF CALLED FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER AND ON OR PRIOR TO SEPTEMBER 1, 1981; 
TWO PER CENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF JP' CALLED FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER 
AND ON OR PRIOR TO SEPTEMBER 1, 1986; ONE AriD ONE-HALF PER CENT OF THE PRINCIPAL 
AMOUNT THEREOF !F CALLED FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER AND Ot-! OR PRIOR TO SEPTEMBER 1, 
1991, AND ONE PER CENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUN-T THEREOF IF CALLED FOR RED&:MPTJON THERE-
AFTER. PRIORITY AS TO CALL. SHALL EXTEND TO CoNeS NUMBERED 1150 THROUGH 146~, INCLUSIVE, 
OVER boNOS NUMBERED 177 THROUGH 1 J49, 1HCL.USIVS:0 NOTICE OF ANY SUCH INTENDED REOEMP-
TION11 lDENTIFYJNG THE BONOS TO BE REDEEM&:o, WILL Bii ON FILE AT THE OFFICE OF THE TRUSTEE 
AT LEAST THIRTY DAYS PRIOR TO THE SPECIFIED REDEMPT!ON OATE 0 AliD SUCH HOTJCE SHALL .BE 
PUBLiSHED AT L.EAST ONCE HOT LESS THAN THIRTY DAYS PRIOR TO SAJD REDEMPTION DATE IN A 
FINANCIAL. NEWSPAPER OR JOURNAL OF GENERAL CIRCULATION PUBLISHED !N THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
IN THE CITY OF NEw YoRK, NEw YoRK, ANY E:soHDS CALLED F.DR REDEMPTION AND FOR THE 
PAYMENT OF WHICH FUNDS ARE DEPOSITED W!TH SAID TRUSTEE ON THE SPECIFIED REDEMPTlON 
DATE 1 SHALL. CEA$E TO BEAR INTEREST ON SAID REDEMPTION oA·rE,. 
THJS 8DMO SHALL PASS BY DELIVERY UNLESS REGIS1~E~EO AS TO PR!NCIPAL ON THE 
BOOKS OF-' SA~D ;:,I.)ARO OP' :XEGENTS AT THE OFFICE OF THE TRUSTEE UNDER THE )NOENTUR£ 1 AHO 
I SUCH REGiSTRATION NOTED :-ii!RE.ON0 AFTER WHICH NO VALID TRANSFER HERttOF SHALL. BE EFFECTIVE UNLESS MADE ON SAID BOOKS AND S!MIL.AP.LY ENDORSED HEREON AT THE WRlTTEN RG:QL:EST OF THE 
REGISTERED HOLDER OR HIS DULY AUT .. IORiZED REPRttSENTATlVE• BUT TB~S BoND MAY BE DIS-
CHARGED FROM REGlSTRA"'!"!ON BY BEING It-~ !....lXE MAt!NER REG! STEREO TO BE:AHE:H~ W:iEREU?OK 
FULL NEGOTIAB1LlTY Afo!D ~:RAN.SFCRAB!t..LT': 9Y OG:LjVEf1Y SHAL..L BE RESTOREDt BUT MAY AGAIN 
FROM 'r:;..Jw-.~. "'~o'':> ·~·};.).{!:" ·ea REG)STE:Ri!O AS AFORE: SAl Do SuCH REG!S~;"RATIONr- HOWEVER, SHALL. NOT 
AFFECT THE NEGOTlABIL.!TY OF TJ-!E: INTEREST COGPOHS, \'\-'!HCH SHALL A'#-WAYS H.EMAJN PAYABLE 
TO BEARER AND TRA!iSFERABL.E BY DEL4V£RY MERELYa THE J:SOARC OF ftEGEti"rS AND TilE TRUSTEE 
MAY DEEM AND TRC::AT THE BEARSr.( OF T .. llS E:iOt.:Dt IF NOT REGISTEREI) AS TO PRINCIPAL~ AND THE 
BEARER OF ANY COUPON HERETO APPERTAINiNG, WHETHER OR NOT THIS BONO BE SO REGlSTERE0 8 
OR IF THlS 80ND BE REGJSOEREO AS HEREJ!l,At.ITHORIZEO:~ THE PERSON !M WHOSE NAME THE SAME 
IS REGISTEREDa AS THE ABSOLUTE OWH.ER FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECEIVING PAYMENT, AND FOR A1..L 
OTHER PURPOSES., 
A STATUTORY MORTGAGE LIEM0 WHICH lS HEREBY RECOGNIZED AS VALiD AND BINDING ON 
SAID PROJECT PROPERTY, lS HEREBY CREA"!"ED AND GRANTED JN FAVOR OF THE HOLDER OR HOLDERS 
OF THIS 8ot-:D AND THE ISSUE OF WHICH IT FORMS A PART AND IN FAVOR OF THE HOLDER OR 
HOLDERS OF COUPONS AT1"ACHED TO SAID 6oKOS1 AND SAID PROJECT PROPERTY AND ANY APPURTE':."',,J...: .. 
NAHCES THERETO SHAL.L. REMAIN SUBJECT TO SAID STATUTORY MORTGAGE LIEN UNTIL. THE PAYMENT 
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IN FULL. OF THE PRINCiPAL AHO INTEREST ON THIS &ottO AND THE ISSUE OF WHICH IT FORMS A PARTi 
P~OVIDEDt~ HOWEVER, THAT SAlD STATUTORY MORTGAGE l...IEN IS AND SHALL BE RESTRICTED IN ITS 
APPLICATION TO THE PROJECT BUILDINGS AND APPURTENANCES THERETO FINANCED BY THIS boNO 
A!iO THE ISSUE OF WHICH IT FORMS A PART, AND SUCH EADEMENIG AND RIGHTS OF WAY FOR INGRESS, 
EGRESS At-!0 THE RENDERING OF SERVICES THERETO AS MAY BE NECESSARY FOR THE PROPER USE 
I AMD MAINTENANCE OF THS SAMEj THE RIGHT BEING HEREBY EXPRESSLY RESERVED TO ERECT OR CONSTRUCT UPON THE SITES DESCRIBED IN THE TRUST INDENOURE AUTHORIZING AND SECURING THE 
ISSUANCE OF SAJD ISSUE OF 8oNoS, OTHER UIDEPENDENTLY FINANCED COLLEGE BU!L.DING PROJECTS~l 
FREE AND CLEAR OF SAID STATUTORY MORTGAGE LIEtN0 WHICH OTHER INDEPENDENTLY F!NA~iCED 
COLLEGE BUILDINGS PROJECTS MAY OR MA'! HO"T. HAVE A PARTY WALL (oR WALLS) WITH AND ADJOJH 
THE PROJECT BUIL.DIHGS AND APPURTENANCES WHICH ARE SUBJ'ECT TO SAID GTATU70RY MORTGAGE 
L.IEH0 PROVIDED NO PART OF THE COST OF SAID OTHER JNDEPEt!DEHTLY Fl~AI'lCED COL.L.EGE BUILD-
lNG PROJEC"!"S IS PAlO FROM TliE PROCEEDS OF THE SALE OF THJS BoNO AND THE SERIES OF WHICH 
IT FORMS A PARTi AI'!O PROVIDED THE NECESSARY EASEMENTS FOR INGRESS0 EGRJ!SS0 SEWAGE 
L.INES0 SEP"!"IC TANK LINES AND OTtiER UTJLITY LINES SHALL BE DEEMED TO EXIST AND CO:-.TJHUE 
TO EXIST FOR ALL COLLEGE PRO.!ECTS0 BUILDINGS0 lMPROVEMEJ.!IS AND ADDIT!O~S FINANCED SY 
I THIS oR OTHER BoNos., THJS Esot-:o SHALL NOT BE VALID OR BECOME OBL.iGATORY FOR ANY PURPOSE, OR BE 
ENTITLED TO ANY SECUiUTY OR BENEFIT, UNO:!:R THE lNOENTURE\l UHTIL. IT SHAi....L HAVE BEEN 
AUTHENTICATED BY THE EXECUTION BY THE TRUSTEE OF THE CERTIFICATE HEREON ENDORSE De 
JT IS HEREBY CERTIFI£011 RECITED AND OECL.AREO THAT ALL ACTS0 COttDITlONS AND 
THINGS REQU!RE.O TO EXIST0 TO HAPPEN• AND TO DE PERFORMED PRECEDENT TO AND IN THE ISSUANCE 
OF THIS 80HD• DO EXIS'!'11 HAVE HAPPEHIEDo A:..!D HAVE BEEN PERFORMED IN DUI! 7JME0 FORM At'>!O 
MANNER AS REQUIRED BY LAW0 AND ·:-HE AMOUNT OF ":"HJS 80NO• TOGETHER WITt! ALL. OTHER 
OBLIGATIONS OF SAID BoARD oF ReaE:..r,s AND OF SAID MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE, ooEs NOT 
VlOLATE ANY ?ROVISJON OR EXCEED AH'::' LIMIT PRESCRIBED BY THE CONSTITUTION OR STATUTES 
OF f<ENTUCKYi THAT SAID PROJECT Wl!...L. BE CONTINUOUSLY OPERATED• AHD THAT A SUFFICIENT 
PORTION OF THE GROSS INCOME AND REVENUES THEREFROM HAS BE!I!N PL.£DGED TO AND WILL BE 
SET ASIDE INTO SAID 5JHKING FuHo FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE PRINCIPAL. OF AND INTEREST OM 
THIS Eoi-40 AND THE SERIES OF WHICH IT 15 A PART• AS THE SAME WILL RESPECTIVELY BECOME DUE. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, THE BoARD oF REaENTs oF MuRRAY STATE CoL.L.EGE 
AT MuRRAY0 KENTUCKY, HAS CAUSED BoNo No. 1 OF THE SERIES OF BoNos OF' WHICH THIs BoNo 
IS ONE 1 TO BE SIGNED BY ITS CHAlRMAH0 AH.O THE CORPORATE SEAL OF THE BoARD TO BE AFFIXED 
THERETO A.HO HAS CAUSED ALL Of"" THE Botc.os OF SAID SERl£@, TO 8£ oii:XE.CUTED WITH THE FACSIMILE 
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SIGNATURE OF SAID CHAIRMAN, WITH A FACSIMILE OF ITS CORPORATE SEAL IMPRINTED UPON ALL 
OF SAID BoHos,. HAS CAUSED ALL OF SAID 8oN:oS TO BE ATTESTED BY ITS SECRETARY, AND THE 
COUPONS HERETO ATTACHED 70 BE EXECU";"ED ~lTH THE FACSIMILE SIGNATURES OF BOTH SAID 
CHAIRMAN AND SEcRETARYc WHICH OFFICERs, BY THE EXECUTION OF SAID SvNo Noo 1, co ADOPT 
SAID FACSIM)L.E SIGNATURES TO BE THEIR RESPECTIVE AUTHORIZED AND PROPER SJGHATURES1 ALL 
DEIHG DONE AS OF ":"'HE FIRST DAY OF 5EPTEMBER1 1961(> 
CuAlRMANv BoARD oF REGENTS 
ATTEST! 
SECRETARY, BoARD oF REGENTS 
(FoRM oF Coupor<) 
(FIRST PARAGRAPH OF COUPON FORM GOES IN COUPOI-IS 
ATTACHED TO BoNeS NUMBERED 177-1459,) 
NuMBER. _____________ _ ~------
Ut-!L.ESS THE 80i.;O TO WHICH THIS COUPOt: APPER'TAJ...:S IS REDEEMABLE AND ACCORDINGLY 
SHALL HAVE BEEU THERETOFORE CAL-LEO FOR PRIOR REOEMPT!ON1 
ON THE FIRST DAY OF------------------------~ 1g._ .._-_-. THE 
BoARD OF REGENTS OF MuRRAY S··rATE CoL.L.EGE AT MuRRAY, KENTUCKY, wH .. L. PAY TO BEARER 
---------------------------------------------------------Do~~ARS ($. ____________ _, 
!N ANY COIN OR CURRENCY WH)CH AT SAID DATE OF PAYMENT 15 l..EGAL. TENDER FOR THE PAYMENT 
oF DEBTS DUE THE UuiTED STATES OF AMERICA• ouT op ITS toHouslN<;; AND Ds:rH-!G HALL REVENU!:t 
BoNos OF 1961 Bot~o AND INTEREST S!NKING FuNo AccouNT,n AT THE PRINCIPAL OFF!CE OF 
THE J<ENTUCKY TRusT CoMPANY IN THE Cn·y oF LouisviLLE:.. KENTUCKY~ oR., AT THE OPT!ON OF 
THE HOLDER HEREOF., AT THE. PRINCIPAL OFFICer. OF CHEMICAL 8AH:K NEw YoRK TRus; CoMPAf-!Y 
IN THE BoROUGH OF MAN!tATIANc CITY OF Nii:W YoRK0 STATE OF NEw YoP.K0 As PROVIDED JN AND 
FOR IN.TEREST THEN cuE o~ 11s HouSING AHO DlNiHG HALL. REVENUE BoNo OF 19611) NuMBERED 
CHAIRMAN, BoARD OF REGENTs 
SECRETARYo BoARD OF REGENTS 
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(FoRM oF AuTHEN-r"ICATJDN CERTIFICATE) 
TH1a BoNn IS ON£ OF THE' DaNoS DESCRIBED OR PROVIDED FOR IN THE WITHH{-
MENTIONED (NOEHTUREo 
THE KENTUCKY TRUST COMPAf\I.Y• T"usnE 
Bv ______________________________ ___ 
AuTHORIZED 0FF!CER 
(FoRM OF KEG!STRATlON TO BE PRINTED ON bAcK OF EAcH boNo) 
UATE OF 
REGISTRATEON 
NAME OF 
~EGISTEREo HoLoER 
SIGNATURE OF AuTHORIZED 
OFFICER OF TRUSTEE 
AND WHERE.AS, THE BoARD HAS DULY AUTHORIZED TH:t ISSUANce: oF THE t:;ONos 
AND THE EXECUTION AND DELIVERY OF THIS INDENTURE AND A!...L OTHER ACTS A!"ID THII'!GS MECESSARY 
O:il REQUIRED BY THE LAws OF Ti-!E CoMMONWEALTH OF KE1iTUCKY0 OR OTHERWISE• TO MAKE THE 
BoNOS WHEN OUI .... Y EXECUTED ON BEHALF OF THE boARD Al'40 AUTHEt\.TICATED BY THE TRUSTEE AND 
ISSUE00 VALID AND BINDING LEGAL OBLIGATIONS OF THE 8DARO IN ACCORDANCE WITH THEIR TERMS 
AND "!"0 MAKE THIS htoENTURE A VALJO AND BINDING (NoEt~TURE FOR THE SECURITY OF THE 60HDS1 
HAVE BEEN DULY DONE AND PERFORMED: 
NOW, THEREFORE., THIS INDENTURE WITNESSETH: 
THAT IH CONSIDERATION OF THE PREMISES, OF THE ACCEPTANCE BY THE TRUSTEE OF 
THE TRUST HEREBY CREATE00 AND OF THE PURCHASE AND ACCEPTANCE OF THE 8oNOS BY THE 
HOLDERS THEREOF1 AND ALSO FOR AND IM CONSIDERATION OF THE SUM OF ONE DOLL.AR (::;,1.00) 
TO THE 8oARO IN HAND PAID BY THE TRUSTEE AT OR e~~ORE THE EXECUTION AND DELIVERY OF THIS 
(NOENTURE 1 THE RECEIPT OF WHICH IS HEREBY ACKNOW~EDGEDc AND FOR THE PURPOSE OF F!XJNG 
AND DECLARING 7'HE TERMS AND COJ>!OJTIONS UPOt! WHlCU THE CoHoS AND INTEREST COUPONS ARE 
TO BE AND MAY BE ISSUE01 AUTHENTlCATEDc DELIVERED, SECURED AND ACCEPTED BY ALL PERSONS 
WHO SHALL. FROM T!ME TO T!ME: BiZ OR BE~OME HOLDERS THEREOF, AND IN ORDER TO SC:.:CURE THE 
PAYMENT OF ALL TtiF. 5oHC6 AT AN'Y ilME ISSUED A!-10 OUTGTAt<!OlHG HEREUNDER, AND THE IN.rEREST 
THEREO"'! ACCORDING TO THEJR "J"Bt:O~~ PURP0RT1 AND EFFECT, AND IN ORDER TO SECURE THE PER-
FORMANCE AMD OBSERVA,..ICE OF ALL. OF THE COVEHAMTS1 AGREEMENTS,_ AND CONO!TI0?4:S THEREIN 
ANO HEREIN COH.TAlNED1 THE bOARD HAS PLEDGED ANO DOES HI!REBY PLEDGE TO THE TRUSTEE, TO 
THE EXTENT PROVIDED IH THlS lHDENTURE 0 THE REVENUES OF "rHE PRO.IECT AS SECURITY FOR THE 
PAYMENT OF THE 8oxos AtiD THE lHTEREST THEREON,. AND IT !S MUTUALl-Y AGREED AHO COVENANTED 
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BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES HERET01 FOR T.HE EQUAL AND PROPORTIONATE B&:NEFIT AND 
SECURITY OF ALL AND SJHGULAR THE PRESENT AND FUTURE HOLDERS OF THE 80NDS AND INTEREST 
COUPONS !SSUED AND TO BE ISSUED UNDER TH!S )NOEHTURE 1 W!THOUT PREFERENCE 1 PRIORJTV0 OR 
DISTINCTION AS TO LlEM OR OTH&:RWIS£ 1 EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE .. :ERE IN PROVIDED, OF AHY ONE 
00NO OVER ANY OTHER DoNO BY R:i:ASON OF PR!ORITY JN THE ISSU£1 SALE OR NEGOTIATION 
THEREOF OR OTHERWISE; AS FOLLOWS~ 
ARTICLE ONE 
DEFINITION OF TEKMS 
Se:cTION 1,Q 1, lt-1 EACH AiiO EVERY PLACE IN AND THROUGHOUT T~lS INDENTURE 
WHEREIN THE FOLLOWING TERMS0 OR ANY OF THEM1 ARE USED1 THE SAME 1 UNLESS THE CONTEXT 
SHALL lio(DICATE ANOTHER OR DIFFERENT MEANJNG OR IHTENT0 SHALL BE CONSTRUED, ARE USED1 
AND ARE IKTEHOED TO HAVE MEAUJNGS Ati:D TO BE IN.CL.USIVEtl AS FOL.L.OWS: 
(A) 1tCOL..L.EGEI1--rv'iuRRAY STATE COLLEGE, s:TUATED IN IViURRAYfj CAL.1.0WAY 
CouHTY1 KENTUCKY. 
(e) ttBoARon--THE boARD OF Rzct:EttTS OF fvluRRAY STATE CoL.L..EGE., 
(c) nTausTEE":1--T..:.e: Ke::!'7UCKV TRUST CoMPAUY.o A COMB! NED BANK AND TRUST 
COMPAI'lY CREA7ED UNDER At!O E:HSTlNG BY VIRTUE OF ";"HI! LAWS OF THE 
CoMMONWEALTH OF Ke:KTUCK"!a ~iAVJt:G PROPER ~,-RUS"!' POWERSfl AND HAVI,..:G 
ITS PRII'CC!PAL. OFF!CE AND PLACE OF SUSINESS 0! 7HE CJ'"i'Y OF Lou~.SVIl .. L.E, 
Ke:NTUCKY11 OR ANY SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE OESIG:-.cATED PURSUANT TO THE 
PROVIS~ON.S OF '(H!O )MOE~TUREo 
(o) 12 BottOt;11-- Bot!DS 1 ssue:o PURSUANT TO THE PROVI s1 cas OF THl s INDE,..ITUREo 
(e:) nSJNK!HG FuNon--THe: nHouslt-tG AND LIJHlHG HALL. Re:ve:l-!ue: BoNos OF 1961 
Bot-:o AND INTEREST SJNKING Futto AccouHT1 a As CREATED IN THIS INDENTURE, 
(F) uCoNSTRUCTlON Fu>-~.on--THE SPECIAL. ACCOUNT OR FUND CREATED IN THIS 
fNDEHTURE 0 INTO WH)CH PROVISION IS MADE FOrl ":"HE DEPOSIT OF THE boND 
PROCEEDS (EXCL.US!VE OF ACCRUED IHTEREGT Rl::tC[;:IVED FROM THE PURCHASER 
OR PURCHASERS) AND SUCH OTHER FUNDS AS MAY BE L.IZGAL.:...Y AV.P.lL.ABL.E AND 
REQUIRED TO PAY FULLY THE DEVEL.OPMEHT COSTS OF THE PROJECT, 
(G) 11 PROJECT11-THE NEW OORM}i'ORY TO HOUSE APPROXIMATELY 326 MEN STUDEH'rS 
AND THE NEW CAFE-fERIA W!TH A DESIGNED CAPACITY OF APPROXIMATEL..Y 1.600 
PERSONS0 EACH WITH NECESSARY APPURTENANT FACIL.!TIES0 ~roBE CONS"';"RUCTED 
THROUGH APPL.ICAT)OH OF THE PROCEEDS OF THE CONSTRUCTlOi>! FUN='o UPON A 
PORTION OF THE CAMPUS OF THE MuRRAY STATE CoL.L..EGE\1 AT MuRRAY, 
KENTUCKY• SAID PORTlON OR SITE BEING PARTICUl-ARLY DESCRIBED lN ARTICLE 
TwELVE HERI!oF. 
(H) tTCHAlRMA~tt-·-THE CMAIRMAM AND EACH AND EVERY VICE: CHAIRMAN AND EACH 
AND EVERY OTHER OFFICER OF THE SoARD AUTHORIZED TO EXERCISE THE POWERS 
Al,:O AUTHOR~TY RS:POSEO U! THE CHA!Rf< . ,AN OF .. iHE 50ARD" 
(;;) nSECRETARYU--THE SECRETARY AND EACH AND EVERY AssiSTANT SEcRETARY 
AND EACH AND EVERY OTHER OFFICER OF THE BoARD AUTHORIZED TO EXERCISE 
i"HE POWERS ANti AU'":"HOR!TY REPOSED IN THE SECRETARY OF THE BoARD. 
(~ nTREAsuRERn--TKE TRE.ASURER AHD EACH A.ND EVERY AssisTANT TREAsUA.ER 
AND EACH AND EVERY OTHER OFFICER OF THE BoARD AUTHORIZED TO EXERCISE 
THE POWERS AND AUT~OR!TY REPOSED IH 7HE TREASURER OF THE 8oARDo 
(K) 11ARCKITE.CT1T OR nEH.G1MEER11--AHY LlCI!MSED ARCHITECT OR ENGINEER APPOINT-
ED BY THE QoARDl lNCL.UOIHG ANY SUCH ARCHITECT OR ENGINEER IN THE EMPL.OY 
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OF THE BoARD oR oF THE CoLLEGE At!o so APPOINTEe. 
(L) nFascAL. Y&:ARU--st-tALL MEAN THE 12-MONTHS PERIOD BEG!HNING SEPTEMBER 1, 
AND ENDJNG THE FOLLOWIMG AuGUST 31, !NCL.USlVEo 
SECTION 1,Q2, 'i\/OROS OF THE MASCULJNE GEI"!DER SHALL BG: DEEMED AND CONSTRUED 
TO INCLUDE CORRELATIVE WORDS OF 7HE FEMHUNE AND NEUTER GENOI!R~ 
SEcTION 1.03. THE woRos n8oNo11 tf nowHER1tf UHO!..DER•'' At-!D tfPERSOHJf SHALL 
IHCLUOE THE PLURAL AS WELL AS THIZ SINGULAR NUMBER UNLESS THE CONTii:ti SHALL OTHERW!SE 
IHD!CA":'"E0 THE TERM tt80NOH0L.OERtt MEANS AND CONTEMPLATES, UNLG:SS THE COHTG:XT OTHER-
WISE IND)CATES, THE HOLDERS OF THE E:iONOS AT THE T!ME ISSUED AHD OUTSTANDJNG HEAEUHDER. 
EACH OF THE WORDS UPERSON.l'Z AND acORPORATlONff SHALL INCLUDE THE OTHER1 UNLESS THE 
CONTEXT SHALL OTHER WI S~ I t~D)CAT:i:, 
Se:cTION 1.04, 'JijHEi'fEVER IN THIS )NDENTIJRE !7 IS PROViDED THAT AtJY FAC75 OR 
OPIN)ON BE EVIDENCED TO THE TRuST~E BY MEANS OF A CERTIFICATEv S"':"ATEMENT1 OPIN!ONtl OR 
OTHER DOCUMENT0 IT SHALL CO~~STlTUTE COMPL.)ANCE HEREWITH IF THE VARiOUS FAC"fS AND-OR 
OPINIONS INTENDED SO TO BE EVIDENCED TO THE TRUSTEE BE INCl..UDED IN DlFFEREN1" CERTIFICATES, 
STATEMENTS, OPINICHS1 OR OTHER DOCUMENTS S!GNED BY THE SAME PERSON OR DIFFERE:-17' PIZRSON~ 
OF THE SAME QUAL. I FICA.Tl0NG0 
ARTICLE T o/VO 
GENERAL PROVISIONS REGARDING EXECUTION, 
AUTHENTICATION AND REGISTRATION OF BONuS. 
SEcTION 2.Q 1, SAVE AS IS HEREIN PROVIDED U-4 RESPECT OF MUTIL.ATED, L.OSTD 
DESTROYED OR STOLEN BoNoS• BoHDS MAY BE iSSUED HKREUNDER TO THE AGGREGATE PRlt.!CIPAL. 
AMOUNT OF NO MORE THAN ONE MILL.ION• FouR Hul>!oRED AND SJxTv-NtNE THOUSAND UOL.L.ARS 
(.p1,4690000). THE BoNos sHALL. BE ISSUED AS CoupoN BoNos IN THE DENOMINATION OF 0ME 
THOUSAND lJOL.L,.A.RS (!;t1 0 QOQ) I!ACH1 REGISTERABLE AS 1"0 PRINCIPAL ONL".' A:-,;o fo!UMBERED 1 TO 
1rA69c INCLUSIVE,. THE PRINCIPAl. OF EACH BOND AN.O THE INTEREST THEREON SHALL BE PAYABLE 
AT THE PRINCIPAL. OFFICE OF THE l<ENTUCKY TRusT CoMPANY, IH THE CITY OF Lou)sVJLL£ 0 
KENTUCKY, OR OF ITS SUCCESSORS IN TAUS"!" UNDER THIS ho!.DENTURE1 ORe AT THE OPTION OF THE 
HOLDER 0 AT 'THE PRiNCIPAL OFFICt! OF CHEMICAL BANK Ne:w YoRK TRUST CoMPANYD IN THE CtTY 
OF NEw YoRK, NEw YORK, JN sucH coJH OR cuRRENCY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AS 
AT THi: TIME OF PAYMENT SHALL BE LKGAL TENDER FOR THE PAYMENT OF DEBTS DUE THE UNITED 
STATES oF AMERICA., THE BoNos AND THE INTEREST couPONS APPERTAINING THERETO SHALL BE 
RESPECTJVELY SUBSTAHTIAL.LY IN THE FORMS HEREINBEFORE SET FORTHt WITH SUCH OMISSIONS• 
VAR!ATlOHS AHO lHSERTlOHS AS ARE REQUtREO OR PERMITTED BY THE 'TERMS OF THE INDENTURE TO 
EVlDEHCE THE TERMS TH~RitOF. 
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SECTION 2.02. THE sAID BoNos SHALL BE DATED SEPTEMBER 1c: 1961. AND sHALL 
BEAR IHTERES-r" AT ONE OR MOR&: INTEREST COUPON RATES NOT TO EXCEED AN AGGREGATE iNTEREST 
COST OF THREE AND OHE~ALF PER CI!NT (3- t-z PER CENT) PER ANNUM 0 TO BE ESTABf-lSHED UPO!'o! 
THE BASIS OF COMPETITlOt>': AMONG BIDDERS WHEN SAID 0oNDS ARE SOLD AT AN ADVERTISED PUBLIC 
COMPET!TlVE SALE 11 AS HEREH! PROVIDEDo ALL SUCH JNTERES'!' TO THE RESPEC'k"'IVE MA":"URITY 
OA7ES OF PRIKClPAL. SHALi.. BE EVIDEHCED BY COUPONS ATTACHED TO THE 80NOSe PAYABLE SEMJ-
I ANNUALLY ON EACH (IJiARCH 1 AriD .5E:PTEt.lBER 1. SuBJECT TO THE RESERVED RIGHT OF REDEMPTlOH oF A PORTION OF SAID BoNDS PR~OR oo MATURITY AS PROVIDED IN ARTJCL.E TrtRI!E OF THIS 
fHDEKTURE 9 SAID SERIES OF Bo:iOS SHALL. MATURE AS ,..0 PRlNC!PAL OM 5EPTEMI3ER 1 OF THE 
RE SPECTtVE YEARS!! 1 K. ACCORDANCE' Wi-r"H THE FOLS...OW!NG SCHEDULE: 
DATE OF 
MATURITY :30NDS NUMBERED PRINCIPAL 
SEPTEMBER 1. (INCLUSivE) AMOUNT 
1964 1- 20 ::> 20,000 
1965 21- 40 20,000 
1966 41- 60 20,000 
1967 61- 80 20,000 
1968 81- 104 24,000 
1969 105- 128 24,000 
1970 129- 152 24,000 
I 
1971 153- 176 24,000 
1972 177- 200 24,000 
1973 201- 224 24,000 
1974 225- 253 29,000 
1975 254- 282 29,000 
1976 283- 311 29,000 
1977 312- 340 29,000 
1978 341- 369 29,000 
1979 370- 403 34,000 
1980 404- 437 34,000 
1981 438- 471 34,000 
1982 472- 505 34,000 
!983 506- 544 39,000 
1984 545- 583 39,000 
1985 584- 622 39,000 
1986 623- 661 39,000 
1987 662- 705 44,000 
1988 706- 749 44,000 
1989 750- 793 44,000 
1990 794- 837 44,000 
1991 838- 886 49,000 
1992 887- 935 49,000 
1993 936- 984 49,000 
1994 985-1039 55,000 
1995 104D-1094 55,000 
1996 1095-1149 55,000 
1997 1150-1210 61,000 
1998 1211-1271 61,000 
1999 1l72.,.1337 66,000 
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2000 
2001 
1338-1403 
1403-1469 
66,000 
66,000 
SECTION 2.03. THE BoNos SHALL BE OFFERED FOR SALE BY THE BoARo0 WITHOUT THE 
INTERVEHTIOH OF THE: '"fRUS'TEE1 AT SUCH i"IM&: OR TIMES AS THE BoARD MAY DIRECT UPO,.l THE 
BASIS OF KOTJCES PUBLISHED BY THE BoARD IN A NEWSPAPER OF GENERAL. CJRCU;..ATlOH THROUGH-
ouT THE CoMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY AND IN'{!:!§. Bor:co BuYER. A FU..tAtiCJAL. JOURNAL. PUBL.JSHEO 
JH Ns:w YoRI<o Ns:w YoRK, OF GENERAL. CIRCULATION T..,ROUGHOU7 THE UNITED STATES OF AMERJCA0 
AND UPON THE BASIS OF SCALED COMPETJT!VE BIDS WHICH SHALL BE OPENED, COJ.l'SIDERED AND 
ACTED UPON ev THE BoARD• Bot:o No. 1 oF SAID SERIES OF Bouos SHALL BE SIGNED Ol'! BE!HAL.F 
oF THE BoARD BY THE CHAIRMAN uuoER THE coRPORATE sEAL OF THE BoARD. ALL OF SAID acHes 
SHALL. BE EXECUT&:D WI7H THE FACSIM!L.E SIGNATURE OF BAlD CHAIRMAt!t ANC A ?'ACBIMJLE OF THE 
CORPORATE SEAL OF SAID 8oARD SHALL BE DULY IMPRINTED UPON AL.L OF SAID 80NOS NUMBI!RED 
1 TO 1"469, INCLUSIVE, AS PROV!DED IN SECTIOM 6 L390 OF THE. I'-ENTUCKY REVISED STATUTES. 
AND ALL OF SAID 8otiiJS NUMBERED 1 TO 10469, lt!CL.USIVE0 SHALL BE AT7ESTE& BY ITS SECRETARY~ 
AND SHALL BE DELIVERED TO THI! TRUSTEE FOR AUTHENTlCAT)ON BY lT1 A~D THEREUPOtl THE 
TRUSTEE SHALL, UPO:i RO::CI!IPT sv THE TRusTEE OF EVIDENCE sA-nsFACTORY To THE TRusTe:l! 
OF THE PROPER e:xe:cuTJON oF THis IMDENTURED AUTt!ENTlCATE SA!D BoNos. THE BoARD SHAL.L 
MAKE DEUVERY OF ElAID BoNOS TO THE PURCHASER OR PURCHASERS0 BUT OI'I:LY UPOM PAVMEN'!" OF 
THE STAi'ED PURCHAGE PRICE, WHICH SHAl..i.. JMMEDIATELY BE DEOPSITED TO THE CREDIT OF THE 
SPECIAL FUNDS OR ACCOUNTSr As HEREIHAFTG:R PROVIDED• 
ONLY 80NDS AS SHALl- BEAR ;-HEREON ENDORSED A CERTlFlCATlON OF AUTI-1Et!TICATJON0 
SUBSTANTlAl...LY IN THE FORM HERE!NBEFORE RECITED• EXECUTED ON BEHALF OF THr:: TRUSTEE BY 
ITS AUTHORIZED OFFICER0 SHALL BE SECUREO BY THJS JHDENTURE OR BE EHT!Ti...EO TO AI'!'\' RIGHT 
OR BENEFIT HEREUHOERo THE AUTHENTICAT!Oto~ BY THE TRUSTEE UPON AHV BoND SHALL. BE 
COHBL.USIVE EVIDENCE AND THZ 01-ILY !!VIDENCE THA"i~ THE BoNO SO AUTHENTICATED HAS BEEN DULY 
ISSUED HEREUNDER AND THAT T!-OE HOLDER THEREOF IS EN'TITL.ED TO THE BENEFIT OF THlS JHcEN-
TURE, 
THE 80MOS SHALL BE PREPARED AND PRINTED l~ COMPL.JANCE WITH STANDARD 
REQVIRII.MENTS ANO SPECIP'ICATlONSe 
SECTION 2.04, IN CASE ANY PERSON WHOSE SIGNATURE, OR A FACSIMILE OF WHOSS: 
SIGNATURE, SHALL. APPEAR ON ANY BoNOS OR COUPONS ISSUABLE UNDER THIS INDENTURE AS AN 
OFFICER OF THE 80ARDt SHALL HAVE CEASED TO BE SUCH OFFICER BEFORE THF.: 8ouo R.F.ARING sur...H 
S15UATURE SHALL HAVE BEE~ ACTUALLY AUTHENTICATED BY THE TRUSTt::E AND DELIVERED TO THE 
PURCHASER, SUCH 8oHo NEVERTHELESS MAY BE. AUTHENTICATED AND DELIVERED AND ISSUED AS 
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THOUGH THE PERSON WHOSE SIGNATURE APPEARS THEREON IN SUCH MANNER HAD NOT CEASED TO 
BE SUCH OFFICER. 
ANY 8o...:os iSSUABl-E HEREUNDER MAY BE SIGNED, SEAL..ED, OR A7TS:9TED 1~ BEHALF 
OF THE BoARD BY All;'{ PERUON AT THE ACTUAL DATE OF IHE EXEcu·noN OR AU'THENTJCAT10H OF 
SUCH CoNe BEit:G .Hi:; PROPER OFFiCEP. OF THE BoARD ALTHOUGH AI THE DA'i'E OF SUCH 50ND 
SUCH P!ZRSON SHAL.L. NOT HAVE BEEN SUCH OFFICERe 
I YHE COUPONS TO BE ATTACHED TO 60NDS ISSUED HEREUNDER SHALL. BE SIGNED SV THE FACSIN:IL.E SIGNATURES or THE PRESENT CHAIRMAN AND Ss:cRETAnV on OF ANV FU1"URE CHAIRMAN 
AND SECRETARY OF THE BoARD• A:iD THE BoARD MAY ADOPT AND USE FOR THAT PURPOSE THE 
FACSIMILE SIGNATURE OF ANY PERSONS WHO SHA~-L. HAVE BEEN SUCH CHA1Rf~AN OR 5ECRETARY0 
HOTWI'THSTANDING THE FACT THAT EITHER OR BOTH OF THEM MAY HAVE CEASED·;-.-;, BE SUCH 
CHAIRMAN OR SECRETARY AT THE TIME WHEt: SUCH 8o~~DS SHALL. BE ACTUALLY AUTH::!.i"1TlO:::ATED 
AMD DELIVERED. 
SECTION 2.059 THE E.oARO SHAl-L. KEEP AT THE OFFICE OF "'!"HE 1·RUSTEE 0 SOCKS FOR 
THE REGISTRATION AND TRANSFER OF REGISTRATION OF bONOS ISSUED HEREUNDER" WHICH, AT ALL. 
REASONABLE T~MES0 SHALL. BE OPEN FOR INSPECTION BY THE HOLDER OF ANY bOND ISSUED HERE-
I 
UNDER~ ANO UPON PRESENTAT!ON FOR SUCH PURPOSE AT SUCH OFFICE~ THE SOARD WILL- REGISTER 
OR TRANSFER ORr CAUSE TO BE REGISTERED OR TRANSFERRED THEREIN0 AS HEREINAFTER PROV1DEDo 
ANO UNDER SUCH REASO~ABL.IZ. REGUL.AT!ONS AS IT MAY PRESCRieE, ANY bONOS ISSUED UNCER THIS 
INDENTURE ANO ENTlTL.EO TO BE SO REGISTERED OR TRANSFERRED• THE -.-RUSTEE SHALL. ACT AS 
REGISTRAR IN EFFECTING ALL REGISTRATIONS O,_l THE BOOKS KEPT AT ITS OFFICE. 
At...L. fsONOS ISSUED HEREUNDER SHALL. BE NEGOTIABLE AND SHALL. PASS BY DEL., VERY 
UNLESS REGISTERED AS TO PRJNCJPAI._ !H YHE MANNER HEREINAFTER PROVlDEOo THE HOLDER OF 
ANY 80ND ISSUED HEREUNDER MAY HAVI:! THE OWHERSH1P OF THE PRINCIPAL. THEREOF REGISTERED 
ON SAID BOOKS OF THE BoARD AT THE OFFICE OF THE TRUSTEE 0 AND SUet-: REGISTRATION SHALL. BE 
NOTED ON THE 601<o10• AFTER SUCH REGJS":"'RATION, NO TRANSFER SHAL.L. BE VALID UNLESS MADE ON 
THE SAID BOOKS AT THE WR!TTE:-.J REQUEST OF TP.!: REGISTERED OWNER CCI HIS DULY AUTHORIZED 
ATTORNEY0 AND SIMILARLY NOTED ON: THE EoNDi BUT THE SAME MAY B~ OJSCHARGED FROM 
RE~ISTRATlON BY BEING IN L.U<:g MANNER TRANSFERRED TO BEARER 11 AND THEREUPON NEGOTIABILITY 
AND TRANSFERABJLlTY BY DELIVERY SHAl...L BE RESTOREDi AND SUCH E:iOi<o(DS MAY AGAJN, FROM TIME 
TO TIME• BE REGIST!!RED OR TRANSFERRED TO BEARER AS BEFORE., SuCH REGISTRATION• HOWEVER• 
SHALL NOT AFFECT THE NEGOTIAB1LlT'! OF THE COUPONS" BUT EVERY SUCH O::.OUPON SHALL CONTlNl!E 
TO BE TRANSFERABLE BY DltLIVERY ME.RELY, AND SHALL. REMAIN PAYABLE TO BEARER• SucH 
REGISTRATIONS AHD DISCHARGES FROM REGlSTRATIOH. SHALL Bl!' WITHOUT EXPENSE TO THE HOL.OE:.R 
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OF THE bONDS, EXCEPT AN":.' TAXES OR OTHER GOVERNMENTAL CHARGES RCQUIRED TO BE PAID WITH 
RESf'ECT TO THE SAME. 
SECTION 2.06. t3EFORE AUTHEN'7lCATIHG ANY boNOS~ THE TRUSTEE SHALL. CUT OFF 
AND CANCEL. ALL MATURED COUPONS, IF AHYc THEREON, A:~o THE TRUSTEI:: SHALL DELIVER TO THE 
BoARD A CERTIFICATE OF SUCii CANCELLA~fi.ON. 
Se:cTIOP-! 2.07, UPO,.l THE RECEIPT BY THE BoARD Al'-:o THE TRUSTEE OF EVIDENCE 
I SATISFACTORY TO THEM OF THE LOSS:~ THEFT, OESTRUC7l0N OR MUTlL.ATION OF ANY OUTSTANDING 60ND OR BoNOS HEREBY SECUP.EDc AN.D OF INDEMNITY SATISFACTORY TO T~EM 11 AND UPON 
SURREHDER AND CANCEL..L.A"\.ION OF SUCH BoND OR 80N0!3 IF MUTiLATED, THE 80ARO MAY :!XECUTe 
AND THE TRUSTEE Mt.,y AUTHEI'I!I!CATE AND THERC MAY e::: DEL.!VEREDt A NEW E:soHo OR 8oNDS OF 
LIKE TENOR~ MATURITY ANO SERIAl •• HUMi3ERING JN LIEU or GUCH LOST1 STOLEN,, DESTROYED OR 
MUTILATED 8o~:c OR BONOS. EACH SUCH HEW boND MAY BEAR SUCH ENDORSEMENT AS MAY BE 
AGREED UPON BY TI-!E BOARD AND BY THE TRUSTEE TO BE NECESSARY TO EV!OEHCE THAT IT HAS 
BEEN I SSUEO IN LIEU OF A LOST, STOL.EN0 DESTROYED OR MUTILATED .boMo6 THE BoARD MAY 
REQUlRE THE PAYMENT OF THE EXPEHSES WHICH MAY BE INCURRED Sy "tHE EsOARO AND THE FEES 
ANO EXPENSES OF IHE TRUSTEE 1H THE PREMlSESc 
SECTION 2.08 .. As TO ALL BoNoS P.£G1SIERED AS TO PRINCiPAL, THE PERSON JN WHOSE 
NAME THE SAME SHALL 6E REGiSTERED SHALL BE OEEMEO A.:-JD REGAP.OED AS THE OWio!.ER THER::::OF1 
FOR ALL PURPOSE OF THIS INDENTUREr AND THEREAF"fE~ PAYMEi"lT OF OR OM ACCOUNT OF THE 
PRINCIPAL OF SUCH 8ot!O SHALL BE MADE ONLY TO OR UPON THE ORDER l~! WRJTIHG OF SUCH 
REGISTERED OWNER THEREOF 0 BU1• SUCH REGISTRATION MAY BE CHAf.IGE:J AS ABOVE PROVlDEDe THE 
BoARD AND THE TRUSTEE MAY DEEM AND TREAT OHE BEARER OF A:iy 80NO WHICH SHALL. O..._OT AT 
THE TIME BE REGISTERED AS TO PRINCIPAL., AND THE BEARER OF ANY COUPOP.: FOR IM":"EREST ON 
SUCH BoNO~ WHETHER SUCH f,oNO SHALL. BE REGISTERED OR 1-!0T0 AS TtiE ABSOLUTE OWNER OF 
SUCH BoNO OR COUPON FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECEIVlNG PAYMENT THEREOF~ AND FOR AL.L. OTHER 
PURPOSES WHATSOEVER, AND THE BoARD AND THE TRUSTEE SHALL t-IOT BE AFFECTED B"! ANY 
NOTICE TO THE CONTRARY• 
I ARTICLE THREE REI.JEMPT!ON OF BONDS 
; SEcTION 3.01. THE RlGHT as HEREBY REs~<::1.vEo TO cALL A;.,o REDEEM THE BoNos 
~UMBERED 177 TO 1469, MATURING SF'.PT«NlDF:R. 1._ 1~7?.. ·uanouGll Sc::p·ntM:BitR 1., 2001'" JHCLUSIVE 1 
PRIOA )"0 MAI"tJRITY1 AS A WHOLE OR FROM TIME TO TIME IN PART IN THF.: lNV~n~r=: onnF.n ot- TUS:IR 
NUMBERIHG1 SAID BONOS NUMBERED 1150 TO 146~. MATURING SEPTEMBER 1, 1997, THROUGH 
SEPTEMBER ] 0 2QQ1. INCLUSlVE, BEING SO REDEEMABLE ON ANY INTEREST PAYMENT DATE UPON 
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TERMS OF PAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST TO THIIE REDEMPTION DATE, AND BoNDS NUMBERED 177 TO 
1149, MATURI:<G SEPTEMBER I, 1972, THROUGH SEPTEMBER I, 19~6. li<CL.USIVE, BEING so 
REDEEMABLE ON ANY INTEREST PAYM~HT DA'i"E FALl.JNG AFiER SEPTEMBER 1, 1971, UPON TERMS 
OF PAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST 'TO THE REDEMPTION DA'TE PLUS A REOEMPTJOH PREM!UM OF "':"HREF.: 
PER CENT OF THE PRl 'C!PAL. AMOUNT THEREOF IF CAL.L.ED P'OR REDEMPTION ON OR PRIOR TO 
SEPTEMBER 11 1976; TWO A~O ONE-HALF PER CENT OF THE P~IN:C!PAL.. AMOUi'o!T THEREOF IF CALLED 
I FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER A~O ON ~R PRIOR 7"0 SEPTEMBER 1, 1981; TWO Pli.R CENT OF TI-lE PRINCIPAL. AMOU;<(T THIZREOF !F CALLED FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER A,.!O 0~ 0~ PRJOR TO 
5E?'1"EMBER J, 1986; ONE AXO 0~!:.::.-HAl..F PER CENT OF '.!"HE PRH!CIPAL. AMOUI>IT "!'C-tEREO!=' i:F CALLED 
FOR RE:QEMPTION THEREAFTER A~~O OH OR PRIOR TO 5EPTEMBI::::R 1, 1991 1 A!-10 OtiE PER CENT OF 
THE PRiNCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF !!=' CALLEO FOR REDEMPTION THS:~EAFTER0 PR:ORlTY AS TO CALL 
SHALL EXTEND TO bo;"DS 'iUMBERI!.U 115Q THROUGH 1469. IHC!...l.!SIVE 1 OVER 80t!DS NUMBERG:D 177 
THROUGH 114U, tNCL.USIVEt 
h.! CASE THE 80ARD SHALL DESIRE TO EXERCISE ITS RIGHT OF REDE!M?TlON1 !T SHALL 
CAUSE TO BE FILED WITH TOE TRus-,-EE (AT '-EAST JQ DAYS IN ADVAfo.:CE OF THii REDEtiiPTIOH DATE) 
A COPY OF A NOTICE SPECIFYIXG THE RI!:DEMPTION DATE AHD THE NUMBERS OF THE BoNOS TO BE 
I REDEEMED, AND SHALL CAUSE t!OTICE OF SUCH REi:lEMPTION TO BE PUBL!SHEC 'N A Flt-:At-lCIAl-NEWSPAPER OR .IOURNAL1 OF GEHERAL. CIRCUL.ATIONo PUBL.lSHt!O IN THE ENGWSH i...ANGUAGE IJ~ THE 
CITY OF NEw YoRK0 Nc:w YoRK 0 AT L.EAS"r' ONCE NOT LI!SS THAH 30 DAYS BEFORE! THE DATE FIXED 
FOR REDEMPTION~ SUCH PUBLISHED :-!.OilCE TO IDENTIFY TliE 60NDS TO BE REDEEMl!.D AND TO STATE 
THAT INTEREST WILL. CEASE TO ACCRUl:: THEREOM FROM AND AFTER ";•HE SPECIFIED REDEMPTION 
DATE, (F ANY OF THE BOHDS TO BE !=U!DEEMED ARE AT THE TIME REGISTERED AS TO PRINCIPAL, 
51 M!LAR NOTICE SHALL. BE SENT BY THE 80ARD THROUGH THE MA!i..S1 POSTAGE PREPAID, AT LEAST 
THIRTY (30) OAY$ PR!OR TO SUCH REOEMPTIOM DAT£ 1 TO THE PERSONe RESPECTIVELY WHO SHALL. 
APPE..AR TO BE BOHDHOLDERSc BY ":"HE ';RANSFER REGISTER OF THE 80ARD AT THE OFFICE OF THE 
TRUSTEE,~ BUT SUCH MAILING SHAi..L NOT BE A CONDITION PRECEDENT TO SUCH REDEMPTION, AHO 
FA{t..URE SO TO MAlL. 4NY liOTICE SHAl-L. NOT AFFECT THE VALIDITY OF THE PROCEEDINGS FOR THE 
I REDEMPTION OF sucH BoNos. 0M OR BEFORE THE REDEMPTION OAT£ SPECIFIED ~N THE t!OTICE Ai:IOVZ PROVIDED FOR 11 
THE BOARD SHALL, AND IT HEREBY COVU:NAHTS THAT IT WILLe DEPOSIT WJTil THE TRUSTEE AN 
AMOUNT OF CASH SUFFICIENT 'TO EFFECT THE REDEMPTION OF THE BoNDS SPEC! FlED IN SUCH 
NOTIC£ 9 OR CAUSE THE TRUSTEE TO APPLY TO SUCH PURPOSE MONEYS THERETOFORE DEPOSITED WITH 
THE TRUSTEE UNDER THE PROVISIONS HEREOF AND PROPERLY AVAJL.ABL.E FOR SUCH PURPOSE• ALL 
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I 
THE PROVISIONS OF THIS )NDENTURE 1 FOR THE REDEMPTION OF 8CNDS0 SHALL BE HELD IN TRUST 
FOR ACCOUNT' OF THE HOLDERS THEREOF AND SHALL. BE PAID TO THEM RESPECTIVELY UPON 
PRESENTATION A,.D SURRE ... CER OF SA!D 8o;<o~os ACCOMPANIED BY ALL UfTI:i:REST COUPONS, IF ANY, 
MATURING AFTER THE DATE FJXEO FOR REDEMPTION THEREOF, PROVIDEDe HOWEVER11 1F ANY SUCH 
80NDS SHALL BE REG!STERED1 THE SAME SHA\..L BE ENDORSED IN BLANK FOR TRANSFER IF THE 
TRUSTEE SHALL so REQUIRE., 
FROM AND AFTER THE DATE OF REDEMPTION DESIGNATED IN SUCH NoTICE (sucH NOTICE 
HAVING SEEM GIVEN AS AFORESAID AND SUCH DEPOSIT HAVING BEEN MADE OR MONE"'/5 SET APART 
AS AFORESAID), NO FURTHER INTEREST SHALL ACCRUE UPON ANY OF THE i;)QNDS SO TO BE REDEEMED, 
AND ANY COUPONS FOR INTEREST PG:RTAiNING TO ANY SUCH i:JONOS AND MATURING AFTER SUCH DATE 
SHALL BE VOIDt AND ALL SUCH 8ow:cs0 JNSOFAR AS SUCH DEPOSIT SHALL HAVE BEEN MADE OR 
MONEYS SET APART AS AFORESAlD1 AND ALL SUCH COUPONS SHALL. CEASE TO BE ENTITLED TO THE 
BENEFIT OF THE WEN OF THIS INDEt!TUREc AND THE BoARD SHALL BE UNDER NO FURTHER LlABILlTY 
IN RESPECT THEREOFe 
SEcTION 3,02. ALL BoNos so REDEEMED SHALL:. FORTHWITH BE CANCELLED ay THE 
TRuSTEE, WHICH SHALL DELIVER sucH CANCELLED BotiDS TO THE 8oARDe 
ARTICLE FOUR 
DISPOSITION AND CUSTODY OF INCOME 
AND REVENUES OF THE PROJECT 
SECT! ON 4,0 1. As SOON AS ANY PORTION OF THE PROJECT BECOMES REVE HUE 
PRODUCING, ALL RENTALSt CHARGES, INCOME AND REVENUES AND PLEDGED h'(CIO:::NTAL. FEES1 
ARISING FROM THE OPERATION OR OWNERSH.IP OF THE PRO.JECT SHALL. BE DEPOSITED TO THE CREDIT 
OF A SPECIAL. FUND UPON THE BOOKS AND RECORDS OF THE 80ARD0 'i"O BE DESIGNATED uHouSING 
AND DINING HALL Re:.vENUE BoNos OF 1961 REVENUE FuHo AccouNT If (HEREINAFTER soMETIMES 
REFERRED To AS THE nREVENuE FuNou), AND WHICH REvENUE FuND IS HEREBY CREATED. SucH 
REVENUE FuND SHAl-L BE HELD 1:-1 THE cusTODY OF Tl-tE TREAsuRER oF THE BoARDD SEPARATE 
AND APART FROM ALL OTHER FUNOSo SucH REVENUE f'uNo SHALL BE MAINTAIHED SO L..ONG AS 
ANY OF THE BoNDS ARE OUTSTAHDIHG1 AS A TRUST FUND IN A SANK WHICH IS A MEMBER OF THE 
FEDERAL IJe:.posiT INsuRANCE CoRPORATlOH Ar:!o SHALL BE EXPENDED AND usED BY THE TREAsuRER 
ONLY IN THE MANNER AND ORDER HEREINAFTD::R SPE.ClFIEDe 
Se:ciJON 4.02. THE 80ARD COVENANTS AND AGREEs, IMMEDIATELY UPON THE SALE 
AND DELIVERY OF ANY OF THE BoNoS, TO CREATE AND ESTABLISH WITH THE TRUSTEE, A SEPARATE 
ACCOUNT, RECORDED ox 'THE BooKs OF THE BoARD, TO BE DESIGNATED nHouslNG AND Dlt(JNG 
HALL Re:vENUE BoNDS OF 1961 Botto AND INTEREST StNK!NG FuND AccoUHTtt (HEREINAFTER 
SOMETIMES REFERRED TO AS THE nS\H.l<.\H.G FuHo11)., So LONG AS ANY o.,.. THE BoNos ARE ou-r-
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, 
I 
I 
STAHOIHG, THE SAID 5H(KJHG FUND SHALL B&: MAIN"r"AIMEO AND OEPOSlTED0 EITHER DIRECTLY OR 
THROUOH OAHKIHG CHANNELS, IHTO THE CUS"';ODY OF Tt:E TRUSTEE, AHC SHALL BE USS:D BY THE 
TRUSTEE TO PAY lHTERIO.ST AS IT BECOMES P'"IUE OH BoNOS FROM llME TO TIME 0 AND TO PAY AND 
TO RETIRE THE 6otUlS AT OR BEFORE MATURITY IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS 
INDENTURE. 
IN cON!<&ECTION WITH THE ESTABL.JSHMF.:NT AND MAINTENANCE OF THE S:NK!HG Fu,.:o, 
THE BoARD COVENANTS AND AGREES AS FOLLOWS; 
(1) i'"HAT lNI·:tALL.Yc THERE WlLL BE DE?OSJTED Hi THE Slt!KING FuND 
THE ACCRUED l:iTERE~:i"r11 IF AHY11 RECF.lVED AT TUE TIME OR TIMES 
OF THE: SALE OR SALES OF THE 80NDS, TOGETHER WITH SUCH FURTHER 
suM FROM THIE: BoNo PROCE:EDS oR FROM THE CoNSTRUCTION Fu~!o OR 
OTHER SOURCEil AS WJL.L.. CAUSE "(HE TO"iAl.. !30 Qfi;POSITED TO EQUAL. 
Ai...L. IMTERI!ST MATURING UN.TIL. THE PRO.JEC1" BECOMES REVEI'IuE-
PRODUCINGto 
(2) THAT AS SOON AS AMY PORTION OF TH£! PRO.JE:CT BECOMES REVE?:ue:-
PROOUC1NG0 ;HE BoARD SHAL.L TRAI'-!SFER FROM THE Re:·-1ENUE Fui"ID 
TO THE DEPOSIT OF THE BoNo AND INTEREST S!NKING FuND AccouMT0 
ON OR BEFORE FEBRUARY 15, 1962, AuGUST 15, 1962, FEBRUARY 15, 
19630 AiiD AuGUST 150 1963, RESPU"1TlVELY0 SUCH SUMS AS W!LL BE 
SUFFICIEHT, TOGU.THER wiTH BAL.ANCES IN SAID SINKING Futlo1 TO 
PAY INTEREST ON ANY OUTSTANDING BoNDS TO BECOME QUE ON MARCH 1\) 
1962, SEPTEMBER 1, 1962, MARCH 1, 1963, AHO SEPTEMBER 1, 1963, 
RESPECTIVELY, AND THEREAFTER~ ·rHE BoARD SHAL.L. TRANSFER FROM 
sAID REVENUE FuND AccouNT AND DEPOSIT TO THE CREDIT oF THE 
SINKING F:..sND THE SUM OF AT L.EAST ~48,000 ON OR BEFORE FEBRUARY 
15, 1964, AND ON OR BEFORE EACH FEBRUARY 15 AND AuGUST 15, 
UNTIL. THE AMOUNTS ACCUMULATED IN SA!D SINKING Fut!Do INCLUDING 
ANY INVESTMENTS CARRIED TO TI-lE CREDIT OF SAID 511-!KJNG FUND0 
ARE SUFFICIEWt TO MEET .HE INTEREST DUE ON THE OUTSTAl'1DJNG 
BONOS ON THE NEXT ENSUING INTEREST PAYMENT DATE~ PLUS AN 
AMOUNT EQUAL TO ONE-HAL.F OF THE PRII'ICIPAL MATURITY DUE 
WITHIN THE E.t:EXT ENSUING '/EAR~ PLUS A DEB"!' SERVICE RESERVE 
OF :t>l56,QQQ, AND THERIXAFTER ~ON OR BEFORE EACH SUCCEEDING 
FEBRUARY 15 A:-ro AuGUST 150 1-i:\i LIKE: MANNE:R, SUCH suMs FROM 
SAJD SOURCES AS MAY BE NECESSARY 'TO MEET THE INTEREST ON 
THE BONDS DUE ON THE NIZX"'i" lNTEREST PAYMEN'r DATE AI'!D ONE-
HALF OF PRINCIPAL DUE WITHiN THE SUCCEitOJNG TWELVE MOl-!THS 
AND TO MAJ:-t:"l'A:M A DEBT SERVICE RESERVE JH ·rHE AMOUNT OF 
;;, 156,000.00 
SECTION 4,03,. THE AMVUHT BV WHICH THE AFORESAID PAYMENTS U!TO THE 5JttKJNG 
FuND 5XCEEDS THE AGGREGATE A!".<10UNT OF INTEREST ON AND PRINCIPAL OF SAlD BONOS THEN 
CURRENTLY BECOMIKG DUE SHALL BE HELD .~SA RESERVEj PROVIDEO.. HOWEVER, THAT NO FURTHER 
PAYMENTS NEED 9E MADE INTO SAID SINKING FUND WHENEVER AND 50 LONG AS SUCH AMOUl'!T OF 
THE BoNOS SHALL HAVE BEEN RETtRED THA. THE AW.OUHT THEt4 HELD THEREIN, 1NCL..UD1NG THE 
RESERVE, IS SUP'FICJENT '!'0 ACCOMPLISH RETIREMENT OF AL.L OF THE BOHDS THEN OUTSTANDING 
AND TO PAY ALL INTEREST THAT IS TO BE PAID ON ALL OF SUCH 5oNDS PRIOR TO SUCH RETIREMENT.-
IF
1 
FOR ANY REASON, THERE SHALL B£ A FAILURE TO MAKE ANY PAYMENTS !MTO SAID 
SINKING FuHD AS AFORESAID~ ANY &UMS THEN HEL-D AS A RESERVE SHAl-L BE USED FOR THE 
PAYMENT OF ANY PORT) ON OF THE 1NT£RE.ST OR PRIMClPAL. AS TO WH1eH THitRE WOULl:\ OTf-IERWI SE 
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BE DEFAULT, B4T SUCH RESERVE SHALL BE REIMBURSED THERS:F,OR FROM THE FIRST AVAJL.ABL.E 
PAYMENT~ MAoE INTO THE StNKING FuNo sv IUCREASIHG Tt-:E euosEauENT sEMI-ANNUAL. PAYMENTS 
TO AT LEAST J2C PER CENT OF THE MJNlMUM AMO:JHTS OTHERWISE REQUIRED TO BE MADE INTO THE 
ALL. MONEYS HELD JN THE SJMKHiG Fuwo SHALL BE HELD, SECURED, AHD INVESTED sy 
, 
THE TRUSTEE, AS PROVIDED 8'\" S::::CTiOHS 4.08 AND 4.09 OF THIS IHDEh'TURE~ 5AJC SINKJNG 
Fur-:o SHALL. BE USED SOLELY AND OKL.Y FOR THE PURPOSE OF PAY!NG -:"HE INTEREST ON SAID BONDS 
SECURED HEREBY AND ACCOMPL.lSHUCG RETIREMENT OF SAID 80HOS AT OR BEFORE MATURITYo AND 
IS HEREBY lRREVOCABLY PL..EDGED FOR THAT PURPOSE, AND aHAL!.. BE USEn FOR NO OTHER PURPOSE 
WHATSOEVER, AHO ON.LY THE AMOUNT IN SAID SINKING FuND !N EXCESS OF THE DEBT SERVICE 
REQUlREMEHTS ON THE OUTS"!'ANCING 50NDS DURlHG TJ:!!_CURRENT YEAR AND DEBT SERVICE REi: SERVE 
OF ~15690\IQ MAY BE USED AT ANY TIME FOR THE RETIREMENT OF 6oNDS IH ADVAHCE OF THEIR 
MATURITYa 
S&caloH 4.04a DuRING THE THIR·rv DAYS PRECEDING EACH ('viARCH 1 AND SEPTEMBER 1. 
THE TRUSTEE SHALL. TRANSFER FROM THE 51XKH!G Fuwc TO THE PRINCIPAL OFFICE OF THE 
CHEMICAL. 8AHK Ne:w YoRK "'!"RuST CoMPANY0 ll'l ITS CAPACITY AS THE Ne:w YoRt< PA\'IHG AGENT 
I HAMED HEREINt FU~DS SUFFICIENT TO ENABLE SAID Ne:w YORK PAYING AGE,.IT TO PAY MATURING E.ONDS AND INTEREST COUPONS AS ARE THERE PRESENTED; OR THE TRUSTEE SHALL MAKE SUCH 
ARRANGEMENTS WITH SAID NEW YORK PAYING AGENT AS TO ASSURE THE PROMPT PAYMENT OF 
MATURING £-ONDS AND COUPONS AS ARE THERE PRESENTED. THE TRUSTEE St!A!...L MAKE SIMILAR 
ARRANGEMENTS IN THE EVENT OF REDEMPTION OF ANY 8~NOS PURSUANT TO ARTICLE THREE OF 
THJ s INDENTURE. 
SEcTION 4.05. CuRREHT ExPENSES OF THE PROJECT SHAL.L. BE PAYADL.E AFTER 
COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 4.02 HEREOF FROM THE REVENUE FuND AS THE 
SAME BECOME DUE AND ARE PAYABLE• CURRENT ExPENSES SHALL JNCL.UOE ALL NECESSARY 
OPERATING EXPENSES, INCLUOJ:ro COS1'" OF FOOD 1 CURRENT MAINTENANCE CHARGES 0 EXPENSES OF 
REASONABLE UPKEEP AND REPA!RSQ PROPERLY ALLOCATED SHARE OF CHARGES FOR INSURANCE AND 
I ALL OTHER EXPENSES INCIDENT TO THE OPERAT~014. OF THE PROJECT; BUT SHALL EXCL.UOE DEPRECIATIONt ALL CZENERAL. ADMINJS-iRATIVE EXPENSES OF THE 80ARO AND THE PAYMENT INTO 
THE uREPAIR AND !1&:PL..ACEMENT REsERVE AccouNT OF SEPTEMBER ] 0 1961•'' HERElNAFTER 
PROVIDED FOR. 
SECTION 4.06, THERE 1 S HEREBY CREATED A SPECIAL. ACCOUNT UPON THE BOOK A OF" 
TKE 80ARDto SEPARATE AHD APART FROM ""'-L O'TUF.R A.~COUUT8 I'.UO r'HHn~. ·n-tF. SAME TO BE 
DESlGHATED nRE'PAIR AND REPLACEMENT ~~SERVE AccouNT OF SEPTEMBER 1, 1961•1 
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(HEREINAFTI(R so~ETIMEs ~EFERRED TO AS THE nREPAJR FuHon). So LONG AS ANY OF THE CoNes 
ARE OUT!SYAN'bJHG THE SAID FuND SHALL BE MAINTAINED AND Dll.POSITEO EITHER DIRECTLY OR 
THROUGH BAHKIHG CHANKSO:L.S INTO THE CUSTODY OF THE TRUSTEE;J As SOON AS THE RESERVE IS 
ACCUMULATED IN THE SINKP<fG Fuwo As REQUIRED ev SECTION 4.02, iHE 8oARD SHALL rEPOSIT 
FROM TK!I. REVENUE f'ut4D1 ON OR BEt?.•JR:i::::.: 'THE CLOSE OF !EACH FISCAL VEARc THE SUM OF AT 
LEAST $9,QQQ.QQ, AHNUA!...LY, UNTIL. THE AMOUNT ACCUMULATED IN SAID REPAIR Fu .. l01 lt-!CL.UOil'>!G 
ANY INVESTMENTS CARRIED TO THE CREDIT OF SAID REPAIR FuN01 SHAl-L. AGGREGATE $9Q,.QQQ~ 
AN01 THEREAFTE.Rn SUCH SUMSt BUT NOT MORE THAN $9,QQQ.QQ ANNUALLY I AS MAY BE REQUIRED 
TO MAINTAIN (AND RESTORE) A BALAtlCE OF $900000 JN THE REPAIR FuNo, WHIC~ FUHD MAY BE 
DRAWN OH AND USED BY THE f:.OARD FOR THE PURPOSE OF PAYING THE COST OF UNUSUAL OR EXTRA.., 
ORDINARY MAINTENANCE OR REPAIRS9 REX.EWALs"ANO REPLACEMENTS, AND THE RC::NOVATJNG OR 
REPLACEMENT OF THE EQUIPMENT ~OT PAID AS PART OF THE O~OINARY AND NORMAL EXPENSES OF 
PRoJECT OPERATlON. Howe:v&:Re !H THE E'I&:NT THE FUNDS IN ,-HE SINKING FuHo SHOULD BE 
REDUCED BELOW THe AMOUNT REQUIRED TO MEET THE lHTEREST DUE ON THE OUTSTANDING BONOS 
ON THt:: NEXT ENSUIMG INTERES"!' PAYMENT DATE, PLUS AN AMOUNT EQUAL TO ONE-HALF OF THE 
PRINCIPAL MATURITY DUE WITHIN THE NEXT ENSUING YEAR, PLUS THE REQUIRED DEBT SERVICE 
I RESERVE OF $\56,QQQ~ FUNDS ON DEPOSIT IN THE REPAIR FuND SHALL BE TRAMSFERREO TO THE SINKING FuND TO THS: EXTENT REQUIRED TO ELIMINATE THE DEFICIENCY HI suCH 51NX!NG FuNo. 
5B.CTl01'! 4.Qj& SuBJECT TO Tt-:E FOREGOING MAXIMUM DEPOSITS, WHICH ARE CUMULA-
TJVE 1 THE 8oAAD MAY USE THE BALANCE OF EXCESS FUMDS IN THE REVENUE FuNO AT THE CLOSE 
OF EACH FISCAL YEAR (1) TO REDEEM OLJTSTANDlNG BoNoS ON THE NEXT INTEREST PAYMENT DATE, 
JN INVERSE NUMERICAL AND MATURITY ORDERt IN AMOUNTS OF ~OT L..ESS THAN. $50QQQ PAR VAL.IJE 
AT ONE TIME, AT A PRICE WHICH IS NOT IN EXCESS OF THE CAL.L. PRICE ON THE NEXT H-ITEREST 
PAYP,I!EHT DATE; (2) FOR ANY EXPEHDITURESQ p.:Cl..UDING THE PAYMENT OF DEBT SERVICE1 JN 
IMPROVING OR ADDING TO OR RESTORJ..._t,; THE PROJECT, OR ANY PART THERt::OF1 OR (3) FOR ANY LAW-
FUL. PURPOSE, 
SECTION 4. 08, AL.L. MOI<.:EYS OEPOSt·rED WITH AND IM THE CUSTODY OF TH!t: TRUST!t:E 
I UNDER THE PROVISJO,._~S OF THIS htoENTURE SHAL..L BE TRUST FUNDS AND SHALL NOT BE SUBJECT TO L.IEN OR ATTACHMEWT BY ANY CREDITOR, Z)UCH MONEYS SHALL BE HELD IN TRUST AND APPL.Jl!D 
IN ACCORDANCti. WITH THit PROVISIONS OF THIS iNDENTURE AND SHALL BE SECURED IN SUCH MAN!'!ER 
AS MAY AT T..tE Tl ME BE REQUIRED OR PERMIT'l'ED BY APPLICABLE STATE OR P'EO&:RAL. J..AWS ANn 
RE.GUL..ATlON.S RE.G.ARDlHG THE &ECU'RlTY FOR'! OR GRANTING A PREFERENCE IN THE CASE OF, THE 
DEPOSIT OF TRUST FUNDS• 
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SEcTION 4.09. iVJONEYS HELD FOR THE CREDIT OF TttE REPAIR FuMe ANa.. THE AMOUNT 
THEREOF JH THE StHK1HG FuNo IN &:xce:ss oF ALL Bowo PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST REQUIREMENTs 
FOR THE ENSUING TWKLVE MONTHSJ PERtOO SHALl. BE ltiVESTED BY THE TRUSTEE,. IF SO D)RECTe:o 
BY RESOLUTION OF THE 60ARD9 IN DIRECT OBLIGATIONS OFt OR OBL..JGATIOHS THE PRINCIPAL AMO 
INTER&:ST OF WHICH ARE UNCONDITIONALLY GUAnANTEED SY1 THE UNITED 5TA'TES GOVERNMENT, 
, 
WHICH MATURE OR ARE REDEEMABL.E AT THE OPTlCN OF THE HOLDER WITHIN FlVE YEARS FROM THE 
DATE OF INVESTMENT THERE!H0 0eL.JGATIONS SO PURCHASED SHALL BE DEEMED AT ALL Tl Me:S TO 
BE A PART oF THE REPAIR FuJ<I:!D AND StNKJHG Fuuo R&:SPECTIVELY. THE TRusTEE SHALL SELL 
AT THE BEST PRICE OBTA.I~BLE ANY OBLIGATIONS SO PURCHASED WHENEVER IT SHALL BE NECESSARY 
SO TO DO IN ORDER TO PROVIDE MONEYS TO MEET ANY PAYMEN'T FROM THE REPAIR FuND OR 
S4HKIHG FuNo, NEITHS:R THE TRUSTEE NOR THE BoARD SHALL.. BE L.lABL.E oR RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY 
LOSS RESULTING FROM ANY SUCH 1NVR:STMENT. IN DETERMIHINGI THE ADEQUACY OF RESERVES, AL.L 
SUCH INVESTMENTS SHALL BE VALUED IN TERMS OF THEIR MA.RKET VALUE ON THE THEN NEXT 
PREC.DING JuH&: 3Q OR DECEMBER 31 1 WHICHEVER WAS LATER• 
ARTICLE FIVE 
PARTICULAR COVENANTS OF THE BOARD 
I SECTION 5,01. THii: BoARD COVENANTS AND AGREt:S THAT IT HAS THE LAWFUL. CONTROL OF THE SITES OF THE PROJEcT, AS HERC:INAFTER oe:sCRIBED IN ARTICLE TwELVE HEREOF, THAT 
SA!O PROPERTY IS PREE FROM ANY AND ALL LIENS AND ENCUMBRANCES AND THAT THE 80ARO WIL.L 
WARRANT AND DEFEND THE i'ITL.E THERETO AGAINST ALL CL..AlMS AND DEMANDS WHATSOEVER• 
SECTION 5.02. THE BOARD COVENANTS AND AGREES THAT IT WILL DULY AND PUNCTUALLY 
PAY OR CAUSE TO BE PAID THE PRINCIPAL SUM 1 AND THE INTEREST ACCRUING ON SAID PRINCIPAL., 
ON EACH AND EVERY OHE OF THE BoNoS ~ECURED HERBO'Y1 AT THE DATES AND PLACES, AND IN THE 
MANNER PROVIDED IN SAlO BONDS AND IN THE COUPONS THEREUNTO APPERTAINING, ACCORDING TO 
THE TERMS THEREOF A.NO OF THIS INDCHTURE0 
SECTION 5.Qj, THE BoARD COVENANTS AND AGREES THAT UPON ACCEPTANCE OF THE 
PROJECT FROM THE CONTRACTOR OR UPON OCCUPANCY OF THE PROJECT, WHICHEVER SHALL.. OCCUR 
I FIRST, THE 80ARD SHALL PROCURE ANO MAlf.(":"AIH~ SO L.OHG AS ANY OF THE BoNoS ARE OUTSTANo-1NG 1 FIRE AND EX-rENDEO COVERAGE INSURANCE ON THE ~RO.JECT1 IN AMOUNTS SUFFICIENT TO 
PROVIDE FOR NOT LI!SS THAN PULL.. RECOVERY WHENEVER THE LOSS FROM CAUSES COVERED By SUCH 
INSURANCE DOES HOT EXCEED L~ PER CENTUM \,80 PER CENT) OF THE FULL. INSURABLE VALUE OF TH&: 
PROJECT1 AND AL.SO BOILER EXPLOSION lNSUnANCE COVIIRING ANY STEAM BOILERS SERVING THE 
PRO.JECT1 TO THE EXTENT AUTHORIZED BY L.Aw. SucH INSURANCE SHAL.L BE IN THE STATE FtRE 
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COMPANIES AND BY POLICIES IN FORM SATISFACTORY TO THE TRUSTEE, LOSS0 IF ANY~ TO BE MADE 
PAYABLE TO THE TRUSTEE AS ITS INTEREST MAY APPEARo THE BoARD WILL1 WITHIN A REASON-* 
ABLE TIME AFTER THE EXECUTION HEREOF1 AHD WITHIN FOUR (4) MOt-!Tl-15 AFTER THE CLOSE OF 
EACH CAL.I!NOAR YEAR THEREAF"'iER1 FURtH SH TO THE TRUSTEE A STATEMENT lN WRITI NG1 SIGNED 
BY AN OFFICER OF THE COL.LEGE 1 SETT!NG FORTH THE FULL INSURABLE VALUE OF 'THE PROJECT 
AND FULLY DESCRIBING ALL. INSURANCE THEN IN FORCE1 BUT THE TRUSTEE MAY, AT ITS OPTION, 
I REQUIRE THE BOARD TO DEPOS:liY WIT:i IT AN"f OP. A~-L Or' SUCH INSURAMCE POLJCJES0 AND SHALL REQUIRE SUCH DEPOSIT IF ANY EVEI-IT OF DEFAULT OCCURS, IF THI! TOTAL RECEIVED BY THE 
TRUSTEE UPON ALL POLJCIES SHAL.Lo It-! CASE OF ANY PARTICULAR L.OSS8 BE LESS THAN THE SUM 
OF TEN THousAHO Dot..LARS (:;, 10,000), THE AMOUNT SHALL BE PAJD OVER BY OHE TRUSTEE TO 
OR UPOH THE ORDER OF THE BoARD, AND SHALL BE APPLIED TO THE EXTEI':T RECIUIRE.o, FOR 
~EPL.ACEMEHT OR REPAIRS OF0 OR SUaSTITUTES FORo THE DAMAGED OR DESTROYED PROPERTY, BU"f 
THE TRUSTEE SHALL HOT BE OBL..!GATED TO SEE TO THE APPLICATION THER&OF1 THAT JN Ai..L.. OTHER 
CASES THE PROCEEDS OF AN"! AND AL.L INSURANCE ON ANY PART OF SUCH PROPER"ry WHICH MAY SE 
RECEIVED BY THE TRUSTEE SHALL BE HELD AND APPLIED BY THE TRUSTEE AS HEREINAFTER IN 
THIS SECTION PROVIDEDo JN THE EVENT OF ANY DAMAGE TO, OR THE DESTRUCTION OF, THE PROJECT, 
I THE 60ARD 0 UNLESS IT ELECTS TO PAY AND REDEEM ALL OUTSTAJ.!DlNG 80ND.Se SHALL PROMP7L.'! ARRANGE FOR THE REPAIR AND RECONSTRUCTION OF THE DAMAGED OR DESTRO"!ED PORTIOH THEREOI), 
AND SHALL ARRANGE FOR THE APPLICA'nON Or- THE PROCEEDS OF THE INSURAr-ICE FOR THAT PUR-
POSE 1 AS IS HEREINAFTER lN THlS SECTION PROVIDED. 
IMMEDIATELY UPON OCCUPANCY OF THE flRo.fECT AND SO LONG THEREAFTER AS THE 
FUNDS AND INVESTMENTS OF THE 5Jt:KJNG FUND ARE ISSUFFICiENT TO PROVIDE DEBT SERVICE FOR 
THE CURRENT YEAR PLUS THE REQUIRED RESERVE 1 THE BoARD WIL.L PROCURE AND MAINTAIN USE 
AND OCCUPANCY INSURANCE ON THE PROJECT, IN AN AMOUNT SUFFICIENT TO ENABLE THE 60ARD 
TO DEPOSIT 1N THE SINKING Fut-!D OUT OF THE PROCEEDS OF SUCH INSURANCE• AN AMOUNT ECIUAL. 
TO THE SUM WHICH WOULD NORMALLY HAVE BEEN AVAILABLE FOR DEPOS!T IN SUCH 51NKIHG FuND 
FROM .THE REVENUES OF THE DAMAGED BUILDING DURING THE TIME THE DAMAGED BUILDING IS 
I NOH-REVENUE-PRODUCING AS A RESULT OF LOSS OF USE CAUSED BY HAZARDS COVERED BY FtRE AND EXTENDED COVERAGE IHSURANCEe 
ALL INSURANCE MONEYS (EXCEPT THE PROCEEDS OF USE AND OCCUPANCY INSURANCE 0 
WHICH SHALL. BE DEPOSITED IN THE 5!NK!KG FUNDv -~XO ALl.. PROPERTY INSURANCE: IN AMOUNTS OF 
LESS THAN TEN THOUSAND DoLLARS {$100 000) ASOVG: PROVIDED TO BE PAID OVER TO THE BoARo) 
RECEIVED BY THE TRUSTEE UMDER THE PROVISIONS OF THIS 5EcT;ON SHALL. BE HELD BY THE 
TRUSTEF..: A.& SUBSTlTUTlto SECURITY.'- A...""'.D THE SAME SHALL. BE PAID OUT BV THF TRUS,.EE P'RONI' 
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TIME TO TIME UPON WRITTEN ORDER OF THE BoARD, SIGNED BY THE CHAIRMAN AND SECRETARY, 
AND ACCOMPANJS:D BY AN APPROVING CERTIFJCAYE OF AN ARCHITECT OR ENGIOiEER1 FOR THE 
PURPOSE OF PAYlHG THE REASONABLE COST OF REPAIRING OR REPLACING PART OR ALL OF THE: 
PROPERTY DAMAGED OR DESTROYED; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, THAT THE BoARD SHALL. HAVE FURN!.HED 
IN ADDITION TO THE PROCEEDS OF SUCH INSURANCE, SUCH MONEYS AS MAY Bl! RI!QUIRED TO COM-
PL.ETE SUCH REPAIRS OR REPL.ACEMENTS 11 AND SAID INSURANCE MONEYS SHALL BE PAID OUT BY 
THE TRUSTEE ONLY WHEM THE: SAME S!iAL.L BE FULLY SUFFICIENT TO COMP~ETE SUCH REPAIRS OR 
REPLACEMENT, AS SHOWN BY THE SAID CERTIFICATE OF AN ARCHITECT OR ENGl.NE:ERo EVERY SUCH 
ORDER OF THE 6oARO FOR THE PAYMEUT OF INSURANCE MOtlEYS SHALL STATE THAT THE 80ARD IS 
NOT IN DEFAULT UNDER ANY OF THE TERMS Ar~o PROVISiOI'!S OF THiS INDENTURE.,. THE TRUSTEE 
SHALL BE FULLY PROTEC"rEo !H PAYIX3 ANY SUCH CASH TO OR UPON THE ORDER OF THE BoARD UPON 
RECEIPT OF THE SHOWINGS ABOVE SPECIFIED, BUT THE TRUSTEE SHALL HAVE i'HE RIGHT, BUT 
SHALL NOT BE 0BL.!GED0 TO REQU~RE THE 60ARO TO FURNISH SUCH ADDITIONAL EDIDENCE IN THE 
PREMISES AS THE TRUSTEE MAY DEEM NECESSARY IN ORDER TO ESTABL!SH THE RIGHT OF THE 
SoARD TO THE WITHDRAWAL. OF ANY SUCH INSURANCE MONEYS., It<! THE EVENT INSURANCE PROCEE!DS 
:'JHALL REMAJN AFTER THE COMPL.ETJON OF SUCH REPAIRS OR REPLACEMENTS~ THEN THE TRUSTEE 
I SHALL DEPOSIT sucH MONEYS IN THE SINKING FuND PROVIDED FOR sy ARTICLE FouR HEREOF, AND SUCH MONEYS SHALL BE APPLIED TO THE RETIREMENT OF BONDS• 
5ECir10N 5.04. THE SoARD COVENANTS AND AGREES THAT SO L..OXG AS ANY OF THE 
BONOS ARE OUTSTANDING THE 80ARD WIL.L0 IF SUCH INSURA~{CE IS UOT AL..READY lN FORCE, PROCURE 
AND MAINTAIN PUBWC LIABILITY INSURANCE TO THE EXTENT AUTHORIZED BY LAW0 TO PROTECT THE 
80ARD ~ROM CLAIMS FOR BODILY IN.IURY AND- OR DEATH WHICH MAY ARJSE FROM THE OPERATION 
OF THE PROJECTt INCLUDING ANY USE OR OCCUPANCY OF ITS GROUN:DSt STRUCTURES AND VEHJCL..ES0 
SECTION 5.05. THE BoARD COVENANTS AND AGREES THAT IT WILL AT ALL TIMES 
MAINTAIN• PRESERVE AND KEEP THE PROJECT AND EVERY PART THEREOF IN GOOD CONDITIONe 
REPAIR AND WORKING ORDER AND WILL FROM TIME TO "riME MAKE ALL. NEEDFUL AND PROPER RE-
PAJRS11 REPLACEMENTS• ADDITIONS• BETTERMENTS AND IMPROVEMEH1"S SO THAT THE OPERATION 
I AND BUSINESS OF AND PERTA)NJNG TO THE PROJECT AND EVERY PART THEREOF SHALL AT ALL TIMES BE CONDUCTED PROPERLY AND ADVANIAGEOUSLY; AND WHENEVER ANY PORTION OF THE 
PROJECT SHALL HAVE BEEN WORN OUT OR DESTROYED OR SHALL. HAVE BECOME OBSOLETE 0 INE.FFJ-
CIENT OR OTHERWISE UNFIT FOR USEt THE bOARD Wlt..L PROCURE AND INSTALL SUBSTITUTES 
OF AT LEAST EQUAL VAL.UEt UTlLITY AND EFFiCIENCY SO THAT THE VALUE AND EFFICIENCY 0!=" 
THE PROJECT SHALL AT ALL TiMES BE FULLY MAlNTAlliED11 AND TO THE EXTENT OTHER FUNDS ARE 
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THE FOREGOING PURPOSES• 
IT IS HER&:ev REPRESENTED, COVENANTED AND AGREED THAT MuRRAY STAT£ CoLL.EaE, 
WITH THE APPROVAL OF THK CouNCIL OF PuBLIC H:oHER EoucATloN, HAS HERETOFORE ESTA-._1 
BLISHEDt AND SO LONG AS ANY OF THE BoNDS ARE 0UTSTAHOJNG1 W!LL CONTINUE TO FIX1 IMPOSE1 
CHARGS AND COLLECT SUCH REH"j'AL.e1 CHARGES, IHCOM&: 1 REVENUES AND INCIDEHTAL. FEES ARISING 
FROM THI: OPERATION AND OWNERSHIP OF THE PROJECT, AHO SHALL ESTABLISH INJTJAL.LY A BASE 
RIS:NTAL OF HOT LESS THAN $5.00 WEEKLY FOR EACH STUDENT OCCUPANT FOR USE AND OCCUPANCY 
OF THE PROJB:CT 00RMlTORY1 AND THEREAFTER SHALL MAINTAIN SUCH RATES AND CHARGES FOR 
use;, OCCUPANCY, FOOD AND SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT, AS1 TOGETHER WITH THE 
AMOUNT PRODUCED BY THE PLEDGED INCIDENTAL P'&ES1 SHALL. BE SUFFICIENT TO PAY OPERATING 
EXPENSES PLUS PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST AND RESERVE REQUIREMENTS OF THE BoNDS HEREIN 
AUTHORIZED, AND ALL SUCH CHARGES SHALL SE SET APART AND PAID INTO THE REVENUE FuND 
HEREIHSEFORE CREATED, AS PAYMENT P'OR THE FOOD1 SERVICES AND FACILITIES AFFORDED BY 
SAID PROJECTe IT 15 HEREBY SPECIFICALLY CERTIFIED THAT NOT LESS THAN :;,29.QQ OF THE 
)NCIDEHTAL. FEE ASSESSED TO EACH STUDENT OCCUPANT OF THE PROJECT FOR EACH SEMESTER OF 
THE REGULAR TERM OF TWO SEME&TERS, AND HOT LESS THAN ~15.QQ OF THE INCIDENTAL FEE 
I ASSESSED TO EACH STUDENT OCCUPANT OF THE PROJECT FOR THE REGULAR SUMMER SESSION9 ARE HEREBY DECLARED TO CONSTITUTE INCOME AND REVENUES FROM SAID PROJECT, AND SHALL BE 
PAID INTO THE PRoJECT REVENUE FuND AccoUNT AS OTHER INCOME AND REVENuEs. 
SECTION 5.06. THE 80ARD COVENANTS AND AGREES THAT WHENEVER NECESSARY TO 
AVOID OR FILL. A VACANCY IN THE OFFICE OF THE TRUSTEE, THE 8oAR01 IN THE MANNER PROVIDED 
IN ARTiCLE ELEVEN HEREOF, WILL APPOINT A TRUSTEE SO THAT THERE SHALL AT ALL TIMES BE 
A TRUSTEE HltREUHOER WHICH SHALL AT ALL Tl MES BE A BANK OR TRUST COMPANY HAVING ITS 
PRINCIPAL OFFICE AND PL.ACii OF BUSINESS IN THE CoMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, IF THERE BE 
SUCH A BANK OR TRUST COMPANY WILLING AND ABLE TO ACCEPT TH&: TRUST UPON REASONABLE OR 
CUSTOMARY TERMS. 
SEctioN 5.07. THE BoARD covENANTS AHo AGREES THAT IT as DULY AUTHORIZED 
I UNDER ,.HE LAWS OF KENTUCKY AND UNDER· ,ALL. OTHER APPLICABLE PROVISIONS OF LAW TO CREATE AND ISSUE THE BoNDS HEREIN PROVIDED FOR, TO EXECUTE AND DELIVER THIS INDENTURE, AND TO 
PLEDGE THE INCOME AND REVENUES OF THE PROJECT, AS HEREIN PROVIDED1 THAT ALL. CORPORATE 
AND- OR OTHER ACTION ON ITS PART FOR THE CREATION AND ISSUEL OF SAID BoNoS AND THE 
EXECUTION OF THIS ho~oENTURE HAS BEEN DULY AND EFFECTUALLY TAKEN, THAT SAID 8oNDS WHP:.N 
ISSUED AND IN THE HANDS OF THE HOLDERS THEREOF ARE. AND WIL.L BE VALID AND ENFORCEABLE 
OBL.lGATlOKS OP' THI! BoARD._ AHl\ THAT ,.HlS lHDE.KTURE IS ANO ALWAY& \N"'LL BE A VALID 
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)1-!0!;;NTURE TC SECURE YHEI PAYMENT OF SAID 8oNoS; AND THAT THE CoARD HAS COMPLETE AND 
LAWFUL AUTHORITY AND PRiVILEGE TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND OPERATE THE PROJECTCI 
SEcTION 5.08. TH£ BoARD COVENANTS AND AGREES THAT JT WILL NOT ISsuE, OR 
PERMI'r TO SE ISSUE01 ANY COHOS HEREUNDER IN ANY MANN&:.R OTHER THAN IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
THE FROVlSlONS OF THIS INDENTURE AND THE AGREEMENTS IN THAT BEt-IALF HEREit'l CONTA1tiED0 
AND THAT lT WILL FAITHFULLY OBSERVE ANO PERFORM ALL CONDITIOHS1 COVENANTS AND REQUIRE-
MEHTS OF THIS lfi!CEHTUJ.lE AND OF ALL JNCENTURES SUPPLEMENTAL. THERETO., 
Se:cTION 5.09. THE BoARD covENANTS AND AGREES UPON COMPLETIOI'J OF THE PRoJe:cr, 
TO PROVIDE FROM SOURCES OTHER THAN THE PROCEEOS OF THE SALE OF THE 8oHDS SECURED 
HEREBY AND FROM SOURCES OTHER THAM THE FUNDS PLE~GED HEREUNDER AND IN A MAtiNER WHICH 
W)l..L. NOT .,IEOPARDIZE THE SECURITY OF THE BoNos, THE FURNIGJHINGS AND MOVABLE EQUIPMENT 
NECESSARY TO THE FULL ENJOYMENT OF THE USE AND OCCUPANCY OF THE PROJECT, 
SEcTION 5. 10. THE BoARD covENANTS AN.o AGREEs THAT IT WlLL ESTABLisH AND 
MAtHTAIH SO LONG AS A~Y BoNOS ARE OUTBTAiiOING UNDER THIS IHDEH"TURE SUCH PARIETAL RULES1 
RENTAL RATES1 AND CHARGES FOR THE USE OF THE PROJECT FACil .. JTIES AS MAY BE NECESSARY 
(1) TO ASSURE MAXIMUM OCCUPANCY AND USE OF THE PROJECT~ (2) TO PAY THE INTEREST ON 
AND PRINCIPAL OF THE BoNOS AS THEY RESPECTIVELY MATUR&: 1 (J) TO PROVIDE THE REQ'JIRED 
RESERVES THEREFOR AHO THE REPAIR FUHD11 AHO (4) THAT IT WILL SET Up AND MAINTA!N 
RESERVES SPECIFICALLY REQUIRED HEREUNDER 1 AND SUCH FURTHER RESERVES AS MAY BE REASON-
ABLE 1 WITH RCSPE.GT TO THE OPERA";"JON OF THE PROJECT1 FOR MAJNTENANCE 1 DEPREC!ATIOt!., AND 
OTHER RESERVES CUSTOMARILY PROVIDED FOR IN THE ACCOUl~TING OF BUSINESS CORPORATIONS 
FOR PROFIT. 
SECTION 5.11, THE BOARD COVEHANTS AND AGREES THAT IT WILl- KEEP ACCURATE 
FINANCIAL RECORDS AND PROPER BOOKS RELATING TO THE PROJECT1 AND SUCH RECORDS AND BOOKS 
SHALL BE OPEN TO INSPECTION BY )-HE 80NOH0LDER£' AND THE!R AGENTS AND REPRESENTATIVES, 
IT FURTHER COVENAHTS THAT AFTER THE CLOSE OF EACH FISCAL YEAR 0 CONSISTEHT WITH FISCAL 
POLICIES OF THil COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY1 IT WILL FURMISH TO THE TRUSTEE 1 OR A~t'! 
BONDHOLDER WHO REQUESTS SAME IN WRIT1NG 11 COPIES OF THE AUDIT REPORT PREPARED B".:" AN 
INDEPENDENT PUBLIC ACCOUHTAXT1 OR sv THE S;ATE AuDITOR OF Puat..Ic AccouNTs, AS MAY BE 
REQUIRED BY LAW1 REF\..ECTING IH REASONABLE DETAIL THE FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RECORD OF 
OPERATION OF THE PROJECT AND THE CoLLEGE. 
AKTICLE SIX 
CuSTODY />.No APPLICATION OF BOND PROCEEDS. 
SECTION 6.0L A P\.I'H.O ts "Hen.e.ey ·~nF.ATJ::.n AHC OESIGNA"IS..D an MuRRAY 5-rATE 
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CoLLEGE SEPTEMBER 1, 1961, PROJECT CoNSTRUCTION FuNoH (HEREIN SOMETIMES CALLED THE 
tlCONSTRUCTJOH FuNOfl)~ TO THE CREDIT OF WHICH THERE SHALL BE DEPOSITED INITIALLY, PRIOR 
TO THE DEL.IVERY OF THE BONDS HEREIN AUTHORIZED, THE SUM OF ~11Q,QQQ0 BE!NG THE DIFFER-
ENC2: BETWEEN THE Mltil MUM ANTICIPATED PROCEEDS OF THE SALE OF SAID BON0 5 0 AND THE 
ESTIMATED oEVELodPMENI COS! OF THE PROJECT, AND THERE sr-:ALL THER!::AF":"'ER BE OEPOSI7ED11 
AS RECEIVED, THE PROCEEDS OF THE CoHoS (wJTH THE EXCEP"i"'ION OF ACCRUED JNTEP.EST• lF AN'.'~ 
WH!CH IS REQUIRED BY SECTION 4.02 HEREOF TO se: DEPOSITED IN TNE S!NXiNG FuNo)olo THE 
MONEYs IH THit CoNs"!"RUCTIOI•! FuNo SHAL4L BE PAiD TO ·rHE 5TAT!Z TREASuRER OF THE': CoMMON-
WEALTH OF KENTUCKY AND HE:LO lN TRUST AND APPi...IED Ot-! ORDERS OF THE BoARD TO THE PAYMENT 
OF THE COSTS OF THE PROJECT ~N ACCORDANCE WITH AND SUBJECT TO THE PROVlSIOI'IS OF "'iHJS 
ARTICLE 0 At-!00 PEN.DI:iG SUCH APPLICATION1 SHALL BE SUBJECT 1"0 A L!EI'! AND CHARGE IN FAVOR 
OF "!"HE HOLDERS OF THE bONOS ISSUED AND OUTSTAHOit!G UI"!DER THIS INDENTURE AND SHALL.. BE 
Ht!L..D FOR TKE FUR"rHER SECURITY OF SUCH HOLDERS UNTIL PAID OUT AS HERE.IM PROVIDED• 
SEcTION 6.02. FoR THE PURPOSES OF THIS ARTJCLE THE COST OF THE PRo.IECT SHALl.. 
INCLUDE, WITHOUT INTENDING THEREBY TO LIM!T OR RESTRICT OR EXTEt:D AtiY PROPER OEFINITIC'i 
OF SUCH COST UNDER ANY APPLICABLE LAWS OR IJNCER THJS lto~.DENTURE 1 THE FOL.LOWING: 
(A) OBL.lGATIOI'lS 1t<CU;1:REO FOR i...ABOR AND ~;c CONTRACTORSD BUll ... OERS 
A;...!O MATERIAL. MEN. It< CONNECTIO•! WITH 1"HE CONS"'iRUCTI0\'1! OF THIS 
PnoJECT1 
(e) THE 11-!TEREST ACCRU}hiG UPON THE bONCS DURING THE CONS"i"RUCT%0N 
0!=' THE PRO.iEC'T AFTER WIHC:-tl lT IS HEREBY RU:PRESENTED THAT THE 
PROJECT WILL BE REVENU~: PRODUCl:tG; 
(c) FEES AND IZXPE:·!SES OF ENGINEERS AND ARCH!TECY'S FOR SURVEYS 
AND EST!MATE:S A:..IO OTtiE:R PRELJM;HARY IMV£STiGATIO;{S0 PREP-
ARATION OF PLAtiSt ORAW:NGS AND SPECIF5CAT1CN.S AND SUPERVISING 
CONSTRUCTION;~ AS WELL AS FOR THE PERFORM"t'CE OF AL..L. OT:-iER 
DUT~ES OF ENGIHEERn A~O ARCHITECTS lU REL.AT!ON TO THE PL.ANNJ.'ofG 
OR CONSTRUCTION OF "!'H;z, PROJECT OR H: CONNECTION WITH THE 
ISSUANCE OF "r'HS: Bo,..!os; 
{D) EXPENSE OF ADMiN:i.STRATION PROPERL.~/ CHARGEABLE TO THE PROJECTD 
LEGAL EXPENSI£5 A~:o FEE.$ 0 FINAt!CI:-f:G CHARGEfi 0 ADVERTISING I:::XPENSES~ 
COST OF PRH!7!!'~G. BoNoS• COST OF AUDI"':'"S Al'lD OF lSSUJNG THE DoNeS 
Al.;o ALL OTHER i."!"EMS OF EXPENSE HOT ELSEWHERE lH THIS SECTION 
SPECIFIED0 INCIOF-:.CT TO THE CONS"':"RUCTION OF THE PROJECT AND PL.ACING 
IT IN OPERATION, SPECIFICALLY JN.CL.UOING THE AGREED FIXED F!ZE OF THE 
i""tousiHG Atlo HoME FINANCE A-..Eucv oF THE UNITED STATES GovERNME~n 
IN SUPERVISING AND INSPECTING THE WORK APPZ~TAINING TO THE OEVEr_op-
MENT OF THE PROJECT AND OF AUDITING THE BoOKS, RU:COROS AND ACCOUNTS 
PER1"AINING TO THE PRoJECT As SET FOSTH IN THE LoAN AGREEMENT eE-
TWEEH THE BoARD AND THE UHITEO STATES OF AMERICA0 OA7ED AS OF 
SEPTEMBER 1, 1961. 
SECTION 6.03. \NJTHIN :HE THIRTY DAYS PRECEDING EACH MARCH 1 AND So::PTEMSER 
PRIOR TO THE DATE THE FIRST PAYMENT ts MAD.Ii. uno THE SJNKENG FuNo FROM THE REvENUE 
FuNo1 PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 4.02 OF THIS INDENTURE THERE SHALL BE 
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TRANsFERRED AND PAlO INTO THE SJHKJNG FuND FROM THE CoNSTRUCTION FuNo AN AMOUNT 
SUFFICIENT TO PAY THE INTEREST ON THE boNoS BECOMING DUE 0" SUCH tviARCH 1 AND 3EPTEM-
BER f AND THE boARD COVENANTS AHD AGREEA TO CAUSE EACH SUCH T~AMSFER AND PAYMENT TO 
BE SO MACEo 
SECTION 6.04, \i\/ttEN THE ?ROJECY SHALL HAVE BEEN COMPLETED ANY BALANCE 
REMAINING IN THE CoNSTRUCTION FuND AND ...:or NECESSARY IN THE OPINION OF THE BoARD TO 
BE RESERVED FOR Tf->E PAYMENTS OF ANY REMAINING PART OF THE COST OF THE PRoJECT SHALL. 
BE DEPOSITED vVITH THE TRUSTEE TO THE CREDIT OF THE SINKING FUND0 AND0 EXCEPT FOR ANY 
PORTION OF SUCH BAL.ANCE REMAlH!t-!G UNDER $1,000, SHALL BE USI:D BY THE TnusTEZE FOR THE 
REDEMPTION OF 8oNOS THEt<: OUTSTANDING UNDER THIS INDENTURE 0 AMD IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
REDEMPTION PROVISJOHS SET FORTH IN SAID BONDS AND IH TH!S (NDEI'ITURE UPON THE EARLIEST 
PERMJSSIBL.E REDEMPTION DATE. 
Se:CTIOt~ 6.05. IF IT BE DETERMINED AT ANY TIME BY THE E;,oAR:J 'THAT THE MONEYS 
ON DEPOSIT IN THE CoNSTRUCTION FuND EXCEED THE ESTIMATED DISBURSEMEV.TS ON ACCOUNT OF 
THE PROJECT FOR THE EHSUIMG THREE (J) MONTHS, SUCH EXCESS MAY BE INVESTED BY THE STATE 
TREASURER UPON ORDERS OF THE 8oARD IN DIRECT OBL.lGATIONS OP' 1 OR OBLlGATlOUS THE PRINCJ-
PAL OF AHo 1HTEREST ON WHICH ARE GUARAN1"ZED sv. THE Uw.tTEo STATES Gov IIR•~MENT~ HAVING 
A MATURITY DATE OR BEING SUBJEC~,~ TO REDEMPTION AT THE OPTION OF TUE HOL.OERo NOT LATER 
THAN THREE (3) YEARS FROM THE OATI! OF SUCH tN\'E5TMENT AMD A1..L. SUCH INVESTME!'JTS AS 
WELL AS ALL INCOME THEREFROM SHALL BE CARRIEn TO THE CREDIT OF SAID CoNSTRUCT!ON FUNDe 
ARTICLE SEVEN 
SUPPLEMENTALINDENTUP.Ea 
SEcTION 7.01. THE BoARD AND THE TRuSTEE, FROM TIME TO TIME AND AT ANY TIME, 
SUBJECT TO THE RESTRICTIONS CONTAINED IN THIS INDENTURE, MAY. AND WHEN SO REQUIRED BY 
THIS (NDENTURE SHALL.1 ENTER INTO SUCH INDENTURES SUPPLEMENTAL HERETO AS MAY OR SHALL 
BY THEM BE DEEMED NECESSARY OR DESIRABLE FOR ANY ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING PUR-
POSES, AMONG OTHERS! 
(1) To EVIDENCE THE SUCCESSION OF ANOTHER PUBLIC CORPORATION 
OR STATE AGENCY TO THE BoARD, AND THE ASSUMPTION BY SUCH 
SUCCESSOR OF THE COVENANTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE 60ARD1 
IN THE E.ONOS HEREBY SECURED AND IN THIS INDENTURE; 
(2) To EVIDENCE THE SUCCESSION OF ANOTHER BANK OR TRUST 
COMPANY, AS TRUSTEE AS HEREIN OTHERWISE PERMITTED AND 
PROVICEC AHO THE ACCEPTANCE BY ANC ON BEHALF OP SUCH 
SUCCESSOR OF THE PROVISIONS OF THIS JNOENTUREi AND 
(3) FoR ANY OTHER PURPOSE NOT INCONSISTENT WITH THE TERMS 
OF THIS INDENTURE, AND WHlCH SHALL. NOT IMPAIR THE SECUR-
ITY OF THE SAME, OR FOR THE PURPOSE OF CURING ANY AMBIG-
UITY, OR OF CURING~ CORRECTlNG \JR SUPPLEMENTING ANY 
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DEFECTIVE OR INCONSISTENT PROVISIONS CONTAINED HEREIN OR IN ANY SUPPLEMENTAL. INDENTURE, 
SECTION 7.02. THE TRuSTEE ts AUTHORIZED TO JOIN WITH THE boARD JN THE EXEcu-
TION OF' ANY SUPPLEMENTAL INDENTURE, TO MAKE THE FURTHER AGREEMI!NTS AND STIPULATIONS 
WHICH MAY BE THEREIN CONTAINED. 
ANY SUPPLEMENTAL. INDENTURE EXECUTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH ANY OF THE PROVISIONS 
OF THIS J>RTICL.E SHALL. THEREAFTER FORM A PART OF THIS INDENTURE, AND ALL THE TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS CONTAINED IN ANY SUCH SUPPLEMENTAL. INDENTURE AS TO ANY PROVISION AUTHORIZED 
TO BE COHTAIN&.D THERE II"" SHALL BE AND BE DEEMED TO BE PART OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
OF THIS INDENTURE FOR ANY AND ALL PURPOSES, 
ARTICLE EIGHT 
REMEuiES 
SECTION 8.0 l. THAT FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE HOLDERS OF THE CoHos SECURED 
BY THIS (NcENTURE AND THE INTEREST COUPOKS THERETO ATTACHED, A STATUTORY MORTGAGE LIEN 
UPOI'! SAID PROJ«tCT AND ALL PROPERTIES CONNECTED THEREWITH AND BEL.OHGING THERETO 1!5 
GRANTED AWO CREATED BY SECTIONS 162.350 AND 162.200 OF THE KENTUCK'"." KEVISED STATUTF.:S, 
WHJCH SAID STATUTORY MORTGAGE L.IEM IS HERG:Sy RECOGNIZED AND DtrCLAREO T"O BE VALID AND 
BINDING AS PROVIDED BY LAW1 AND SHALL TAKE EFFECT lMM~DlATEL.Y UPON IHE DELIVERY OF AN''/ 
OF SAID BoNoS., THE TRUSTEI! MAY1 At!D UPON TH~ WRITTEN REQUEST OF i."HE HOLDERS OF NOT 
LESS THAN TWENT-v-"F!VE PER CEHT (25 PER CEH~r) OF THE PRI!·:CIPAL. AMOUI'IT OF THE COHOS THEN 
0 UTS1"ANDING 0 SHALL.1 EiTHER AT LAW OR lN EQU1TY0 BY SUIT, ACT]ON0 MANDAMUS OR OTHER 
PROCEEDINGS1 ENFORCE AND COMPEL PERFORMANCE OF ALL. DUTIES REQUlREO BY LAW0 INCLUDING 
THE CHARGE 1 COLLECTION AND ACCOUNTHIG P'OR SUFFICIENT RENTS0 FEES AND CHARGES, AND THE 
SEGREGATiON AND AF?l..JCATlON OF THE lto!COME AND REVENUES AS PROVJOEO BY THIS INDENTURE. 
S~:<:cTJON 8.02. EACI-!: OF THE FOLLOWING EVEI~TS ~S HEREBY DECLARED AN JIEVENT OF 
DEFAULTnfll 'THAT IS TO SAY: IF 
(A) PAYMENT OF THE PRINCIPAL OF ANY OF THE BONOS SHALL. NOT BE MADE 
WHEN THE SAME SHALL BECOME DUE AND PAYABLE 1 EITHER AT MATURITY OR BY 
PROCEEDINGS FOR REDEMPTION OR OTHERWiSE; OR 
(a) PAYMENT OF ANY INSTAL.LMENT OF lNTEREST SHALL NOT BE MADE WHEN 
THE SAME SHALL BEZCOME OU& AND PAYABLE OR WITHi:O.: THIRTY (30) DAYS THERE-
AFTIZR; OR 
(c) THE BoARD SHALL DISCONTlriUE OR UNREASONABLY DELAY OR FAIL TO 
CARRY OH WJTli REASOMABLE Dl &PATCH THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE PROJECT; OR 
(o) THE BoARD SHALL FOR ANY REASON BE RENDERED INCAPABLE OF FuL.-
FILLlNG lTB OBLlGATlOHS HI!.REUNDER; OR 
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(E) THE PROJECT SHAl~L 8E DESTROYED OR DAMAGED AND SHALL. NOT BE 
PROMPTLY REPAJREU0 R5:PL.ACEO OR RECONSTRUCTED (wHETHER SUCH 
FAILURE PROMPTLY TO REPAIR, REPLACE OR RECONSTRUCT THE SAME 
BE DUE TO THE IMPRACTICABILITY OF SUCH REPAIR 0 REPLACEMENT OR 
RECONSTRUCT!ON0 OR TO LACK OF FUNDS THEREFOR OR FOR ANY OTHER 
REASON); OR 
(F) AN ORDER OR DECREE SHALL BE ENTERED, W!TH '!"HE CONSENT 
OR ACQUIESCENCE OP' THE 80AR0 1 APPOINTING A RECEIVER OR RECEIVERS 
OF THE PROJECT OR OF THE INCOME THEREFROM, OR IF SUCH ORDER OR 
OECREE 1 HAVING BEEN ENTERED WITHOUT THE ACQUIESCENCE OR CONSENT 
OF THE 80AR01 SHALL NOT BE VACATED OR 01 SCHARGED OR STAYED ON 
APPEAL. WITHIN SIXTY (60) DAYS AFTER ENTRYi OR 
(G) THE BOARD SHALL DEFAULT IN THE DUE AND PUNCTUAL PERFORM-
ANCE OF ANY OTHER OF TliE COVENANTS, CONDITIONS1 AGREEMENTS AND 
PROVISIONS CONTAINED 11'1 THE BoNOS OR IN THIS INDENTURE ON THE 
PART OF THE 80ARO TO BE PERFORMED, AND SUCH DEFAULT SHALL CONTINUE 
FOR THIRTY (JQ) DAYS AFTER WRITTEN NOTICE SPEC1FYING SUCH OEF'AULT 
AND REQUIRING THE SAME TO BE REMEDIED SHALL. HAVE BEEN GIVEN TO THE 
SoARD BY TH&: TRUSTEEc WHICH MAY GIVE SUCH NOTICE IN ITS DISCRETION 
AND SHALL GIVE SUCH NOTICE UPON THE WRITTEN REQUEST OF THE HOLDERS 
OF' NOT LESS THAN FIFTEEN PER CENT (15 PER CENT) IN PRINCIPAL AMOUNT 
OF THE BoNDS THEN OUTSTANDING. 
SECTION 8 .. 03. UPON THE HAPPENING AI•ID CONTINUANCE OF ANY EVENT OF DEFAULT 
SPECIFIED IN SECTION 8.02 OF THIS AR·i'ICL.E 0 THEN AND IN EVERY CASE THE TRUSTEE MAY, AND 
UPON THE WRITTEN REQUEST OF THE HOLDERS OF NOT LESS THAN TWENTy-" FIVE PER CENT (25 PER 
CENT) 1N PRINCIPAL AMOUN7 OF THE BoNOS THEN OUTSTANDING SHALL, BY A NOTICE IN WRITING 
TO THE BOARD, DECLARE THE PRINCIPAL OF ALL OF THE BONOS THEH OUTSTANDING TO BE DUE AND 
PAYABLE IMMEDIATELY, AND UPON SUCH DECLARATION THE SAME SHAL.L BECOME AND BE HAMED-
lATELY DUE AND PAYABLE, ANYTHING CONTAINED IN THE 80NDS OR IN THIS INDENTURE TO THE 
CONTRARY NOTWITHSTANDING; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, THAT IF AT ANY TIME AFTER THE PRINCIPAL. 
OF THE BoNOS SHALL HAVE BEEN SO DECL.AREO TO BE DUE AND PAYABLE, AND BEFORE THE ENTRY 
OF FINAL JUDGMENT OR DECREE IN ANY SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING INSTITUTED ON ACCOUNT OF 
SUCH DEFAULT, OR BEFORE THE COMPL.ET:ON OF THE ENFORCEMENT OF ANY OTHER REMEDY UNDER 
THIS INDENTURE, MONEYS SHALL. HA.VE ACCUMULATED IN THE SINKING FUND SUFFICIENT TO PAY 
ALL ARREARS OF INTEREST, IF ANY, UPON ALL OF "(HE BoNOS THEN OUTSTANDING (EXCEPT THE 
!N.TEREST ACCRUED ON SUCH 6oNOS SINCE THE LAST INTEREST PAYMENT DATE). AND THE CHARGES1 
COMPENSATION~ EXPENSES, DISBURSEMENTS, ADVANCES AND LIABILITIES OF THE TRUSTEE AND 
ALL OTHER AMOUNTS THEN PAYABLE BY THE BOARD HEREUNDER SHALL HAVE BEEN PAID OR A SUM 
SUFFICIENT TO PAV THE SAME SHALL HAVE BEEN DEPOSITED WITH THE TRUSTEE, AND EVERY OTHEf(. 
DEFAULT KNOWN TO THE TRUSTEE IN THE OBSERVANCE OR PERFORMANCE OF ANY COVENANT~ 
CONDITION OR AGREEMENT CONTAINED IN THE BONOS OR IN THIS INDENTURE (oTHER THAN A oe:-
FAULT IN THE PAYMENT OF THE PRINCIPAL OF SUCH 80NDS THEN DUE ONLY BECAUSF!: OF A OEC:LARA,.._. 
TION UNDER THIS SECTION) SHALL HAVE BEEN, REMEDIED TO THE SATISFACTION OF THE TRUSTEE, 
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THEN AND IN EVERY SUCH CASE THE TRUSTEE MAV, AND UPON THE WRITTEN REQUEST OF THE 
HOLDERS OF NOT LESS THAN TWENTv-FiVE PER CENT (25 PER CENT) IN PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF 
THE EONOS THEN OUTSTANDING SHALL., BY WRITTEN NOTICE TO THE 5oARD1 RESCIND AND ANNUL. 
SUCH DECL-ARATION AND ITS CONSEQUEP..JCES1 BUT NO .SUCH RESCISSION OR ANNULMENT SHALL 
EXTEND TO OR AFFECT ANY SUBSEQUENT DEFAULT OR IMPAIR ANY RIGHT CONSEQUENT THEREON. 
SECTION 8.04. UPON THE HAPPENING AND CONTINUANCE OF ANY EVENT OF DEFAULT 
SPECIFIED IN 8ECTJON 0.02 OF THIS ARTICLE, THEN AND IN EVERY SUCH CASE THE TRUSTEE MAY 
PROCEED, AND UPON THE WRITTEN REQUEST OF THE HOL.DERS OF NOT L.ESS THAN FIFTEEN PER CENT 
(15 PER CENT) IN PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF THE BoNOS THEN OUTSTANDING HEREUNDER, SHALL PRO-
CEED TO PROTECT AND ENFORCE ITS RIGiiTS AND THE RIGHTS OF THE BONDHOLDERS UNDER THE 
LAWS OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF }\.ENTUCKV OR UNDER THIS INDENTURE BY SUCH SUITS, ACTIONS 
OR SPECIAL PROCEEDINGS lN EQUITY OR AT LAW1 EITHER FOR THE SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE OF ANY 
COVENANT OR AGREEMENT CONTAINED HEREIN, OR IN AID OR EXECUTION OF ANY POWER HEREIN 
GRAN.TEO OR FOR THE ENFORCEMENT OF ANY PROPER LEGAL OR EQUITAB:..E REMEDY, AS THE 
TRUSTEE 0 BEING ADVISED BY COUNSEL, SHALL DEEM MOST EFFECTUAL TO PROTECT AND ENFORCE 
SUCH Rl GHTS. 
IN THE ENFORCEMENT OF ANY REMEDY UNDER THIS iNDENTURE, THE TRUSTEE SHAL.L 
BE ENTITLED TO SUE FOR, ENFORCE PAYMENT OF AND RECEIVE ANY AND ALL AMOUNTS THEN OR 
DURING ANY DEFAULT BECOMING1 AND AT ANY TIME REMAININGt DUE FROM THE BoARD FCR 
PRINCIPAL, INTEREST OR OTHERWISE UNDER ANY OF THE PROVISIONS OF THIS INDENTURE OR OF 
THE BoNOS AND UNPAID, TOGETHER WITH ANY AND ALL COSTS AND EXPENSES OF COLL.ECTJON AND 
OF ALL. PROCEEDINGS HEREUNDER AND UNDER SUCH BoNoS, WI"!'HOUT PREJUDICE TO ANY OTHER 
RIGHT OR REMEDY OF THE TRUSTEE OR OF THE BONDHOLDERS, AND TO RECOVER AND ENFORCE 
JUDGMENT OR DECREE AGAINST THE 80ARD1 BUT SOL.EL.Y AS PROVIDED HEREIN AND IN SUCH 80NOS1 
FOR ANY PORTION OF SUCH AMOUNTS REMAINING UNPAID, WITH INTEREST, COSTS AND EXPENSES, 
AND TO cot..t.ECT (soL.EL.Y FROM MONEYS IN THE SINKING FuND AND THE INCOME OF THE PROJECT 
PLEDGED TO THE PAYMENT OF THE BoNoS BY THIS INDENTURE). IN ANY MANNER PROVIDED BY L.AW 1 
THE MONEYS ADJUDGED OR DECREED TO BE PAYAaLE. 
SECTION 8 . .)5. /J.NYTHING IN THIS INDENTURE TO TH!:: CONTRARY NOTWITHSTANDING, 
THE HOLDERS OF A MAJORITY IN PRINC!PAL AMOUNT OF THE 80l..,!JS AT THE TIME OUTSTANDING 
HEREUNDER SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT, BY AN INSTRUMENT IN WRITING EXECUTED AND DELIVERED TO 
THE TRUSTEE, TO DIRECT THE METHOD AND PLACE OF CONDUCTING ALL REMEDIAL PROCEEDINGS TO 
BE TAKEN BV THE TRUSTEE HEREUNDER, PROV\DED THAT SUCH DlREC'TlON SHALL NOT AE OTHI'tn-
W\SE THAN IN ACCORDANCE WITH LAW 'OR THE PROVISIONS OF THIS INDENTURE, AND THAT THE 
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TRUSTEE SHAL-L. HAVE THE RIGHT TO DECL-INE TO FOL..L.OW ANY SUCH DIRECTION WHICH IN THE 
OPINION OF THE TRUSTEE WOULD BE UNJUSTLY PREJUDICIAL TO BONDHOl-DERS NOT PARTIES TO 
SUCH DIRECTION, 
SECTION S.06. ALL RIGHTS OF ACTION UNDER THIS INDEI-ITURE OR UNDER ANY OF THE 
t.ONOS SECURED HEREBY, ENFORCEABL-E BY THE TRUSTEE, MAY BE ENFORCED BY THE TRUSTEE 
WITHOUT THE POSSESSION OF ANY OF THE BoNOS OR THE COUPONS APPERTAINING THERETO OR 
J THE PRODUCTION THEREOF ON THE TRIAL OR OTHER PROCEEDINGS RELATIVE THERETO, ANY SUCH SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING INSTITUTED BY THE TRUSTEE, SHALL BE BROUGHT IN ITS NAME:: FOR 
THE BENEFIT OF AL.L.. OF THE HOLDERS OF SUCH GONDS AND COUPONS, SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS 
OF THIS INDENTURE, No REMEDY HEREIN CONFERRED UPON OR RESERVED TO THE TRUSTEE IS 
INTENDED TO BE EXCLUSIVE OF ANY OTHER REMEDY OR REMEDIES1 AND EACH ANC EVERY SUCH 
REMEDY SHALL BE CUMULATIVE AND SHALL BE IN ADDITION TO EVERY OTHER REMEDY GIVEN HERE-
UNDER OR NOW OR HEREAFTER EXISTING AT LAW OR IN EQUITY OR BY STATU7E. No DELAY OR 
OMISSION OF THE l'RUSTEE• OR OF ANY HOLDER OF THE boNos, TO EXERCISE ANY RIGHT OR POWER 
SECURING UPON ANY OEFAUL.T0 SHALL IMPAiR ANY SUCH RIGHT OR POWER TO SHALL BE CONSTRUao 
TO BE A WAIVER OF ANY SUCH DEFAULT OR AN ACQUIESCENCE THEREIN; AND EVERY POWER AND 
I REMEDY GIVEN BY THIS ARTICLE TO THE TRUSTEE AND THE HOLDERS OF THE bONOS1 RESPECTIVELY, MAY BE EXERCISED FROM TIME TO TIME AND AS OFTEN AS MAY BE DEEMED EXPEDIENT• 
ARTICLE NINE 
RELEASE ANu uiSCHA.~GE OF INuENTURE. 
SECTION 9.Ql, \t'JHENEVER THE GoARD SHALL PAY1 OR CAUSE TO BE PAID, THE FULL. 
AMOUNT DUE AND TO BECOME DUE UPON ALL. OF THE ~ONDS HEREBY SECURED AND THEN OUTSTAND-
lNG, OR SHALL PROVIDE FOR FULL PAYMENT THEREOF BY DEPOSITING WITH THE TRUSTEE HERE-
UNDER1 FOR THE DISCHARGE OF SUCH BONOS AND COUPONS, THE ENTIRE AMOUNT DUE AND TO 
BECOME DUE THEREON1 AND SHAL.L1 ~N CASE OF REDEMPTION OF AL.L OF THE OUTSTANDING BoNoS, 
DELIVER TO THE TRUSTEE PROOF SATISFACTORY TO IT THAT NOTICE OF REDEMPTION OF ALL. OF 
THE OUTSTANDING 60NDS HAS BEEN DULY GIVEN, AND SHALL PAY THE TRUSTEE IN FULL FOR ALL 
I SERVICES RENDERED BY IT HEREUNDER, AND SHALL WEL-L. AND TRULY KEEP AND PERFORM ALL OF THE THINGS HEREiN REQUIRED TO BE KEPI AND PERFORMED BY lTi ACCORDING TO THE TRUE INTENT 
AND MEANING OF THIS INDENTURE, THEN AND IN THAT EVENT THESE PRESENTS AND THE TRUST 
HEREBY CREATED SHALL. CEASE AND TERMINATE, AND FURTHER PAYMENTS FROM THE REVENUES 
HEREBY PL..EOGED TO THE TRUSTEE SHALL THEREUPON CEASE 1 TERMINATE AND BECOME VOID, 
EXCEPT AS TO PAYMENT OF THE MONEYS HEL.O BY THE TRUSTEE, WHICH SHALL. BE APPLIED BY 
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SAID TRUSTEE 1 TO THE PAVM.EN·r OF SUCH bONDS AND COUPONS UPOI"! THE PRESENTATION AND 
SURRENDER THEREOF• ANY DEPOSIT OF MONEY WITH 7.HE TRUSTEE FOR THG: PURPOSE 0!=' PAYING0 
AND SUFF!CJEHT IN AMOUNT TO PAYg CERTAIN OF THE i:..ONDS AND INTEREST DUE 0 AND TO BECOME 
DUE THEREON, eR CERTAIN OF THE COUPOJ.!S APPERTAIHJt•G THERETOG SHALL. DISCHARGE THE 
L.IABlL.ITY OF THE 50ARO ON THE E:,o;o~os AND- OR COUPONS FOR PAYMENT OF WHICH SUCH DEPOSIT 
SHAL.L BE MADEc- AND THEREAFTER SUCH BONDS AND COUPONS SHALL. NOT BE ENTITLED TO ANY OF 
THE BI!NEFITS OF THI 9 IMDENTURE 0 AND IH CASE OF FULL PAYMFLNT OF ALL THE 8DNOS AND 
COUPONS At{O THE DISCHARGE OF ALL OTHER OBL.IGATtOHS OH TH£ PART OF THE 60ARD AS HE!REIN 
PROVIDEDe OR lM CASE OF THE DEPOSiT OF A SUFFICIENT SUM OF MONEY FOR THO: FUL.L PAYMENT 
OF THE 80NDS AND COUPONS1 AND TME DISCHARGE OF ALL OTHER OBLIGATIONS OH "i'HE PART OF THE 
BoARD, AS HEREIN PROVIDED-. THE TRUSTEE SHALL EXECUTE AND DELIVER TO THE BoARD ON 
DEMAND, AT THE COST AND EXPENSE OF THE bOARD0 AL.L PROPER INSTRUMENTS THAT MAY BE 
NECESSARY TO EVIDENCE THE SATISFACTION AND TERMit:ATION OF THJS h-lDEt-!TURE. 
5£CTl0tl 9.02. THE SATISFACTION AND Cl6CHARGE OF THIS !t.COEI'ITURE PURSUANT TO 
THIS ARTICLE SHALL. BE WITHOUT PREJUDlCE TO THE RIGHT OF THE TRUSTEE TO BE PAID ANY 
COMPENSATION THEN DUE !T HEREUNDER AND TO BE PROTECTED AND SAVED HARMLESS BY THE 
E:iOARD FROM ANY AND ALL. LOSSESo L.lABIL.lTIES0 COSTS AHO EXPENSES0 INCLUDING COUNSEL. FEES, 
AT ANY TlME INCURRED BY THE TRUSTEE HEREUNDER OR CONNECTED WITH ANY f:iONO ISSUED HERE-
UHDER1 AND THE BoARD HEREBY COVKHANTS TO PROTEC"r AND SAVE THE TRUSTEE HARMLESS FROM 
ANY AND ALL SUCH L.OSSESJ LIABIL.ITIES1 COSTS AND EXPENSES INCURRED IN ACTING UNDER THIS 
JHOENTURE 1 EXCEPT SUCH AS MAY BE CAUSED BY THE GROSS NEGLIGENCE OR WIL.L.FUL DEF.'\UL. T 
OF THE TRUSTEE., 
ARTICLE TEN 
CONCERNING THE TRUSTEE 
5ECT10N 1Q.Qt, THI! l'H.USTEE HEREBY ACCEPTS THE TRUSTS IMPOSED UPON IT BY 
THIS INDENTURE, BU'l' ONLY UPON AND SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING EXPRESS TERMS AND CONDITIONs: 
(A) THE TRUSTEE MAY EXECUTE. ANY OF THS: TRUSTS OR POWERS HEREOF 
AND PI!RFORM ANY OUT)ES REQUIRED OF IT9 BY OR THROUGH ATTORN~YS, 
AGENTS~ R.ECEIV 1\RS. OR EMPLOYEES, AND SHALL BE ENTITLED TO ADVICE 
OF COUNSI!L. CONCERNING ALL MATTERS OF TRUST HEREOF AND lTS DUTIES 
HEREUNCI!R1 AND MAY JN AL.L CASES PAY SUCH REASONABLE COMPENSATION 
AS JT !SHALL DttEM PROPER TO ALL. SUCH ATTORti~YS1 AGENTS0 RECEIVERS 
AND EMPLOYEES AS MAY REASONABLY BE EMPLOYED lN CONNECTION WITH 
THE TRUSTS HEREOF1 AND THE BoARD COVENANTS AND AGREES TO REPAY 
UPON DEMAND AL.L SUCH OUTLAYS AND EXPENDITURES SO INCURRED. 
(a) ExcEPT FOR TH&: AUTHEHTICATIOM OF 3oHos, TH&: TRuSTEE SHALL. MOT 
BE RI!.SPOHSJBL.E FOR ANY R2CITAL.S HEREIN OR IN SAID BoNos, OR FOR 
INSURING THE PROJECT OR COL,L.ECTIHG ANY !HSURANCti MONEYS, OR FOR 
THE EXSCUTlON OF TH!S INDENTURE OR OF ANY SUPPLEMENTAL INDENTURES 
OR INSTRUMENT OF FURTHER ASSURANCE. OR FOR THE VAUDITV THS.REOFu 
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(c) 
OR FOR THE SUFFICIENCY OF THE SECURITY FOR THE EoNDS ISSUED UNDER OR 
INTENDED TO BE SECURED HEREBY• OR FOR THE VAL.UE OR TITLE OF THE BOARD 
TO THE PROJE:CT1 OR AS TO THE MAINTENANCE OF THE SECURITY HEREOF; AHO 
THE TRUSTEE SHALL HOT BE BOUND TO ASCERTAIN OR INQUIRE AS TO THE 
PERFORMANCE OR OBSERVANCE OF ANY COVENAHTS9 CONDITIONS OR AGREE-
MEH·rs Ot-! THE PART OF THE BOARD CONTAIHED HEREIN0 BUT THE TRUSTEE 
MA~! REQUIRE OF THE BoARD FULL. INFORMATION AND AOV1CE AS TO THE 
PERFORMANCE OF THE COVENANTS, CONDITIONS Afo!D AGREEMENTS AFORE-
SAID AND AS TO THE C01-lOITION OF THE PRO.JECT0 
Al-L MONEYS RECEIVED BY THE TRUSTEE UNDER ANY PROVISION OF THIS 
INDENTURE SHALL0 UNTIL USED OR APPLIED AS PROVIDED IN THIS fNOEHT-
URE0 BE HELD IN TRUST FOR THE PURPOSE FOR WHICH SUCH MONEYS WERE 
RECK1VIt01 BUT NEED HOT BE SEGREGATED FROM OTHER FUND£; EXCEPT TO 
THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY LAWa THE TRUSTEE SHALL. NOT BE OBLIGATED 
TO PAY INTEREST ON SUCH MONEYS SAVE SUCH AS I'!' SHALL. AGREE TO PAY 
THEREoN. THE TRUSTEE MAY BECOME THE owNER oF BoNos AND couPoNs 
SECURED HEREBY WlTH THE SAME RIGHTS WHICH IT WOULD HAVE II?' NOT 
TRUSTEE. 
(D) THE TRUSTEE SHALL BE PROYECTED IM ACTJNG UPON ANY NOTICEt REOUEST 1 
COHSEHT1 CE.RTIFICATE 0 ORDER1 AFFIDAVITo LETTER1 TELEGRAM OR OTHER 
PAPER OR DOCUMENT BELIEVED BY IT TO BE GENUINE AMD CORRECTt AND 
TO HAVE BES:M SIGNED OR SEI~7 B\" THE PROPER PERSOH OR PEP.SCHS1 AND 
THE TRUSTEE SHALL. NOT BE REQUIRED TO RECOGNIZE ANY PERSON AS A 
HOLDER OF A:<Y 50ND OR COUPON OR TO "tAKE A."'!Y ACTION. AT HIS REQUEST 
UNL..£66 SUCH 80MD OR COUPON SHALL BE DEPOSITED WITH THE TRUSTEEt 
OR SUBMITT~O TO IT FOR IHSPECTIOMe ANY ACTION TAKEN BY ";'HE 
TRUSTEE PURSUANT TO THIS INDEHTURE 0 UPON THE REQUEST OR AUGHORJTY 
OR CONSENT OF ANY PERSON WHO AT THE TIME OF MAKING SUCH REQUEST 
OR GIVJMG SUCH AUTHORITY OR CONSENT IS THE OWNER OF ANY 80NO 
SECURED HERE·BY0 SHALL BE CONCLUSIVE ANO BlNDI!oiG UPON ALL FUTURE 
OWHI:::RS A:'l6:0 HOLDERS OF SUCH 8oHD60 
(&:) Tt:E TRus-:EE SHAL.L HOT BE COMPELLED TO oo ANY ACT HEREUt>!DER1 
OR TO TAKE ANY ACTION TOWARD THE EXECUTION OR ENFORCEMENT 
OF THE TRUSTS HEREBY CREATED OR TO PROSECUTE OR TO DEFEtlD 
A .. 1Y SUIT IH RESPECT HEREOF1 UNLESS INDEMiiiFlED TO ITS SATJS-
FACTJOP( AOAJNST LOSS1 COST 11 LIABILITY AND EXPENSE• 
(v) As TO THE EXISTEHSE OR NONEXISTENCE OF ANY FACT OR AS TO THE 
SIJFFICI&:HCY OR VA~IDITY OF ANY IHSTRUM&:NTt PAPER OR PROCEEDIN:G, 
THE TRuSTEE SHA.L.L BE ENTITLED TO RELY UPO"! A CERTIFICATE OF 
THE BoARD SIGNED sy THE CHAlRMAN AMo ATTESTED BY THE SEcRETARY 
AS SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE OF THE FACTS THERt::IN CONIAINED1 Ato!D SHALL 
ALSO BS: AT LIBERTY TO ACCEP7 A SIM1LAR CERTIFICATE TO THE EFFECT 
THAT ANY PARTICULAR DEAL1NG 0 TRANSACTION OR ACTION 3 S NECE:SSARY 
OR EXPEDIENT-, BUT MAY, IN ITS D1SCRETJON1 AT THE REASONABLE EXPENSE 
OF THE 80AR00 ll-4 EVERY CASE SECURE SUCH FURTHER EVJ DENCE AS IT MAY 
THINK NEC&:SSARY OR ADVISABLE, BUT SHAL.L IN NO CASE BE BOUND 7'0 SECURE 
THE SAME. THiii TRUSTEE MAY ACCitPT A CERTIFICATE OF THE SECRETARY OF 
THE 80ARD1 VND!IR ITS CORPORATE S&:AL.t TO THE EFFECT THAT A RESOLUTION 
IN FORM THEREIN SET FORTH HAS BEEN ADOPTED BY THE BoARD, AS CO .. !CL.u-
SIVS: :£ViDIUfCE THAT SAID RE:SOLUTIOH HAS BEEN CULY AOOPTED0 A!'JD IS IN 
FUL.L FORCE Ar-:D EFFECT• THE TRUSTEE MAY11 IN RELATION TO THIS h.coENr-
TUREt ACT UfolON THE OPINION OR ADVICE OF ANY ATTORNEY, VALUATOR, 
SURVEYOR11 ENGIWEER1 ACCOUNTAHT1 OR OTHER EXPERT• WHETHER RETAINED 
OR S&:LS:CTED BY -rHE TRusTEE1 THE BoARD:- OR OTHER WI SE 0 AND iN THE 
ABSENCE OF NEGLIGENCE OR FAULT SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY 
LOSS RESULT& KG FROM ANY ACTIOH OR NOH-ACTION lN ACCORDANCE WITH 
AHV SUCH OPINION OR ADVICE. 
(G) THE TRUSTEE SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY ACTION TAKEN OR OMJTTS:D 
TO :Ut TAKEN By IT IN GOOO FAITH AHD REASONABLY BELIEVED BY IT TO 
BE WITHJH THE DISCRETION OR POWER CONFERRED UPON IT BY THIS 
htOEHTURE OR IH THE ABSENCE OR NS:GLIGENCE OR FAULT BE RESPONSIBLE 
FOR THE CONSI!QUENCES OF ANY OVERSIGHT OR ERROR OF ..IUDGMENTt AND 
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THE TRUSTEE SHALL BE ANSWERABLE ONLY FOR ITS OWN ACTSt RECE1PiS1 
HlilGL.ECTS AND OEFAUL.TSe 
(H) AT ANY AND ALL. REASOtOABL.E TIMES~ THE TRUSTEE0 AND ITS DULY 
AUT!-tORIZED AGENTS1 ATTORr-!EYS1 EXP&:RTS1 ENGJNEii.RS0 ARCHITECTS~ 
ACCOUNTAt~TS AND REPHESENTATIVES, SHALL. ~lAVE THE RIGHT FULLY 
TO IKSPECT Al.fY AND ALL OF THE PROJECT1 lHC;...UOU.!G A!..L.. BOOKS t 
PAPERSt AND CONTRAC~rs OF '!"HE BOARD AND CoLL.EGE0 AND TO TAKE 
SUCH MEMORA .. :OA FROM AMD IN REGARD THEnETO AS MAY BE DESIRED• 
(1) THE TRuSTEE SHALL I<!OT ae: REQUIRED TO GIVE ANY Bor.:c oR suRETY 
IN RESPECT OF THE E.XECUTIOl4 OF' THE BAlD TRUSTS AND POWERS OR 
OTH.IlRWlSE 1N RESPECT TO THE PREMISES. 
Se:CT10N ]0,02. THE TRUST&:ii MAY AT ANY T!ME RESIGN AHO BS OISCHARGED OF THE 
TRUSTS HEREBY CREATED BY MAli...iA~ WRITTEN NOTICE TO THE 80ARO AtJD TO EACH REGISTERED 
OWNER OF J30NDS5 SPECIFYING THE DAY UPON WHICH SUCH RESiGNATION SHALL TAKE EFFECTft A~·1D 
THEREAFTER 0 UNLESS AL.L. OUTSTANDING 80NDS ARE REGISTERED AS TO PRIHCIPALt CAUSING NOTIC~ 
THEREOF' TO BE PUBLISHED (A) IN A DAILY NEWSPAPER OF GENERAL. CIRCUL.AT!OM AT THE TIME 
PUBLISHED IN THE ENGLISH LAtrr.!GUAGE ltrr.! THE CITY OP' LoulSV,LLEo KEMTUCKV~ AHo (s) IN A 
FINANCIAL NE'IIw6PAPER ~R JOURNAL PUBL!SHED lH THE ENGL)SH L.ANGUA.Gtt lN Naw YoRK9 Naw 
YoRK1 ONCE A WEEK FOR TI-:Ra:E (3) CONSECUTlV'£': WEEKS PRIO~ TO THE DATE UPON WHICH SUCH 
RESIGHA"i"IOK SHALL. TAKE EFFECTo A~D SUCH RC:SIGKATION SHALL TAKE EFFECT UPOto: THS: DAY 
SPECIFIED IN SUCH 1'1:071Ciit Ut:t-ESS PREVIOUSLY A SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE SHALL HAVE BEEN APPOIN~ 
ED BY THE BONOHOL.OE.RS OR THE BoARD 3N THE MANNER KEREUiAFTER IN THJS ARTICLE PROVIDED• 
AMO IN SUCH EYEt:T SUCH RESIGO'IATI0}5 SHALL TAKE la:FFECT IMMEDIATELY 01'! THE APPOI!'IITMENT 
OF SUCH SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE 0 
SECTION iO.O:::L THE TRUSTEE MAY BE REMOVI;;O AT ANY TIME BY AN lMSTRUMENT OR 
CONCURRENT IMSTRUMI!NTS lH WRITIHGt DELIVERED TO THE TRUSTEE AND TO THE 80ARO• AND 
SIGNED BY TtiK HOLDERS OF A MAJORITY IN PR!""'CIPAL AMOUNT OF THE BoNDS HEREBY SECURED AND 
THEN OUTSTAMDING. 
S&:CT!OH JQ.Q4, h~ CASE THE TRUSTEE HE:REUNUER SHALL. RttSlGN OR BE RE MOVED1 OR 
BE DISSOL.VEDt OR SHALl., BE IM COURSE OF D!SSOLUTION OR WQUIDATION1 OR OTHERWISE BECOME 
INCAPABLE. OP' ACTING KI!REUNCER0 OR HI CASK Tlltl TRusTEE SHAL'- BE; 1·AKEI'ol UNDER THE CONTROL. 
OF ANY PUBLIC OP'FIC&.R OR OFFICP:R~ OR OP' A RECEIVER APP0lt1TED BY A COURT, A SUCCESSOR 
MA'\"" BE APPO!HTE.D B'Y THE HOLDERS OF A MAJORITY IH ?RlHClPAL. AMOUNT OF TH&: BONDS HEREBY 
&ECURED AND THEN OUTSTANDING BY A!M IKSTRUM&:NT OR CONCURRii.NT IHSTRUMENTS IN WRITING, 
SIGNED BY SUCH HOLDERS't OR BY THEIR ATTOP.HI!:YS IN FACT0 DULY AUTHORIZED; PROVIDEDD NEVER-
THELESS1 THAT 'N C,to.SE OF ANY SUCH EVEMT THit £.OARD BY AN iNSTRUMENT SIGNED BY THE CHAIR-
MANt AHD ATTI:STB.O BY TH&: 5&:Cfte:TARY., UMDI!R IT8 CORPORATE jijoEA._. M/'Y APPOlN'r A. ·r#.MPORAAY 
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TRUSTEE TO FILL. SUCH VACANCY UNTIL. A SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE SHAl-L.. BE APPOINTED BY THE 
BONDHOLDERS IN THE MANNER ABOVE PROVIDED, AND ANY SUCH "'!"EMPORARY TRUSTEE SO APPOU~TED 
BY THE BOARD SHALL IMMEOIAIELY A.ND WITHOUT FURTHER ACT BE SUPERSEDED BY THE TRUSTEE 
SO APPOINTED BY &UOH BOMDHOL..DERS. EACH SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE. APPOiNTED PURSUANT TO THE 
PROVISIONS OF THIS INDENTURE SHALL. BE A TRUST COhtPAHY OR BANK WITH ITS PRINCIPAL OFFICFZ 
IN THE C.oMMOHWEALTtl OF KENTUCKY AND HAVING A ~£PORTED COMBINED CAPITAL rtXD SURPLUS OF 
AT L.EAST ONE fvola...L.ION Ooa...a...ARS (.;pi,OOO,OOO). 
SECTION h.J.Q5. EVERY SUCCESSOR '"{RUSTS:£ APPOINTED HEREUNDER SHALL EXECUTE, 
ACKNOWLEDGE AHD DllLIVER TO ITS PREDECESSOR AND AL30 TO THE 80AR0 11 AN INSTRUMENT IN 
WRITING ACCEPTING SUCH APPOlHTMii:HT HEREUNDER, AND TH£UtEUPOH SUCH SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE 
WITHOUT ANY FURTHER ACT0 tiEED OR CONVEVAJ>!Ce:, SHALL BECOME FULLY VESTS:D WITH ALL OF 
THE RIGHTS9 POWER91 TRUSTS, DUThiS AND OBLJGATIONS OF ITS PREDECESSOR; BUT SUCH PRE-
Dli:CESSOR SHALL N.EVERTHELESS1 ON THE WRITTEN REQUEST OF THE 80AR01 EXECUTE AMD OELJVER 
AN INSTRUMENT TRANSFERRING TO SUCH SuCCESSOR TRUSTEE AU.... OF THE RIGHTS, POWERS, AND 
TRUSTS OF SUCH PREDECB.:SSOR HEREUNDERf AND EVIitRY PREDECESSOR TRUSTEE SHALL DELIVER ALL 
SECURITIES AND MONEYS HELD BY IT TO JTS SUCCESSOR. !JHOULD AHY COtNEYANCE OR I.NS1"RUMENT 
IN WRITiNG FROM THE 0oARD BE REC.UIRED BY ANY SUCCESSOR FOR MORE FULLY AND CERTAINLY 
VESTING JN SUCH '(AUSTEr.::: THE R1GHTS0 POW&~S A~O DUTIES HliREBY VESTED OR IHTErtDE.D TO BE 
VESTED, IN THE PR.I!DI:!Cii.SSOR TRUSTEE 1 ANY ANO ALL SUCH COHVS:YAN:CES J\~0 INSTRUMENTS iN 
WRITING SHALL, ON RE.QUEST0 BE EXEClJTED0 ACKtCOWLB:DGED AND DELIVERED BY THE BoARD• 
ARTICLE ELEVEN 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISI':NS. 
SEcTJor-.s 11.01. IN THE ~tvENT THAT ANY BoNo tssus:o HEREUNDER sHALL. NOT eE 
PRESENTED FOR PAVM&:HT WHEM TH~ PRINCIPAL THEREOF BECOMES DUE, EITHER AT MATURITY OR 
0THERW!SE 1 OR AT THE DATE FIXED P"OR THE RED&:MPTION THEREOF1 AS HEREINBEFORE PROVIDE01 
OR 1N THE EVE"'" THAT ANY COUPON SHALL. HOT BE PRES&::-&TED FOR PAYMENT AT THE DUE DATE 
THEREOF0 THE t10ARD1 HAVING DEPOSITED WITH IHE TRUSTEE FUNDS SUFF"ICllrHT TO PAY SUCH 
80HDS, T0Gii.TH£R WITH AL..L UITEREST DUE TKS.RiitOM TO THE DATE OF THE MATURITY OF SUCH 5oHO 
OR TO THtt UATli. F1X4.D FOR THC REDEMPTION THER&OF~ OR TO PAY SUCH COUPON1 AS THE CASI! MAY 
BE, THEN AND lN ILVS:RY SUCH CASS. 1 1NTEREG1" ON &A1D 80JttD OR ON SAID UNPAID COUPON0 AND AL.t.. 
LJAl:tJLITY OF THE 80ARO TO THE HOLDER OF SAID ,bot{D FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE PRJtlC1PAL.. 
THEREOF AHD IHTii.PUtST THIEREOH OR TO TH&: HOLbltR OF SAID Ut!PAID COUPON FOR THE PAYMENT 
TlfiEREOF AND lHTE.RS:IiT TH6Rit0Mo AS T'HS: CAS£ MAY BE, SHALL. PORTHWITH C.EASI£ 1 Dt:i:T&:RMIJilit" 
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TRUSTEE TO HOLD THE FUNDS, SO DEPOSITED IN TRUST, FOR THE BENri:FIT OF THE HOLDER Of.' SUCH 
E'OHD OR UNPA.IO COUPON1 AS THE CASJl -MAY SE0 WHO SHALL TH&:REAFTER B&: RESTRICTED EXCLUSIVE~ 
LY TO SAin FUNDS FOR ANY CLAIM OF VJHATSOEVS:R lo:ATURit Ot.; THE PART OP' SUCH HOLCER UNDER 
THIS )NDii.NTURit OR Ot4 SAID 80ND OR ANY COUPOHS APP&:RTAIWJl~G TH&:RET00 OR OM SAID UNPAIO 
COUPON. 
SECTION 11.02. ExoEPT AS IN THIS 5ECTI0t! OTHERWISE EXPRESSLY PROVIDE, THE 
' 
HOLDERS OP' SEVE:-tTv-FIVE PCl:R CENT (75 PER CENT) OR MO~E IN PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF THE BoNOS 
AT ANY TIME OUTSTANDING SUALL HAVE 1"HE POWER0 BY AN INSTRUMENT OR l"lSTRUMENTS JH WRIT-
IHG SIGHED BY SUCH HOLDERS IH pERSON OR SV THEIR DULY AUTHORIZED AGENTS OR ATTO~NEVS OR 
BY A COMMITTEE CONSTITUTED BY AN AGREl:E.Mii.NT TO WHICH ANY PORTION OF THO: BoNDS SHAL.L 
HAVE BEEN MAC&: SUB/A:CT BY DEPOSIT C~ OTH&:RWISE~ AND DEL.lVERED TO TH&: TRUSTS:E 1 TO 
AUTHORIZE ANY MODIFICATIOt~ OR ALTERATION OF THIS INDENTURE OR AHY lHDiiNTUR&: SUPPLEMENTAL 
~ERETO OR THE RIGHTS AHO OBL.IGATIONS OP' THG: 60ARD UNDER 7HJS INDENTURE OR OF THE HOLDERS 
OF ALL OF THE E·OHDS THEN OR FROM TIMit TO TIME THEREAFTER OUTSTAMDIHG UNDER T!ilt h!DE:NT-
UR£ AS P'ULLY AS THOUGH SUCH ACTION WERE SPECIFICALLY AND EXPRESSLY AUTHORIZED BY THE 
TERMS OF THE INDENTURE; PROVIDED ALWAYS 7HAT NO SUCH MODIFICATION OR ALTERATION (A) 
I SHALL CHANGE OR IMPAIR TH&: OBLIGATION OF 711£ EoARD TO PAY THE PRU!CJPAL OF AND INTEREST ON THE E.ONDS AT THE RESPECTIVE DATES AND AT T .. :r:;: PLACES AI'I!D IN THE RESPECTIVS: AMOUNTS, 
AS PROVIDED IN THE 80HDS1 (a) SHALL GIVE TO ANY E.OND OR 80HDS SECURED BY THE hu:~ItNTURE 
ANY PREFERENCE OVER ANY OTHER Bowo OR BoNDS SO SECURED, (c) SHALL AUTHOR!ZE THE CREATION 
OF AtfV L.IIO;H PRIOR TO OR 01'1: A PARITY WITH Tt-U£ SAJO STATUTORY MORTGAG&: L.IEN UPON ANY OF THE 
PROPERTY SUBJS.CT TO SUCH STATUTORY MORTGAGe: LIEN1 (o) SHAL...t.. DEPR,VIt ANY BONDHOLDER OF 
THE SECURITY AFFORDED BY THIS (NDEHTURE 0 OR (E) SHAJ.L. REDUCE THE PERCENTAGE REi.QUIREQ BY 
THE PROVISIONS OP' THIS ~ECTIOH FOR ANY ACTION UNDER THIS SECTION. ALL PROVISIONS OF THIS 
TRUST IND&:NTURE ARE1 OF COURSit~ SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIOHSq TERMS AND CONDITIONS CONTAINED 
IN THE FORM OP' THS: PROPOSED bONDS0 WHICH APPEARS IN THE PREAl.1BLE TO THIS l::tot!D INDENTURE. 
ANY MODIF,CATION OF THE PROVISIONS OF THE INDENIURE MAD&: AS AFORESAID, SHALL. BE SET 
I 
FORTH IN A SUPPU!.~ENTAL. INDENTURE BETWEEH THE TRUSTEE AMD TKE (;)QARD. 
S&:CTlON 11.03, WHEHS:Vt!:R ·~THIS INDE~TURE AHY OF THE PARTIES HERETO JS 
qE,FERRED TO" SUCH REFERENCE SHAl-L SE DEEMED TO INCLUDE THE SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS OF 
SUCH PARTYt AND ALL OP' THE COVEHANTS0 PROMISES A;iC AGREEMENTS IN THiS (MDENTURE SHALL 
BIND AHD IMURS: TO THE BENEFIT OF THE RESPECTIVE SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS OF SUCH PARTIE So 
WHETH.ER SO EXPRESS&:D OR NOT. 
SECTION ]],Q4. NoTHlKG lH TH\& !ttOIEtHTURS:• 1!KPRII:S91tD OR IMPI_a&:o~ IS INTENo&:n OR 
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SHALL BE£ CONSTRUS:D TO CONP'ItR UPOH OR GIVK TO ANY PERSON OR CORPORATION.., OTHEI:R THAN THE 
PARTIIlS HltRETO AND THB HOLDERS OF THit BONDS AND 0 .. COUPONGQ ANY RIGHT, REMEDY OR CL.A!M 
UHDER OR BY RE.A90t1 OP' THIS )NDE:N7'URE: 0 OR A}l"/ COVE£HAHT1 CONDITION OR STIPULATION HEREOF1 
AHO ALL OP' THE COV£HANTS1 STIPUL.AT10NS1 P~OMJSE£51 AGRS::Ei.MEHTS AND CO,.:DITIONS IN THIS 
INDENTURE CONTAINED, BY OR ON BEHALF 0!" THI:i: 80ARD1 S~AL.L BE FOR THE SOL&: AND EXCLUSIVE 
BENEFIT OP' THii£ PARTIES HERETO, THEIR SUCC~SSORS ANb ASSIGNS, AND OF THE HOLDERS OF TH.&: 
~ONDS AND OP' COUPONS., 
Ss:cTaou 1 LOS. ANY REQUEST, DECLARATION on OTHER INSTRUMJtNT REQUJREf' on 
P&RMJTTEO BY THIS INDENTURE TO BG: MADE OR GIVEN BY BONDHOL.D&:RS MAY BE IN ANY NUMBER OF 
CONCURRENT SNSTRUM&:.NTS OP' SIMIL.AR T&:NOR1 AND MAY BE SIGNED OR &:XECUTI£0 BY SUCH BONo-
HOL.DERS iN PERSON OR BY ATTORNEY APPOINTED IN WRITING. PROOF OP' THE. S:XECUTION OF ANY 
SUCH R&:QUEST1 r::EECL.ARATION1 OR OTHER IN8TRUMIENT1 OR OF" A WRI";U(G APPOINTING ANY SUCH 
ATTORNIIY1 AND OF THE HOL..DIHG BY ANY Pl!RSON1 OP' BONDS TRANSFii:RABL.S: BY OEL.IVItRY OR 
INTEREST COUPONS, SHALL BE SUFP'ICU!.WT FOR A:;~y PURPOSE C"'F THIS J~OENTURa: AND SHALL BE 
CONCL.U:JIVE IN FAVOR OF THE TRUSTEE AS AQAINDT THE PERSO:t! S!GNIHG SUCH REQUEST AND Al..L. 
FUTURE HOLD&:RS OF i·H&: 80N:DS HE!..D BY DUCH PERSON WITH REGARD TO DUE ACTION TAKEN BY THE 
TRUSTEG: UKDER SUCK REQUE5T1 DECLARATION, OR OTHER UiSTRUM!:?:BTt IP' MADE IN THE FOLLOWING 
THE AMOUi.tT OF INTERitS"!" COUPONS HEL.D BY ANY PERSON 
EXECUTING SUCH U!STRUMEHT AS A BONOHOLOER, A!"CO THE AMOUNTS 
AND ISSUlE NUMBERS 0,.. THE 80toCDS TRANSFS:RABL.E BY DELiVERY HELD 
BY SUCH PSRSONo ANC l"HE DATE OF HIS HOL.~IHG THE SAME, MAY BE 
PROVED BY AM ACCOMPAN'/IKG CfLR'rl FICATE EXECUTED BY ANY TRUST 
COMPANY, BANK~ BANKERS lftSTITUT&ON OR OTHER DEPOSITORY 
(wHERA:V&:R SITUATED) JP' SUCH CERTIFICATE SHA!...L BE :lS:IIM&:D BY 
THE TRUSTEli TO BEt SATISFACTORY, SHOWING THERii.l~ THAT AT THE 
OATS: THEREIN MEP4TI0l'>1ED SUCH PERSON HAD OM DEPOSI"':' 'WITH OR 
EXHIBITED TO SUCH DB:POSITORY THE 80NDS AM.O- OR INTE~EST COUPONS 
CESCRIBW::D IN SUCH CERTIFICA7E•· THE TRUSTEE MAYo NEVERTHt':L.Ei:SB 1 
:N ITS DIOCREtTIOW• REQUIRE FURTHER PROOF' lhl CASES WHERE IT 
DEEMS FURTHER PROOF DESIRABLE. 
THE OWUERSHIP OF REGH:;TE:RED 80:>s!::JS SNAL.L BIE PROVEO BY THE 
REGISTRY BOOKS. 
5RCTIO!ol ) 1.06. TH1S IND&:HTURS: MAY BE SIMULTAHEOUSLY EXECUTED IM ANY NUMBER 
OF COUl.JTERPAR'TSt ANlJ ALL SAIO C"Uf'<TERPARTS EXIICUTEO AHO ['lELJVEREe;:, S:ACtl AS AN ORIGIHAL., 
SHALL CONSTITUTE. BUi OHE AN~ THE ~AME INSTRUtAIENT. THE DA'TE OF ACTUAL EXECUTION OF' THIS 
INo~i'<lTURE SHAL.L.. BE THE DAT« oF EX!i.CUTIOM ey THE TRusTEE,. 
ARTICLE TWELVE 
luENTIFICATION OF THE PROJECT 
SECTION 12.01, THE l~PRO.l'ECTlt AS RI!.P'IitRRiit.D TO THROUGHOUT THIS IHDG:HTUR.a:. IS 
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HEREBY IDENTIFIED AS A NEW DORMITORY TO HOUSE APPROXIMATELY 326 MEN STUDENTS AND A .. 
NEW CAFETERIA W!Tti A DESIGNED CAPACITY OF APPROXIMATELY 1,6QQ PERSOUS1 EACH WITH NEe-
ESSARY APPURTENANT FACIL.ITIS:S8 TO BE CONSTRUCTED BY THE 8oARD1 UPON PORTIONS OF 1"'HE 
CAMPUS oF THE Coi..L.EG&: IN THE CJTY OF MuRRAY0 CALLOWAY CouNTY0 KENTuCKY oEscRJBEo AS 
FOLLOWS; 
CAFETERIA SITE 
FROM THE SouTHWEST coRNER OF THE SouTHWEST QUARTER OF 
SEc. 22, T. 20 R" 4. EAsT WITH THE SECTION LJNE 848 FEET 
AND 90 DEGREES NoRTH 396 FEET TO THE BEGINNING POH<IT AND 
BOUNDED AS FOLLOWS: THENCE FROM THIS LINE 9Q DEGREES 
lit/EST 20Q FEETi THENCE 9Q DEGREES NoRTH 243 FEETi THENCE 
90 DEGREES EAsT 200 FEET; "l"HENCE 90 oEGREEs SouTH 243 
FEET TO THE POl N,. OF BEGJ NHI NG" 
SAID PROPERTY HAVING BEEN ACQUIRED B'! THE CoMMOtiWEALTH 
OF KENTUCKY FOR THE usE AND SENEFIT oF MuRRAY S'T'ATE CoLLEGE 
av DEED DATED NovEMBER 9, 1959 AND RECORDED :H DEED BooK 109, 
PAGE 295, IH THE CALLOWAY CouNTY C:...ERKts OFFICE. 
DORMITORY SITE 
FRoM THE SouTHwEsT CORNER OF THE SouTHWEST QUAR"rER oF 
SEc, 22, T. 2, R, 4, EAsT WITH THE SECTION L!NE 1559 FEET 
AND NORTH 90 D;!GREES 462 FEET TO THE BEGINNING POINT AND 
BOUNDED AS FOLLOWS! THENCE AT AN ANGLE SouTHWEST 79 
DEGREES FROM THIS LINE 70 FEETi THENCE AT AN ANGLE 90 
DEGREES NORTH 137 FEET; THENCE A 9Q DEGREE ANGLE WEST 98 
FEETi THEHCE A 90 DEGREE ANGLE NoRTH 133 FEETi THENCE A 
9Q DEGREE ANGLE EAST 75 FEETi THENCE A 9Q DEGREE ANGLE 
NoRTH 268 FEETi THENCE A 90 DEGREE ANGLE EAST 93 FEET; 
THENCE A 90 DEGREE ANGLE SouTH 538 FEET TO THE POIN'T' OF 
BEGINNING. 
5AJo PROPERTY HAVING BEEN ACQUIRED BY THE CoMMONWEALTH 
OF KENTUCKY FOR THE usE AND BENEFIT OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE 
BY DEED DATED MARCH 4; 1959, AND RECORDED IN DEED BooK 1079 
PAGE 48, IN THE CALLOWAY CouNTY CL.ERKts OFFICE, 
IN WITNESS vVHEREOF, THE PARTY OF THE FIRST PART HAS CAUSEO ITS CORPORATE 
NAME TO BE HEREUNTO SUBSCRIBED ey THE CHAIRMAN OF ITS BoARD OF REGENTS AND ITS CORPOR-
ATE SEAL TO BE HERETO AFFIX::::o, AND SAID SEAL TO BE ATTESTED AND THIS INDENTURE TO BE 
couNTERSIGNED ev THE SECRETARY OF lTS BoARD OF REGENTs; AND SAio THE KENTUCKY TRuST 
CoMPANY~ TO EVIDENCE ITS ACCEPTANCE OF THE TRUSTS HEREBY CREATED AtiO VESTED IN IT, HAS 
CAUSED ITS CORPORATE NAME TO BE HEREUNTO SUBSCRIBED BY !TS PRESIDENT OR BY ONE OF' ITS 
VJCE PRESIDENTS, AND ITS CORPORATE SEAL TO BE HERETO AF'F!XED AND SAID SEAL. TO BE 
ATTESTED AND THIS INDENTURE TO BE COUNTERSIGNED BY ITS TRUST OFFICER, ALL AS OF THE DAY 
AND YEAR FlRST ABOVE WRITTEN, BUT ACTUALL-Y ON THIS DAY OF ~L~<' 4,_-\ ~!C' , 
19 (, ;2/ 
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(SEAL) 
CouNTERSIGNED: 
80.1\RD OF REGENTS OF l'l•U~R.IIY ST.I!TE 
COLLEGE AT MURRAY, KENTUCKY 
Eh~~~~ 
CHAIRMA~ 
NITNESS TO THE EXECUTION HEKEOF ON 
BE;;JfJl):::ZE~ 
u:_a, ~ _j ~a-J 
(::OE .II L) 
ATTEST! 
CouNTERSIGNED! 
TRUST OFFICER 
.VITNESS TO THE EXECUTION HEREOF 
STATE OF I\E NTUC KY ) 
COUNTY Cr CALLONAY) ss 
0.1 THIs _ _!:.:J._-_-r._J. _ 
/ 
19 c, ;,...-
BEFORE Ml£ 11 Mo 0. WRATHER, A NoTARY PuBLIC IN At-1D ?OR s CouNTY It!. THE STATrt AFORE-
SAID, APPEARED vVENo&:L.L. P. BuTLEtR A«D PAYsv RowLAND, TO ME PERSOHALLV KNOwN AND TO 
MC KHOW~ TO BE THE CHAIRtAAt: AND Ss:cRETARY0 R&:SPI!CTIVE.l ... Y~ OF THit BoARo OF KEG&:NTS OF 
tv'iURRAY 5TATit COL.L&:GE0 ONit OP" Tt:JI CORPORATIOMS DI!SCRIB&:D IN AND WHiCH EXECUTED TUE 
WITHIN AND FOREGOING INSTRUMENT, AND WHO BE!MG BY Mli. SIEVERALL.Y DULY SWOR:.a EACH ~OR 
HIMS&:LI"o DID SAY THAT HEe. THE vVEWD!OtLL P. 8UTL.IER~ IS THE CHAIRMAN OF SAID BoARD OF 
R.EGI&:!>tTS• AMD SHE 0 THit PATSY RowL.AUD, as 7HE SEcRETARY OF SAID BoARD OF R:EGEt!TSt 
THAT THE SEAL. AFFIXED TO TH:!S W1THit! AND FORst.GOIHG IMS7RUMENT IS THE CORPORATB: SEAL. 
OF SAID CORPORATIOM0 THAT BAlD INSTr-!UMEaT WAS tt,);ECUTEDt SIGNED ANO SEALED Hd BEHALF 
OF &AID CoRPORATIO~ BY AUTHORITY OP" ITS E..oARD OP" KEGIUIITSt AND SAiD JV'EMCIEL.L P ... BuTLER 
AND PATSY RoWLAND EACH ACKKOVt.'LEDGE.D THit tn:ECUTlON OF SAID HlSTBUME.MT TO BE AND SAID 
INSTRUMENT TO B&: THit FREE AND VOLU~TARY ACT At•:D O&:ED Of" SAil"' CORPORATIOM BY IT 
VOL.U=-4TARILY &:XE.CUTED. 
'vVJTNESS MY MAt-!D AJ>:D NOTARIAL SEAL TH.IS 
i9h_. Mv cOM.MlsalO.lt. v..Y.Puuts~---------~ ~ 
(SEAL, ov NoTARY) -~d_)_, __ 
AND STATE AFORESAID 
-38- MY COMMISSION EXPiRES APRil 24, 1962 
' 
, 
'\' ~· STATE OF KENTUCKY ) 
COUNTY OF JEFFERSON) ss 
.. 
TO ME PERSONALLY KNOWN AND TO ME KNOWN TO BE THE. __ ~C,'u;·-.wu"''"''"'" ... 4i .... -----_,.---ANO THE 
----.:U~Yli+-m;-R4::EI"It---------~ RESPECTIVELY, oF THE KENTUCKY TRuST CoMPANY, ONE TRUST QPFICE"" •· 
OF THE CORPORATIONS OE!iCRIBEO IN AND WHICH EXECUTED THE WITHIN AND FOREGOING INSTRUMENT' 
AND WH~ BEING ~~E $EVERA!..LY DULY SWORN EACH FOR HIMSELF OlD SAY THAT HE 1 THE SAID ~ "'fm- .\.-::Sl(J, ~ )'"\.....,oA. L o IS TitE .JV.C•i<;c"-c.Jp:!Jr"l•"'•i<irl!<o .. ~~t.,.,-------------OF 
SAID CoRPORATION, AND HE, THE SAID e_ ~ 6 ca.W;;::JlJ;;$ IS THE 
TRY£+ QfF'ICER OF SAID CoRPORATIONj THAT THE SEAL. AFFIXED TO THE 
WITHIN AND FOREGOING INSTRUMENT IS THE CORPORATE SEAL OF SAID CORPORATION, THAT SAID 
INSTRUMENT WAS EXECUTED, SIGNED AND SEALED IN BEHALF OF.SAIO ~ORPORATION BY AUTHORITY 
OF ITS BoARD OF DI;E:::rrRs; ANO SAIO n -:L ~'L_, ~c.JJ«";,_, ~ "--- ANO 
c:< B <c. . ~ > EACH ACKNOWLEDGED THE EXECUTIOI .. OF SA~D 
INSTRUMENT TO BE AND THE SAID INSTRUMENT TO BE THE FREE AND VOLUNTARY ACT AND DEED OF 
SAJO CoRPORATION BY IT VOLUNTARILY EXECUTED, 
1962. 
(j_ 
WITNESS MY HAND ANO NOTARIAL. SEAl.. THIS z -
MY CoMMISSION EXPIREs: M¥ commjssjon expires Aprj!Jl l95a 
I 
OAVOFQ~cy.........., 
6 
(SEA'- oF NoTARY) 
AND STATE AFORESAID 
CERTIFICATE OF COUNTY CLERK 
I, D .. W. SHOEMAKER, Ct..ERK oF THE CouNTY CouRT OF CALLOWAY CouNTY, 
y CERTIFY THAT THE FOREGOING TRUST INDENTURE WAS ON THE I ;:2.. 
'~.C:.1:.:"=~~;,-_f.--J~(p~_:1'=• FILED IN MY OFFICE, TO BE AND HAS BEEN, TOGETHER WITH 
RTIFI7Tis ATTACHED THERETO, RECORDED I~TGAGE BooK No, ) / (.,. 
WITNESS MY HAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL THIS ~~ -;)Ay OF k~ 1962. 
--
{}. 
CouNTY CLERK OF CALLOWAY CouNTY, 
(CouNTY SEA'-) 
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OFFICIAL NOTICE OF SALE ~F BONDS AND 
STATEMENT OF ESSENTiAL FACTS 
THE BoARD OF HEGENTS Ol=' i\lluRRAV, ~(EtlTUcKv, STATE CoLLEGE, 
MURRAY, KENTUCKY, IN !TS CORPORATE CAPACITY, AND BY AND THROUGH ITS 
CORPORATE NAME 1 AS A STATE EDUCATPONAL INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING 
AND AN AGENCY OF THZ COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, HEREBY GIVES NOTICE THAT 
-~-~·,.,~'; 1-rL a 12 UNTIL. ~-~4~--- • THE _ _,..,...,z:_ _ _J_.J_~OAY OF i7 ( dl/ .~ L, 196 2--
-
--'e<::.<.&&a· .. ·.t.·~-"""'''-- · __ _~.lf~-M C S T AT THE HOUR OF -QTCL.OCK- H • • • 1 IT WILL 
RECEIVE AT THE OFFICE oF ITS SEcRETARY IN THE CJTV OF MuRRAY, KENTUCKY, 
SEALED COMPETITIVE BIDS FOR THE PURCHASE OF AN AGGREGATE OF $1,469,QQQ 
PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF tTS lViuRRAY STATE Cot..L.EGE HousiNG AND DrNING HALL 
REVENUE BoNos oF 1961, DATED SEPTEMBER 1. 1961, REGISTRABLE AS TO PRJN-
CIPAL. ONLV1 OF THE DENOMINATION OF $1,QQQ EACH, NUMBERS:D CONSECUTIVELY 
FROM 1 TO 1,469, INCLUSIVE, AND MATURING IN NUMERICAL ORDER ON SEPTEMBER 
FIRST IN EACH OF THE RESPECTIVE YEARS, AS FOL..L..OWS! 1964-67, $200000; 
1968-73, $24,::JOO; 1974-78, $29,000; 1979-82, $34,000; 1983-86, $39,000; 
1987-90, $44,000; 1991-93, $49,000; 1994-96, $55,000; 1997-98, $61,000; 
AND IN 1999-2001, $66,000. 
PROVIOED 1 HOWEVER, BoNDS NUMBERED 1-176. INCL'-ISIVE 1 MATU~ING 
SEPTEMBER 11 1964, THROUGH SEPTEMBER 1, 1971, INCLUSIVE, .ARB NON-CALLABLEo 
THE BoARD OF REGENTS OF sAID CoLLEGE RESERVES THE RIGHT To CALL AND REDEEM 
BoNos NUMBERED 177 To 1469, MATURING SEPTEMBER 1, 1972, THROUGH SEPTEMBER 1, 
2001, INCLUSIVE, PRIOR TO MATURING, AS A WHOLE OR FROM TIME TO TIME IN 
PART, IN THE INVERSE ORDER OF THEIR NUMBERING1 SAID 80NDS NUMBERED 1150-1469, 
MATURING SEPTEMBER 1, 1997, THROUGH SEPTEMBER 1, 2001, INCLUSIVE, BEING 
SO RE.bEEMABLE ON ANY INTEREST PAYMENT DATE, UPON TERMS OF PAR AND ACCRUED 
INTEREST TO THE REDEMPTION DATE 1 AND BoNDS NUMBERED 177-1149, MATURING 
SEPTEMBER 1, 1972, THROUGH SEPTEMBER 11 1996, INCLUSIVE, BEING SO REDEEM-
ABLE ON ANY INTEREST PAYMENT DATE FALLING Ar'TER SEPTEMBER 1, 1971, UPON 
,..ERMS OF PAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST TO THE REDEMPTION DATE PLUS A REDEMPTION 
PREMIUM OF THREE PERCENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF IF CALLED FOR 
REDEMPTION ON OR PRIOR TO SEPTEMBER 1, 1976; TWO AND O"E-HALF PERCENT OF 
THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF IF CAL.L.EO FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER AND ON 
OR PRIOR TO SEPTEMBER 1, 1981; TWO PERCCNT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF 
JF CAL.L.ED FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER AND ON OR PRJOR TO SEPTEMBER 1, 1986; 
ONE AHD ONE-HALF PERCEKT OF THE PR!N.CIPAL. AMOUI4T ":"HEREOF lF CALLED FOR 
REDEMPTION THEREAFTER AND Ot: OR PRlOR TO 5EPTEMBI!R 1, 1991 0 A:MD ONE PER 
CEH'!' OF THE PRIP.:CIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF lF CALLED FOR REDEMPTION THERSAFTER. 
PRIORITY AS 10 CAL.L. SHALL. EXTEHO TO 80H!;)S NUMBERED 1150 THROUGH 146!::)1 
lHCL.US1VE0 OVEP.. 80MOS NUMBERED 177 THROUGH 1149, JNCLUSlVE• 
IH THE EVEHT OF SUCH PHI OR REDEMPTION, l<OTICE THEREOF MUST BE 
GIVEN IN ACCOROAHCE Wl7H THE TRUST IHDENTURE 0 AT LEAST THJRTY DAYS P:'HOR 
TO THE REDEMPTION DATE~ 
PRJHCIPAL AND lHT&:REST WILL BE PAYABLE AT T'HE PRINCIPAL OFFICE 
OF "rHE KENTuCKY TnusT CoMPAI<tY IN LouiSVILLE, KENTUCKY, on AT THE OPTION 
OF THE HOLDER OR REGISTERED OWHER1 AT THE PRIKClPAL OFF!CE OF CHEMICAL 
E..ANK Nsw YoRK TnusT CoMPANY lH THE CtTY OF NEw YoR~ NEw YoRK• THE BoH.os 
WILL BEAR INTEREST AT SUCH RATE OR RATES AVERAGING NOT GREATER Tt-:!AM THREE 
AHD ONE-HALF (3- 1-2) PERCE:-1T PER ANNUMo AS ARE SPECIFIED !N THE SUCCESSFLI!... 
BID. INTEREST 15 ?AYA9L.E ON (VlARCH ] 11 196211 AND SEMt-AHI'!UA~L.Y THEREAFTERf 
t-IOWEVER1 ANY INTEREST COUPONS MATURING PR~OR TO "'r'HE DE!...IVERY OF THE 5oNDS 
WILL BE. DETACHED A;io CAHCE1-L.ED PRtOR TO DE!-JVERY• 
TnE BoNos WILL. sa SPECIAL OBLlGAT!Ot:s OF l"HE. CoLLEGE0 sECURl!c BY: 
A FIRST LIEt! 0:0! AND PLEDGE OF THE GROSS REVENUES DERIVED FROM 
THE OPERATION OF THE PROJECT, CONSISTING OF A HEW OORMl"tORY TO :-tOUSE APPROX-
I MATEL.Y 326 ME~ STUDENTS AND A HEW CAFETERIA WITH A DESIGNED CAPACJ"ry OF 
APPROXtMATE.L.Y 10 6QQ PERSONS0 EACH WITH NECESSARY APPURTENANT FAC!LJTJES0 
WHlCH REVENUES SHALL IN PART 1NCl..UDE ~29o00 OF THE INCIDENTAL FEE ASSESSED 
EACH STUDE"'T OCCUPA~ OF GAlD DORMITORY FOR EACH SEMESTER OF THE REGULAR 
TERM OF TWO SEMESTERS AHD ~15.00 OF THE JXCIDENTAL FEE OF EACH STUDEN"!" 
OCCUPAN'T OF SAID DORMITORY FOR EACH REGULAR SUMMER SESS10N0 AND A STATU-
I TORY MORTGAGE LIEN OX SAID DORMITORY ANC CAFE"!'E:R:JA PROJECTtJ AS PERMITTE=> AHO DEFINEC BY THE APPL[CABLE STA-rUTESo 
BioS WlL.L BE CONSIDERED 01~ THE FO!-L.OW&NG BASJS= 
( 1) THE ENTIRE $1,469,000 OF AUTHOR! ZED BONDS; OR 
(2) Bowes MATURlt<G JH THE. YBARS 1964-71, I><CL.USIVEo OR 
(3) BoNos MATURIKG IN THE YEARS 1972-1981, 1MCLUSlVE1 OR 
(4) BoNos MATURING It-: THE YEARS 1982-1951, l~CL.USIVE9 OR 
(5) BoNos MATURIH.G IK THE YEAR?- 1992-2001, ,,N:CL..USIVE• 
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INTEREST ON THE 8oNDS WILL BE EV!DENCED BY COUPONS MATURING 
OH EACH MARCH 1 AND SEPTEMBER 1 AT RATES DETERMlNEO ON THE BAS!S OF COP.!-
PETlTJVE BJOO.i.NGa EJDDERS MAY ST!PULf-TE ONE OR MORE JNTERES7 COUPON 
RATES WlTH RESPECT TO SA!O BOt.;OS~ PROVIDING THE AVERAGE OF sueH RATES 
DOES NOT EXCEED THREE AND OHE-HI\!...F PERCENT (3- 1-Z PER CENO) PER ANNUM• 
AND ONLY OHE (1) RATE MAY BE ST!PULATED FOR boH:OS MA-iURlHG Of'! THE SAME 
DATE• IF A BID CARRIES TWO OR MORE INTEREST RATES ON A SH!GLE BLOCK OF 
80to!CS0 AH AVERAGE !N'TEREST RATE SHALL BE COMPUTED OK THE BASIS OF TI-lE 
TOTAL INTEREST COSTSt AT PARt FOR SUCH SJNGLE BLOCK OF BOt:DS OR COMBINED 
BLOCKS COVERED BY THE BID AT THiii: OFFERED RATESj A~oiD !F THE AVERAGE RATE 
SO OBTAINED IS NOT MORE THA~ THREE AWD ONE-HAL,F PERCENT (J- St-2 PC:RCEKT)e 
THE BID SHALL BE CONSIDERED TO QUAWFY~:t A BZD OF PAR VALUE (PLUS ACCRUED 
IHTEREST FROM SEPTEMBER 1. 1961!) OR THE MOST RECENT IHTEREST PAYMENT DATE 
PRIOR TO DELIVERY OF THE 8oHDS~ ·to Ti-CE DATE OF OEL.!VERY AHD PAYMENT) SHALL 
BE REQUIRE~ THE BONOS WILL BE AWARDED TO "!"HE BIDDER OFFERING TO PURCHASE 
THE J50NOSe OR ANY PORT!Of'.~ THEREOFt AT THE LOWEST INTEREST COST TO THE 
BoAR De 
THE HouSING AN:o HoME FINANCE AGENCY HAS e:;-tTERED INTO A LoAN 
AGREEMEHI WITH THE BoA~o OF REGENTS OF MuRRAYe KEN7UCKY0 5-rATE CoL.L..EG£0 
PURSUANT TO WHlCH IT PROPOSES TO BUY THESE BoNOS AT A THREE AND OHE-HALF 
PERCE:-n" (3- 1-2. PERCENT) INTEREST RATE• PROVIDU(G NO OTHER EQUALL.Y OR MORE 
FAVORABLE BIDS ARI! SUBMITTED• THI!SE BOMOS ARE ISSUED UK"IER AUTHORITY CoN-
TA!>:ED IN SECTIONS 162.350 THROUGH 162.380, IHCL.USIVE, OF ";"HE KENTUCKY 
Re:visEo S'TATUTES0 AND THE Jss;;ANCE oF THESE Boxes HAS BEEN AUTHORIZED AND 
APPROVED B'f THE :5-rATE PRoPERTY At-::o BuiLDINGS CoMMJSS!OM AND THE 0E."PARTMENT 
OF FtNANCE OF THE CoMMottwe:ALTH oF KENTUCKY. 
THE BoARD OF REGS.NTS WJL.L pROVloE THE PRIHTEo BOM::J BLANKS• AND 
THE UHQUAL.lP'IED• UKCO:i017!0NAL.0 APPROVING L.EGAL OPltUON OF [\1Ro JOSEPH Rr. 
Ruett1, MuH!Clr .. P..L EoMo ATTORNEY; oF LouisviLLE~ KENTUCKY• roGE";'HER "VlTH 
THE CUSTOMARY KON-L..ITlGATlOK CERTlFlCATEe THE SAME ":'"0 ACCOMPANY "(HE: 8oN.DS' 
WHEN DEL..IVEREO~ WITHOUT EXPENSE TO THE PURCHASER~ THE 8or-::os WILL BE 
EXIi.CUTEO IN ACCORDAl'iCE WITH "THE FACS.IM!L..E SIGNATURE LAW (KRS 61.390). 
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A COPY OF THE TRUST INDENTURE SECURING THESE BONDS IS AVAILABLE 
AT THE OFFICE OF THE BoARD OF REGENTS, AND MAY BE OBTAINED WITHOUT COST 
BY ANY INTERESTED BIDDER, 
EACH 810 1 EXCEPT ANY BID OR BIDS MADE BY OR ON BEHALF OF AN 
AGENCY OR INSTRUMENTALITY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, OR THE 
COMMONWEALTH OF I(ENTUCKY, SHALL BE ACCOMPANIED BY A CERTIFIED OR BANK 
CASHIERts CHECK, PAYABLE TO THE ORDER OF SAID BoARD OF REGENTS, IN A 
SUM EQUAL. TO TWO PERCENT (2 PERCENT) OF THE PAR VALUE OF THE BoNDS REFERRED 
TO HEREIN, THE SAME TO BE HELD UNCASHEO UNTIL THE BONDS ARE DELIVERED 
AND PAID FOR, AT WHICH Tl ME THE AMOUNT THEREOF 1 BUT WITHOUT INTEREST 
THEREON) WILL BE ALLOWED AS A CREDIT UPON THE PURCHASE PRICE• OiHERWISE 1 
IF ANY PURCHASER SHOULD WRONGFULLY FAIL. OR REFUSE TO ACCEPT AND PAY FOR 
THE BONDS WHEN TENDERED, THE BoARD OF REGENTS WILL BE AUTHORIZED TO CASH 
SUCH CHECK AND RETAIN THE PROCEEDS THEREOF AS AGREED LIQUIDATED DAMAGES 
FOR THE BREACH OF THE PURCHASE CONTRACT, THE CHECKS OF UNSUCCESSFUL 
BIDDERS WILL BE RETURNED FOLLOWING THE MEETING OF THE BoARD TO BE HELD 
ON THE DATE OF SALE REFERRED TO ABOVE, 
THE BoARD RESERVES THE RIGHT, IN ITS DISCRETION, TO DETERMINE 
THE BEST BID OR BIDS, TO WAIVE ANY INFORMALITIES AND TO REJECT ANV OR 
ALL BIDS. 
No PARTICULAR BID FORMS SHALL BE REQUIRED, BUT ALL BIOS MUST 
BE MADE UNCONDITIONALLY AND IN CONFORMITY WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS 
OFFICIAL NOTICE, (SIGNED) PATSY RowLAND, SEcRETARY, SoARD OF REGENTS, 
MuRRAY, KENTUCKY, STATE CoLLEGE, 
THE FOREGOING WAS APPROVED BY THE BoARD oF REGENTS OF MuRRAY 
STATE COLLEGE ON THE .t;;ltH DAY OF APRIL, 1962, 
~(, ~
--4-/L._L, 
SECRETARY, BoARD OF REGENTS 
(SEAL oF CoLLEGE) 
, 
NOTiCE 0::' SALE 
SEALED cOMPi!T!TtVE eros WiLL BE RECEIVS:o av THE BoARD OF 
REGENTS OF iV'luRRAY STATE CoLLEGE AT ~/h..'RRAv, Ke:NTUCKV, AT THE OFFICE OF 
ITS SECRETARY, IN THE CtTY OF MuRRAY, K::::NTUCKV, UNTIL 
0 U;;-fu 17 C.S.T., ON--j~~&~~pe~~~ . • 196 k FOR THE PURCI-<ASE OF ALL OR 
ANY OF THE liEREINA!='TER DESIGNATED BLOCKS OF $~,469GQQQ OF ~IJUARAY STATE 
CoL.L.EGE HousiNG AND D:NING HAL.L. REvENUE BoNDS OF 1931. 
THE BoNos WILL BE DA'TED SEPTEMBER 1. 1961, wiLL MATURE 
SERIALLY Ohl SEPTEMBER 1 t , 9641 THROUGH 2001, AND WH ... L BEAR INTEREST ftT 
SUCH RATE OR RATES, AVE:RAG!NG NO·r GREATER THAN THE MAXIMUM ACCEPTASL!:: 
INTEREST COST OF THREE AND ONE-HALF PERCENT (3- 1-2 PER CENT) PER ANNUM, AS ARE 
SPECI;:"IEO IN THE SUCCESSFUL BID• fuTEREST IS PAYABLE MARCH 1, 1962, 
AND SEMI-ANNUALLY Tl-lEREAFTE;R i HO\\I'EVER 1 ANY INTEREST COUPONS MATURING 
PRIOR TO THE DELIVERY OF THE BoNDS WILL. BE DETACHED AND CANCELLED PRIOR 
TO DELIVERY• THE MATURITY AND REDEMPTION SCHEDULES ARE SET FORTH IN 
THE DrFICIAL NoTICE oF SALE oF BoNos AND 5TA7EMENT OF EssENTIA!.. FAcTs. 
THE BoNos WILL eE SPECIAL oaLIGATiONs oF THE CoLLEGE, PAYABLE 
SOLELY FROM AND SECURED BV A PLEDGE OF A SUFF:CIENT f:.IORTIOU OF THE GROSS 
INCOME AND REVENUES TO BE DERIVED FROM THE OPERATION OF A NE:W PROJECT 1 
CONSISTING OF A NEW OORMlTORV TO HOUSE APPROXIMATELY 326 MEN STUDENTS 
AND A NEW CAFE"!"ERIA WITH A DESIGNED CAPACITY OF APPROXiMATELY 1,600 PERSONS, 
EACH WITH NECESSARY APPURTENANT FACILITIES, WHICH REVENUES SHALL IN PART 
INCLUDE $29, n~ OF THE INCIDENTAL FEz: ASSESSED EACH STUDENT OCCUPANT OF 
SAID 00RMITORV1 FOR EACH S.E::MESTE:R I.)F THE REGULAR TERM OF TWO SEMESTERS 
AND $15, QQ OF THE INCIDENTAL FEE OF EACH STUDEI"T OCCU?ANT OF SAID COR-
Mi.TORY FOR EACH REGULAR SUMMER SESSION, AND BY A STATUTOR'/ MORTGAGE L.IEN 
oN sucH PRo" a: cT. 
8tOS WILL. BE CONSIDERED ON THE FOLLOWING BASIS! ('i) THE ENTIRE 
tSSUEt OR (2) BoNOS MATURING IN THE YEARS 1964 TO 1971, INCLUSIVE; OR 
(3) BoNes MATURING IN THE YEARS 1972 TO 1981, INCL.USivE; OR (4) BoNDS 
MATURING IN THE YEARS 1982 TO 199f, INCL.USIVE; OR (5) BoNDS MATURING IN 
THE YEARS 19!)2 TP.ROUGH 2:)01, INCL.USIVE 0 
• • 
ALL SICS SHALL BE FOR CASH. A~D A MHJiMUM BID OF PAR AND 
ACCRUED INTEREST IS REQUIRED. THE RoARD RESERVES THF ::tiGHT TO REJECT 
ANY AND ALL. BIDS, 
THe: HouSING AND HoME FINANCE AaENcv HAS ENTERED INTO A LoAN 
AGREEMENT WITH OUCH 130ARD OF REGENTS, PURSUANT TO WHICH THE FORMER HAS 
' 
AGREED TO BUY THESE BoNDS AT A THREE AND ONE-HALF PERCENT (3- 1-Z PERCENT) 
H!TEREST RATE, PROVIDED NO OTHER EQUAL OR MORE FAVORABLE BIDS ARE 
SUBMITTED, 
THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER WILL BE FURNISHED, WITHOUT COST, THE 
PREPARED BoNDS AND THE APPROVING LEGAL OPINION o:=- MR, JosEPH R. RusiN, 
MuNier PAL BoNo ATTORNEY, OF LouJsvrL.LE, !<e:NTUCKV, 
A coPv oF THE OFFICIAL NoTJce: oF SALE AND STATEMENT oF Esse:NTIAL 
FACTS FOR THIS ISSUE MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE UNOERSIGNE0 1 PATSV RowLAND., 
SEcRETARY, BoARD OF REGENTS, 
THE PUBLICATION OF THE FOREGOING NoTICE OF SALE WAS APPROVED 
ev THE BoARD OF 
.:J t -fl.. 
REGENTS OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE, oN THE ~H DAY oF 
9.~ 
_jj IlL .. ~ ~BoARD OF REGENTS 
) ' 
,. 
'. 
I 
~ ,71.1,:;-
 _,_2(,~_./96.:u 
PARIETAL AND RATE RESOLUTION REGAKu!NG THE 
OCCUPANCY ANIJ USE OF PROJECT NO. KY-CH-58 (US) 
w11HER.EA53 MuRRAY STATE CoL.L.EGE HAS ENTERED INTO A ~ .. .OA.."i AGREEMENT 
WlTH THE HousJ:-.~G AHo HoME FtNANCE Aoe:Ncv WITH RESPECT TO THE IssuANce: OF 
HousiNG AND DINING HAL.L. REVE>:uE BoNDS OF 1961 0 lN THE AMOUNT OF .J>1,469,000 
WITH WHICH TO CONSTRUCT A HEW OORM)TORY TO HOUSE APPROXIMATELY 326 MEH 
STUDENTS AHD A HEW CAF'ETEAIA WITH A CES)GHED CAPACITY OF APPROXIMATEL-Y 
106QQ PERSONS, EACH WJTX NECESSARY APPURTENANT FACJLJTIES, AND 
WHEREAS, THE CoL.L.EGE, IN KEEPING WITH THE LoAN AGREEME>!>0 HAS 
AGREED IN. COH.t-!EC7'!0N WITH THE USE OF SAID PROPOSED HEW CORMJTORYt TO 
ESTABL.JSH AHO MAINTAIN AS L..ONG AS AHY OF Tt=hi. BONDS ARE ou·rsTANDlNG CERTAIN 
RATES AND CHARGES lNCLUDlt"-tG l~ClOENTAL.. FEES OF HOT L.ESS THAN .:p29.0Q PER 
SEMESTER PER REGULAR TERM AND NOT LESS THAH ~15.QQ DURING THE SUMMER SESSION 
FOR EACH STUDEHT OCCUPANT OF 'THE PRO.J'ECT DORMlTORYu A:iD 
VVHE.Ii.EAS'ol SAID CoL.L-EGE HAS AGREED TO ESTABLISH JHlTlAL.LY AND TO 
MAIXTA!N A BASE REt<.TAL.. FOR USE Ai"<'.D OCCU?ANCY OF THE PRO.lECT DORMITORY 
FAC!L!TlES OF 1-tOT LESS THAN :ti5QQQ WE!!KLY FOR EACH STUDEWI OCCUPANT THEREOF• 
AND 
VlfH.EHEAS0 THE LoAN AGREEMEI-!T PROVlOES THAT MuRRAY SiATE CoLLEGE 
SHAL.L GlVE PRIORITY tM ASSJGN!XG SIUDEH'TS OF 'THE COLLEGE TO YHl S PROJECT 
Kv~-CH-58 (OS) AND OTHER soxoEo PRoJECTs,. loEMTIFIEO AS PRoJEC""iS Nos. 
KY-CH-10 (D), 22 (5), 33 (D), 38 (D), A"D 56 (0), OVER NON-BONDED PROJECTS1 
NOiv, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT T!<E FOREGOING RATEs, cHARGEs 
AMD PROCEDURES SHALL BE APPLICABLE TO PROJECT Noo Ky"'-CH-58 (DS). 
AooPTEo By THE BoARD OF REGENTS OF MuRRAY STATE Co!-LEGE AT A 
MEETING HEL.D OH THE --',;?_Z=fe""--1-L _____ DAY OF 9~ 0 1~6~. 
~ -
OF REGENTS 
t 
' 
COMMONilvEAL TH OF KENTUCKY) 
COUNTY OF CALl-OwAY ) ss 
I, PATSY RowL.AMc, SECRETARY OF ,.He: i3oAFic OF REGEN:S OF MuRRAY 
STATII Cot..LEGE~ AT ~lluRFI:AYt KE~:TUCKYo oo HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE FOREGOlN13 
coMsTITuTEfj A :Ru:::: 0 eoR~Eb't AND coMPLEtE coPY bft' A PAR 
RESOLUi'Jd~ oi.JLY ADOPTED a-.( SAID BoARC OF REGS:NTS (ON!....:~/!!~~;!!:::!:::;!;t::~U.:...., 
19 /,J<) A.EGAROlN"G 7'HE occuPAt-!CY A,.to usiZ oF PRoJECT No" 
V'VITNESS MY OFFICIAL SlGNATURE AND THE91CIAL SEAL OF SAID 
.., -u-r"- ~ 19/ "'' 
cOARO OF REGEl'liTS ON THIS --'~="'~'----•DAY OF ? 1 k ~ • 
--,0~/ /L.J. 
(SEAl..) 
